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Exhibit Planned
At Murray High

Mrs. Opal Roberts Installed As
President Of Murray B&PW Club

10* Per Copy

Vol. LXXXXI No. 121

National Guard Patrols
Ohio State Campus Today

The annual Art and Industrial Arts Exhibit at Murray
High School will be Sunday,
May 24, from two until five o'clock in the Arts Building,
Ninth Street.
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Mrs. Opal Roberts was in.
stalled as president of the Business and Professional Women's
Club at the breakfast meeting
Our self control is amuing us.
held Thursday morning at the
Murray Woman's Club House.
Just Ilk* the Rock of Gibralter, The new president is now
or something on that order.
married to Hoyt Roberts who is
in the real estate business. She
Throat got sore and it scared
us, so we says to ourself, "better cut down on that smoking
boy". So we do.

Hardeman College. At the death
of her first husband she took a
secretarial position at the Jackson General Hospital, Jackson,
Tenn., before coming to Murray.
The new club president has
been active in church and civic
events. She became a member
of the Business and Professional Women's Club in Tennessee
and this past year served u reporter for the Murray Club.
Other new officers installed
by Mrs. Marjorie Huie were
Mrs. Edna Milliken, vice-president; Ars. Alberta Korb, recordint secretary; Mrs. Levanthe Turner, corresponding secretary; Mrs. Reva Shelton, insurer.
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Mark Erwin Reported
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Ten Years Ago Today
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Word has been received of the death of Robert Watkins, Sr., who
was in charge of sail boat rentals at Kentucky Lake State Park. He
died in Evansville, Ind.
Over 250 fishermen from Western Kentucky will gather in Murray
May 24 for the 22nd annual training school of the Western Kentucky
Firemen's Training Association.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleatus Cagle of Fort Vaurierdale, Fla., are the
parents of a son born May 16_
Capt. John Bryant, James E. Garrison, Mrs. Jack Norsworthy,
Mrs. Dan rectum, AM JAME% Rogers are new officers of the
Murray College High PTA,

20 Years Aao Today
LEDGES & TIKES FILE

Dogs And Graves Don't Mix ..
Dad is just sitting there, moving the toe of his plow shoe
in the dust. Its too hot and dry for just about inything. Its so
dry that the dog went out and found pups. Leastwise, dad said
she found them. I didn't even know she was looking. I'm glad
she found them, because I like pups, and scratching bellys, and
pulling ears, and puppy teeth bites. Dad and I don't share the
same point of view. Pm glad she found five, and wish she had
found ten. Dad said he's sorry she found five and wished she'd
found none. He said that we'd have a hard time getting rid of
them, because they were just like their mama, and their mama
wasn't much, so, he's worried about getting rid of them.
Just about now, the electric light people came by and dug
a hole. I looked in it, and thought it was twenty feet deep. Dark
as. grave and damp, it was. Dad said it was only about eight
feet deep instead of twenty. Why the light people dug that hole
near our house, I don't know. They never did put anything in it.
Well, to make a long story short, as they say, those dumb pups
found that hole and jumped in. We heard them barking and
howling like they were in a grave somewhere. I finally found
them and called dad. Dad smiled for the first time in six weeks.
He came with his shovel, and said, "there is only one thing left
to do to a grave when its dug and the bodies are in it. I just'
couldn't believe what I was thinking.
To make a short story shorter, dad had a long rope with
him. ie made a loop and tied one end to the shovel handle. He
worked for an hour, and he finally managed to put the noose
around each one and haul them out.
After this whole proceedure happened the second time,
dad said, that even though I was little, I had better cover up
that hole.
by Bob Little

Pm beginning to receive some fine material from all over
Calloway County. Keep sending your material, and be on the
God;
my
fortress:
I will say of the Lord, He is my refuge and my
look out for it.
In him will I trust. -Psalm 91:2.
Tom Perkins
Distress will not undermine me Ill trust in the Lord; I will walk

HEAT- CONTINUES
NEW DELHI(DPI} A heat
wave with temperatures up to
120 degrees entered its third
week today in North India
where newspapers estimated
more tan 1,000 persons have
died from its effects.

A Rod Cross Water Moiety Instructor demonstrates rescue techniques to Lifesaving
students during the course conducted at the university pool last week.

Twenty-Nine Are Certified
•In Red Cross Life Saving

unafraid.
Throe Views Of Life
I discussed life with a teacher,
we turned pages alike in rows,
became pale from beams of hidden sun,
were stimulated by opaque gray matter.
I discussed life with a poet,
we stepped on gingerly laid pebbles,
with scythes on shoulders,
ballooned flowers with sweetened breath

Paul
Newman
and
Robert
By VERNON
Redford, has earned its makers
UPI Hollywood Correcoandent -iticluding 20th Century-FoxI discussed life With a child,
$35 million and it's just getting
child said,
life's good,
darted.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-"Butch
"I was encouraged enough to
cause,
Cassidy and The Sundance Kid" acquire three motion picture
.
a non existing image
lost the Academy Award, but It properties," Monad continued.
never seeps from the brain,
brought new life to producer
to be given glory,
One is the best-selling novel,
Paul Monad who never expect- "Slaughterhouse Five."
by stiff and purple lips.
ed the Western comedy to
"When I read it last year I
being
translated means,
become one of the top 20 trembled with anticipation, se I •'
boxoffice films of all time.
taught the book for a considerIf you didn't have it,
Monash is the same man who able amount of money
you couldn't discuss it.
produced television's, sudsiest 4185,000). Later everyone I
by Thomas 0. Perkins
soap opera, "Peyton Place," talked to said it was a great
and "Judd for the Defense."
book but couldn't be made into
The television series and a film.
"Butch Cassidy" were all in
Getting'Script Ready
production
simul
'..1.1.alversal saw things differThey ' were
completed
ently and now 'We're putting the
canceled in the same month, script in order and gettliskereJanuary, 1969.
production work dope.
"It all came to a shattering
Monash is a compact man
end at one time," Monad with graying hair, a prizefightrecounted at Universal Studios. er's nose, a copper tan and
"I was out of prodectioe and dapper wardrobe. He is one of Heart Attack At The Wheel
times
were hare fa the the new video producers -to-- Triple teetibleusay befall the to-the1edier-driver.- And
in -id reIndustry. They kW are. Then =re up to the movie screen person -who suffers a heart attack course, a court held him responsi.
we began to get an idea of the with a major hit.
white driving his car. His woes blelor the injury. Reason: he
kind of picture we had in Batch
Now he is in the un egorta. may include not only the heart should.have avoided the accideOt
I
Cluster.
*dent
I
I
I
I
'Ptik16111--or
Did Not Sell Interest
himself with another movie that might follow, but even eg
On the other hand, cowls usuliability gir any injuries he hap-. ally say
"After a sneak preview I was success.
that a first -time -dispens to inflict upon somebody ability, coming
offered
a
quarter
million
"out of the hlue,7
"I don't want to sound else.
dollars for my interest in the Immodest," he said, "but I
is not grounds for liabilits
picture. Thank God I didn't think "Slaughterhouse Five"
--Thus, in another case. a court
sell."
will win the Oscar for best
refused to impose liattilita tor an
So for the film, starring oicture two years from now."
accident -on. a driver v.ho had
blacked out for the first, time in
his life. Onekourt even cl,,stfied
as unavoidable an accident ,:aused
by a sneeze, when the man didn't
have the slightest waifhin:- that
the sneeze was coming.

THE
FAMILY LAWYER

let

In one unusual case.
headed down a steep hill In spite
of the (act that he kne A.
brakes were in bad coml.00n.
When the car began to roll out.
of control, he became so ir.io-qened that he fainted.

Coya AT FIRST SLIGHT - Snowball 'right) and Scandy are
gettirkacquainted at 'Denteal Park Zoo in New York, and
zoo officials hope they are falling in love. Scandy. 5-year-old,
700-rottnit polar bear, was flown from Sweden for the centre
Both wen, horn in rriptivity

the
thought
for
American poet Ralph
Waldo Emerson said, "Happy is
the house that shelters a
friend,"
A

day:

The sky is tranquil,
And so beautiful.
The radient blue sky transcends a peace within my soul. I feel as if I Could lie on the ground forever,
and be nourished from the sky's beauty and tranquilty.

Bible Thoughtfor Today

scan.

SENIOR TEA AT MURRAY STATE - Mrs. Harry M. Sparks, wife of the President of
Murray State University, offers Ken Bailey of Hammond, Ind. a cup of punch at the traditional Senior Tea held Tuesday, May 19 at Oak hurst, the president's home on campus. The
tea Is given annually to allow faculty and staff members an opportunity to extend congratulatiens to students who will be awarded degrees In commencement exercises June 6.
From left are Lynda Allbritton, Murray, sen ler psychology and English major; Mrs. Sparks:
Bailey; and Mrs. Bailey, a 1969 graduate In nursing.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)

Today is Friday, May 22, the
142nd day of 1970 with 223 to
follow.
The moon is between its full
phase and last quarter.
stars are
morning
The
Mercury and Saturn.
The evening stars are Venus,
Mars and Jupiter.
On this day in history:
In 1868 the "Great Train
Robbery" took place as seven
members of the Reno Gang
stole $98,000 from an express
car at Marshfield, Ind,
In 1924 discovery of the body
of 13-year-old Bobby Franks in
Chicago led to the arrest of
Nathan Leopold and Richard
Loeb. They were sehtenced to
99 years in prison. Loeb was
killed by another convict in
1936, and Leopold was released
on parole in 1958.
In 1943 Russia announced
(ljssolutlon of the Communist
ternational, founded in 1919 to
promote world revolution.
In 1962 all 45 persons aboard
a jet light from Chicago to
Kansas City died when the
plane crashed in southeastern
Iowa.

A Spring Storm

Ssnator Estes Kefauver, Democrat, Tennessee, has notified the
Suddenly!
Ledger & Times that he has added his endorsement to the applicaThe tranquilly is breached by a streak of lightning.
bon of the Murray Chamber of Commerce for the location of the
The clouds begin to darken and roar with an
Natknal Air Academy at New Providence.
emperor's thunder!
"Mrs. Douglas Shoemaker certainly has a beautiful yard. It
seems filled with flowers. We like the red rose bush", from the
The storm brakes.
column, "Seen & Heard Around
are the parents of a son born
Murray"'
Mr. and Mrs. ALstoo Wilkerson
Rain falls from the sky, as if thousands of
May 13 at the Murray Hospital,
farmers were standing on cotton soft clouds,
Good quality strawberries sold for $7.75 for a 24 quart crate at - And sprinkling their gardens.
Louisville this week.
The storm has not desturbed the beauty,
It remains with an intimate touch of tranquilly.
by Debbie Holt
*Debbie is a senior at Calloway County High.

"Butch Cassidy" Brings New
Life To Producer, P. Monash

MAN 22 1970

When will the law impoie liability on such a person? Generally speaking, when he had reaDid hio Sudden fainting q—{
son to foresee the likelihood of him from'
responsibility fr i•,
a heart attack (or some other collision that 'pot place ,1
sudden disability). Anyone who. bottom of
the' hill?
takes the wheel'underthese cirNo,
ruled
a 6urt,
cumstances is committing an afliable. The court pointed OW lhat
firmative act of negligence.
while the Man could nt be
For example:
blamed for fainting, he Could inA man went for. a drive, even deed be blamed for starting,
though he had a severe, chronic downhill with bad brakes
cardiac condition. He did suffer thst original act -of ncel,..zenee,
a heart attack, did collide with said the judge, that set the stile
another car, and did cause injury for disaster.

Galveston Island, 45 minby car south of Houston.
Weather forecasters said no
Tex., is the cifiry rn;jot seaside
city on the North An erican,con- lasting relief can be expected
until monsoon rains move into
tinent on a natural is and.
North India late next month.
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By FRED Mci
UPI Sports WI
Jim McGlothiin
the strikeout stuff
Carlton, but when it
winning frame of
Cincinnati Reds' hur
to be way ahead.
McGlothlin, acqub
cinnati from the
Angeles during the
not
strike
out
Thursday night h
only two singles in
eds to a 3-0 victo
Houston Astros.
Carlton, meanwhil
mother of his s p
strikeout performan
St. LOWS CarinaLs b
in eight innings only
for nought as the
Phillies scored a
ninth off reliever I
to win, 4-3.
"This year I
said
mentally,"
who has not been s
his last 20 innings,
go out there and WI
ghas Opposite R
Carlton
had
opposite reaction ti
It marked.the. third
brief major league
he has fanned 16 oi
game and has not
"It's getting to la
said the disappoint
"I get all these str

Lakers G
Goodrich
Trade Ti

utes

Twenty-nine students were cer- and stringent qualifications must
Atolla! o Q000000000000Q00000,
tified in Junior and Senior Life- be met for safety."
saving in a class ending May 15 Senior Lifesaving requires a
TONIcHT *
0000 g
i o o o 000
at the university pool, according minimum of 17 hours of instrucory000
-c
EHRINIE 4. IN TH EAT RE
000
to Mrs. Gaylord Forrest, Red tion, including the final examinaCross Water Safety Chairman. tion, and the applicant must be 16
0000000
Goo
Instructors who taught the cou- or in the eleventh grade.
0000000
ocooc - JOANN
0000000
consists
of
Lifesaving
'Burchfield,
ococct
Junior
Donald
included
rse
00
000000
:r'
Terry Gold, Edward Dibble,Chr- the same training but with amio- occcOrcc
0000000
0000000
instruction,
is Comer, Charlie Clark, Skip imum of 15 hours
0000000
0000000
Lockett, David kyises, and John and students are 12-15 years of
:9
1*
1
0000000
Davis.
age.
0000900
200000000
The class must be taught by
Water Safety Aides were Law- currently certified Red Cross
rence Anderson, Donna Honchul, Instructors. Students must pass
oncIrIncarIn
ti:
cicinorlrtnnes
llire" (D.
Irijkli
Kenneth Mosher, Jim Hart,David the written test and demonstrate
Travis, Dorothy Swann, Max We- prattle:2 skills, in addition to
CUVE DONNSTS Ma of
aver Jim Brantley, and Chris being excelled swimmers to qua.
Cocher.
Iffy.
Those certified in Senior Life- "We are most appreciative of
saving were Bob Forrest, Danny the time donated by the instrucCarroll, Paul Thurman, Rodney tors and aides," Mrs. Forrest
Lowe, Jill Persall, Nancy Hart, said. "We feel that the large
Debbie Cathey, Mary Ann Taylor, ratio of teachers to pupils facilEmily Belote,Nancy Diuguid, We- iated learning and we are grateode Flood, David Davis, Ann ful to all those who belped.Othez
Battle, Ken Gordon, Kern Batt. water safety programs are plannRiONNII040
-0
7061 CoLog b
,DmEr
.
LIVER POURS COMIG110/4
le Charles Brien, Marsha Sle- ed through out the summer as part
d, GU Hopson, and Tam Hop- of continuous Red Cross Service
and will be announdleridd a later
son.
Junior Lifesaving certificates date."
were presented to Rawiey Fair,
Ted Forrest, Chris Miller, Ken VOTES BILL DOWN
Harrell, Jay Pitman, Janet New- BATON ROUGE, La. (UPI)
*
t'*
C.,
..,
,
9PAlg
,wy1,yvut.a..)
berry, Bill Wade Roberts, Don The Louisiana Senate voted
-000
Jones
0Tuesday
BillJones, Barbara Howard, and against a bill Wednesday that
would have prohibited a meet.,00042000000000attrAQQQ,QQC
"Some enrolled in the clue ing of more than 10,000 persons
were not certified due to a lack without a police permit. The
of strength in swimming or tailed bill was aimed specifically at a
music festival scheduled
written examinatiog Mrs
moi1irt5ay weekend.
Forest said. "ThliTS a area- for e
senators
The
who voted
"MOUT 111.11.81
uous course of necessity," she
MST
continued, "due to the fact that against the bill thought it was
IOU...4
1
:1111
81
almost all clubs, schools, and unconstitutional because it di1111111T
organizations require Red Cross scriminated against the festicertification of their life guards, val.

4

An AsiericeirEir Association public ser*ice feature by Will R. rn.ati.
1970 American Kir Assot patron

The heat also took a Ilea
toll of birds and animals. With
from
the
migrating
game
areas, tigers and
drought
panthers were on the prowl
villages, threatening
around
livestock.

MeGlothi
3-0 Viet(

ROBERT REDFORD
KATHARINE
ROSS
ROBERT

BLAKE.SUSAN CLARK.

"TELL THEM WILLIE SOY IS HERE"
F3WRY SULLIVAN

•

i'4*

4111.

ENGLEWOOD, Cal
The Los Angeles L
lost starting guard I
to Buffalo in the
draft, have reacq
Goodrich, their Ni
choice in 1965.
Goodrich, a gin
former UCLA All-At
obtained in a tradi
Phoenix Sons Thui
Lakers gave up for,
Mel Counts to get h
they lost to Pboe
expansion draft in IS
"We certainly hat
player like Counts,"
Mullaney said. "Bt
rich I feel that we
the type of player
probably lacked m
past season."
The addition of I
Goodrich leaves t
with three guardsand
Willie McCa
with a swingman- K
son.
Los Angeles lost
guard, veteran John
this year's •expansior
"The Lakers have
key players in the
expansion drafts that
team in the leag
Angeles General Ma
Schaus said.
"I felt the loss c
was the most serlot
by our ball club. N
say, we are delight

him haVli."

Weiskopf
65's To T

ATLANTA (UPI)- •
Tom Weiskopf, the
can boy, and short
Homero Blancas, o
ancestry, are as
physically as day and
They even play a
type of golf- but yi
know it by their late
Weiskopf and Bit
turned in sizzling 7-um
Thursday to shape th
round lead of the
Vanta Golf Classic
Into today's second
a one-stroke lead o
Gilbert and hro-craer
champion Bert Y2
Chuck Courtney.
South African Gar
pre-tournament
the
because
of
his
success since return
states a little more
months ago, headed
68 that.includaLltun
Prank Beard, John I
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Ruby Hopes Detroit Beats Baltimore; New York Stops Washington
To Have
Cars Ready

By STU CAMLN
and walked Jim French and
were idle.
UPI Sports Writer
Danny Cater's two-run homer Frank Howard with one out to highlighted an eight-run Mtn
It didn't take Mery Retten- in the fifth inning powered the load the bases. Lanky Steve inning for Cleveland in the
mund long to catch up with Yankees to their win over Hamilton came on in relieve at Indians' victory over Boston.
John Hiller Thursday night. Washington and helped New that point and struck out Mike The outburst, off relievers
Only about two and a half York move within five and a Epstein and Bernie Allen to end Vicente Romo and Ray Jarvis,
hours, give or take a few half games of pace-setting the game and preserve Stottle- was the Indians' biggest of the
helped saddle
and
INDIANAPOLIS, lad. (UPI) minutes,
Baltimore in•the East Division. myre's fourth win against three season
starter Bill Lee with the loss.
— Lloyd Ruby, who has drivel Rettenmund, one of the many Mel Stottlemyre was sailing
Bob Miller, making his first
the fastest lap " ever in the talented Baltimore Oriole out- along on a five-hit shutout in °sses•
first major start of the season gained
Indianapolis 500. mile race, fielders, faced Hiller, the lefty the ninth inning when heIt Ray Fosse's
grand slam homer credit fur his first victory.
hoped to have his two troubled relief ace of the Detroit Tigers, allowed a single to Ed Stroud °ague
with
the
loaded
bases
and
.
a
last-minute
ready
for
cars
practice runs today man effort body out in the ninth tanning
to gain a starting berth in this of the first game'of a two-nigh. t
By FRED McMANE
doubleheader. The /prides were
year's Memorial Day classic.
started
thinking
that one
UPI Sports Writer
Ruby hasn't been on the trailing 6-3 at the time but the
mistake can kill you."
Jim McGlothlin doesn't have The Cardinals rallied for
track since the mechanical best Retteiu'nund could deliver LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI)— Wright's
monopoly of the challengers, for the $3,000 first
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. (UP!)
the strikeout stuff of -Steve three runs in the ninth—two
woes befell him and his crew was a forceout which cut Rookie pro Jo Ann Gunderson $20,000 Bluegrass Invitational prize appeared to be Carol
—Coach Bill Sharman of th
Carlton, but when it comes to a coming on Richie
last weekend. Ruby in 1968 set Baltimore's deficit to two runs. Canner, one of the longest tournament opening today.
Mann, Sandra Haynie, Marilynn
14th
winning frame of mind, the homer of the season— to tie the Los Angeles Stars, who battl a one-lap race record of 168.666 Hiller, however, then struck out hitters on
Smith, Kathy Whitworth and
.the women's golf
Canner)
"She's
(Mrs.
the
Indiana
Saturday
Pacers
Just
Cincinnati Reds' hurler appears score, but Tony Taylor's two.
Chico Salmon and retired tour, poses a threat to Mickey
miles an hour.
about due," Ed Griffiths, LPGA Betsy Rawls. They are the Mc
the fifth game of a best-o
to be way ahead.
Today was the final full day Frank Robinson on a groundout
out single in the ninth chased seven
tourney director said, "It has five money-winners on the
playoff
series
for th of practice
McGlothlin, acquired by Cin- home Johnny Briggs with the
to
victopreserve
last
Detroit's
6-4
before the
American Basketball Assoc
taken her a little time to get current LPGA circuit.
cinnati from the California winning run.
round of time trials Saturday ry.
Anurs HOME GAMES
Missing from the field of 58
acclimated to the tour, but once
title,
his
tioo
Ls
says
do
team
Angeles during the winter, did
and Sunday. Twenty-seven ra- Rettenmtmd didn't start the
PHILADELPHIA (UPI) —
McClottnin's
batterymate, but not out.
pros and five amateurs in the
going
she's
game
her
gets
she
tourney was Shirley
strike out a batter Johnny Bench, provided the
not
cers were qualified last week- nightcap but entered the game With their new stadium delayed
Engelhorn.
tough—and the other
"Sure, we're down 3-1,"
Thursday night but allowed offensive punch to the Reds'
end, leaving six spots to be In the eighth inning when he hit by labor difficulties, the Phi- to be real
She canceled plans to play
Sharman,
former
the
on
player
it."
know
girls
only two singles in pitching the victory. Bench slammed his
filled before the traditional a pinch single and came around ladelphia Phiffies aonounced
been-Ise of the illness of her
Miss Wright was favorid
eds to a 3-() victory over the 13th homer of the season in the five National Basketball Associ- "bumping" process begins with to tie the score 1-1 on Boog Thursday that they would play
champions
Bluegrass
a
the
ation
Boston
for
as
the
,
win
f
.
1,1her.
lioustoe Astros.
faster cars replacing slower Powell's sacrifice fly. But, this all their home games this
foueth and helped build the
Canton, reeanwhile, turned in Reds' third run in the seventh Celtic, gain. "But we beat ones in the raceday lloeup.
only served as the prelude to season in 61-year-old Connie fourth time in the past fly -^-SURGERY SUCCESSFUL
Dallas two straight to win and
years. The 54-hole tourney is
nether of his sparkling with a single.
Despite a hot track Thursday, the dramatic ninth inning when Mack Stadium,
CHICAGO (UPI) — Randy
Denver three straight to win.
staged at the Hunting Cr
strikeout performances for the
aced
Rettenmtmd
Hilagainst
Jack
Brabham
Hundley, Chicago Cub catcher,
and
other
five
Only Two Other Games
The new park was supposed Country Club in subur
once
Boston
won
three
straight
St. Louis Carinals by fanning 16
In the only other National to win after being down 3-1, and drivers in non-qualified cars hit ler, and this time, slammed a to have been ready May 5. A Prospect,
Ky. She didn' derwent successful knee surIn eight innings only to see it go League action, LOS Angeles
ery on Thursday. Doctors
speeds in excess of 163 miles- two-run homer which gave the 21-day strike has eliminated all
the
Lakers
did
it
this
the Bluegrass Jr
compete
year
in
for nought as the Philadelphia beat Atlanta, 6-3, and Montreal
per-hour during practice runs. Orioles a 3-1 victory and a split passibility of the new stadium
tirnate he will be out of
Phoenix."
against
1968.
PhIllies scored a run in the edged Pittsburgh, 7-6.
Driving on a track which got of the tvrinbill.
ction for from six to eight
being ready for this season.
However,
Wright's
Sharman
math
other
Miss
believes
ninth off reliever Frank Linzy
eeksWillie Ctawford's two-run the Stars can reverse Me as hot as 143 degrees Brabhai:. In the only other American
League action, New York shut
to win, 4-3,
triple highlighted a six-run present 3-1 series disadvantage turned the day's fastest lap
"This year I feel better eighth inning which enabled the
Washington,
2-0, and
-Off). out
for a title. "It will be tough," 166.174 m.p.h. in his turbo
mentally," said McGlothlin, Dodgers to defeat Atlanta. The
power ed machine. Brabham' Cleveland outlasted Boston, 10he
said.
"Indiana
is
so
well
who has not been scored on in rally helped Claude Osteen
balanced we have to play an car was late in arriving hers
In the National League, Los
his last 20 innings. "I feel I can notch his fifth victory in nine
almost
perfect game to win." because of a trucking strike Angeles
go out there and win."
AUanta, 6-3,
top
and
debut
made
tits
decisions and
he
tagged Phil
Sharman
doesn't take anyCjncinn4i blanked Houston, 3-0,
ghas Opposite Reaction
Wednesday.
Niekro with his sixth loss.
Carlton
all almost Coco Latoy singled borne the thing away from his team or Another quick time in a non-- Pbfiine1hja nipped St. Louis, 4had
the Pacers for the 142-120
opposite reaction to his plight. winning rim with one out in the
3, and Montreal shaded Pit.
beating the Stars took before an qualified car was the 165.74C
It marked,M* third time in his ninth to highlight the Espos' Anaheim
bap recorded by rookie tzburgh, 7-6. All ottAts dig*
crowed
Tuesday
night
brief major league career th victory. Latoy also doubled and
to boost Indiana's lead to within Kevin Bartlett of Australia in
he has fanned 16 or more in scored the tying run in the
one win of capturing the ABA machine originally assigned tc
game and has not won.
eighth on a pinch-hit single by crown.
Peter Revson of New York
"It's getting to be a phobia," Ron Brand. Bill Mazerosid
City. Revson later joined the
•
Meanwhile,
Indiana
Coach
said the disappointed Carl
Bruce lAcLaren team an
knocked in three runs for the Bob Leonard
was not sitting
"I get all these strikeouts but Pirates with a homer and a
back to savor the laurels of the qualified a car last weekend.
two-run double.
Tuesday night victory or two
Other 163-plut laps Thursday
earlier. Although he did admit were turned by rookie Gret
National League
that somewhere around the Weld, Kansas
City, Mo., Ronnie
East
state
Fairgrounds Coliseum Buckman, Capistrano Beach,
BOUT RESCHEDULED
W. L Pct. GA
some champagne was being Calif., Sam
Sessions,
Nashville,
PHILADELPHIA (UPI) —
Chicago
18 18 .529 —
cooled in preparation for Mich., and rookie
John Cannon New York
The heavyweight bout between
19 18 314
Saturday afternoon's nationally of Canada
George Foreman and Roger televised
St Louis
18 18 .300 1
battle (CBS).
Russell, postponed from next "Los Angeles is not coming
Pitts.
18 22 AbO 3
Defending cnampion maric
Monday because of injuries to here jug • to
13 22 .405 4%
see the playoffs Andretti, Nazareth, Pa., had e Montreal
Foreman, has been rescheduled come to an end," Leonard
L5 33 .306 5%
said. top lap of 165.899 m.p.h. anc Pinta.
for July 20. Foreman, the "After four games,
West
I
can
see
three-time
race
winner
A.J.
lympic
W. L. Pct. GI
champion
broke a how they beat Dallas and Fcryt of Houston,
INGLEWOOD, Calif. (UPI)— knuckle in his right
Tex., recordec Cincinnati 29 11 .725 —
hand while Denver to get this far. Coach one lap at
165.654 m.p.h.
The Los Awake Lakers, who defeating Scrap Iron
Lea Ang.
23 16 .690 6%
Johnson Sharman has done great with
Jigger
Sirois, Hammon, Atlanta
lost starting guard Dick Garrett May 16.
21 17 953 7
that
tell
team."
to Buffalo in the expansion
Ind., finally got the field's only Houston
19 22 .483 10
If the Stars win Saturday, a turbine-powered car over 160 San Fran 18
draft, have reacquired Gall
22 .460 10%
sixth
game
would
be played m.p.h. with a top lap of 160.427. Son Diego 18 24 .429 12
Goodrich, their No. 1 draft SIGN HUMMER
Monday
in Los Angeles. Should
choice in 1965.
There were no accidents
Thursday's Results
BUFFALO, N.Y. (UPI)— The
Goodrich, a guard and a Buffalo Braves, one of the new the series go seven games, it Thursday
and
the
yellow Montreal 7 Pittsburgh
would be played here Tuesday. caution light was not
former UCLA All-America, was members
used once. Phila 4 St. Louie 3
of the
National
Cincinnati 3 Hougon 0
obtained in a trade from the Bagkettall
Association, anIns Angeles 6 Atlanta 3
Phoenix Sims Thursday. The nounced Thursday that they
Only game scheduled
Lakers gave up forward-center have signed Princeton star
Tuatara Probable Pitchers
Mel Counts to get back the man John Hummer, their No. 1 draft
All Times EDT
they lost to Phoenix in the choice. Hummer, 6-9, scored
Pittsburgh, Moose 3-3 at Mooexpansion draft in 1969.
1,031 points during his college
Area, Stoneman 1-6, 8:06 p. a.
"We certainly hate to lose a career.
Chicago, Holtzman 5-3 at New
player like Counts," Coach Joe
By MILTON RICHMAN
On
Memorial Day Jack York, Koosinan 22, 8:05 p. a.
Mullaney said, "But in GoodUPI Sports Writer
Mackenzie has a rough time
St. Louis, Briles 1-1 at Philarich I feel that we are getting
getting the trophy from his ,.ar delphia, G. Jackson 1-5, 7:36
the type of player which we Wise 11)00•E
NEW YORK (UP!)—The to the track because as socn as p.
probably lacked most of the
Cincinnati Merritt 8-2 at HouHELSINKI (UPI)—Six IT100be annual Indianapolis 500 guess- people see and recognize what
past season."
crossed
the border from Sweden ing game already has started It is they bombard him with ston, Dierker 8-2, 8:30 p. m.
The addition of the 6-foot-1
and it's really a laugh.
hundreds of questions. Mack- Atlanta, Jarvis 3-3 at Lea
Goodrich leaves the Lakers to Finland, stood for a while
The game is so simple enzie enjoys answering most of Angeles, Vance 4-1, 11 p. rn.
with three guards—Jerry West ogling a construction crew at anyone can play. All you have
the questions. The one most San Diego, Coombs 3-3 at San
and
Willie McCarter— atom work, and then disappeared into to do is guess the name of the often asked is whether
the Francisco, Robertson 3-3, 11 p.
surrounding
woods.
with a swingman— Keith Erickman who'll wind up in victory winning driver is permitted to
Nothing
unusual
in
that.
Exson.
lane at the Indianapolis Motor keep the trophy.
Saturday's Games
Los Angeles lost a second cept Maybe Wthat the Finnish Speedway after the
500-nitle "No," Mackenzie says. The Pitts at Montreal. night
guard, veteran Johnny Egan, in radio an hour earlier broadcast race on Memorial Day.
New York
trophy remains at the Speed'- Chicago
an announcement that moose
this year's expansion draft.
Anyone could win, but I know way Museum and The winning St. Louis at Phila., night
would
be
protected
game
for
"The Lakers have lost more
I'm right when I tell you the driver receives a plaque with a Cincinnati at Houston, night
key players in the four NBA two yaws in the nettbern
Atlanta at Los Ang., night
name of my man. He's Jack replica of the trophy on it."
expansion drafts than any °Ow
Mackenzie, sftrail
fits anyone ever Artert—to San Diego at San Freneiserteam in s the league," Los
guy, and you can bet he'll be steal it?
Angeles Ceneral Manager Fred
the one getting his picture "No. What would they do with
* * *
Schaus said.
American Loewe
taken in victory lane when it's It once they had it?"
"I felt the loss of Goodrich
East
'all over Memorial Day because
know.
you
now,
Well
never
There
are
about
20
million
was the most serious incurred
W. L Pct. GS
rsons over 65 years old in the he hasn't missed in the past 17 The scoundrel who stole 'airute
by our ball club. Needless to
28 12 AM —
plate the day,the Mets won the Hrnitissore
Jnited States, says the National years.
If your money was safe and secure in a Savings
say, we are delighted to have
Always next to Winner
pennant doesn't look like tie's New York 21 18 .538
Society for thc Preventionc-of
him Wk."
17 18 .4118 •7%
Jack- Mackenzie is the guy fixing to give it track in our Dretsoit
account
with -us you'd -rest assured. You can
Boston
18 19 .457 8%
you always see standing next to
always
count on earning high interest.
Washington 16 21 .432 9%
the winning driver. He's the one
Cleveland
13 20 .394 10'4
who presents the official Bortliclove-to Higher Earnings Before July1trophy to -The -wtnem
W. I.. Par OS
•
The silver trophy isn't that
Minnesota
23 10 .714 1%
HIGH-GRADE STAINLESS TABLEWARE
easy to handle either. It
Calif.
25 13818 1%
weighs
_ 00' pounds and Macken- Turkey Shoot Is
Oakland
18 20 .474 11%
WITH NEW SAVINGS ACCOUNTS!
zie's job is to carry it a quarter
Chicago
16 21 .432 10
Planned
Saturday
mile from the starting line to
Milwaukee 13 23 _361 12%
victory lane.
Kansas City 13 24 351 13
ATLANTA (UPI}—Tall, blow Nagle, Bob nosburg and Bob
"When the temperature is 95
Thursday's Results
A turkey shoot will be t,eicl
Tom Weiskopf, the All-Ameri- Stanton.
degrees and the trophy has
The other two members of been soaking up the sun all Saturday, May 23, 1970, from Damn 6 Bait 4. lat
can boy, and short, swarthy
Balt_ 3 Detroit 1, ad
INSURED
Homero Blancas, of Mexican the so-called "big three," afternoon that can be the 9:00 a.m. to sundown b!, the Cleveland 10 Boston 7
Palmer
Jack longest walk in the world," he Murray State University Wildlife
and
ancestry, are as different Arnold
New York 2 Washington 0
Nicklaus were among 11 golfers said.
Society.
physically as day and night.
Only games scheduled
They even play a different who shot 69.
Mackenzie is a science
Todays Probable Pitchers
fhe shoot will be held at the
Weiskopf, who is consistently teacher at Lawrence Central
type of golf— but you'd never
All Timm EDT
know it by their latest scores. longer than 300 yards off the Hke School in Indianapolis who Calloway County .Fair Grounds. Milwaukee, Bodin 1-3 at KisWeisknof and Blancas both tee, said the scarcity of grass has made something of a 4 miles west of Murray on the ses City, Drago 1-3, 8:30 9. m.
turned in sizzling 7-under-par 65s on the baked fairways "added career out of lugging the Mayfielri Highway.
California. Wright 52 at MinThursday to share the opening- up to 100 yards to the roll on famous trophy around. He first
, Perry 6-2, 9 p. in.
a Washington. Hamner! 00 at
The shoot is being held
round lead of the $125,000 drives,"
got the job back in 1953 and
4tlanta Golf Classic and went "The way this course is because the piece of silverware fund raising project for the ; re
t, Niebro 3-3, 9 p. as.
A Man and Wife May Have
Into today's second round with playing," added Blancas, "when Is so heavy, his size 6-5 and t'ervation of Murphey's ,',,n1„ . New York, Peterson 5-2 at
$100,000 Insured!
eland, Chance 1-3, 8:45 p.
a one-stroke lead over Gibny you drive well you have a 210 pounds— didn't hurt his From 9:00 to 11:00 a.m. will be
set aside for beginners onl:, if'
Gilbert and two-over defending chance for birdies on almost chances.
3_3 at Baltichampion Bert Yancey and every hole."
Memorial Day isn't the only warranted by adequate parte ipa. I Banton, Peters
more, Hardin 1-1, 8 p. m.
The field will be trimmed to day Mackenzie schleps the tion.
Chuck Courtney.
Oakland, Ockim 3-3 at ChiSouth African Gary Player, the low 70 scorers and ties at tropy around. During the month
Shells, guns, and cornii ten't cago. Jeneeki 3-2, 9 p. ea.
the pr.-tournament favorite the end of today's second round of May alone it Is shown at
Saturday's Genies
because of his consistent and U the mats are cimilarte more than 20 nmctions and instructors will be available.
.
ltilw. at Kan City, night
success since returning to the Thursday, it will take par golf Mackenzie is the custodian who
is at Minnesota
states a little more than two for the 36 holes to stick around has to carry it from the Pees will be 75c for these
d at Chicago
months ago, headed a group at Plar the final two rounds. A total Speedway Museum and back who have neve& competed in a
-Pt De(Icdt
of the. 14 starters were. again,
68 that inchiciod
turkey- sheet--before—and-n-1410. Washington
oa—irrieveland
better Thursday.
Prank Beard, John
for all others.
Bombarded with Questions
Boston at Baltunoni
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McGlothin Pitches Reds To Sharman Says
3-0 Victory,Over Houston Stars Down
But Not Out
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Rookie Poses Threat To M. Wright
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Standings

Lakers Get
Goodrich In
Trade Thurs.

'ith
the
and
owl
IN;

no
ned
into

Sports Parade

8
8
0
0
0

Stocks are down

Weiskopf And Blancas-Shoot'
65's To Take Lead In Atlanta

1

MURRAY BRANCH
HOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL SAVINGS
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,r-Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . .

Linen Shower Held
At Cochran Home
For Miss Brown

•••••

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

i

Phebian Class Has
Meeting At Home
Of Mrs. Art Lee

PrIday, May 22
The Waiting Wives Club will
The Phebian Sunday School
Miss Barbara Brown, bride- hold a "get acquainted" meeting
Class of the First Baptist
elect of Dennis Goodwin, was at the home of Mrs. Bettye BakChurch held a social meeting
complimented with a linen
er at 8:30 p.m. All military
at the home of Mrs. Art Lee on
shower held at the home of wives whose husbands are overMonday, May 18, at seven-thirMrs. Clifton Cochran, Farris seas or will be stationed overty o'clock in the evening.
Avenue, on Tuesday, May 19, at seas within one month are inseven o'clock in the evening.
vited. The dress is casual. For
The charming hostesses for more information call 753-1790 Musk
As the guests arrived, they
the prenuptial occasion were or 753-4875.
were seated in the den to watch
Miss Rita Hurd, Miss Melissa
• ••
the telecast of the dedication of
Trevathan, Mrs. Ronnie Hutthe First Baptist Church at
The Girls Auxiliary of the
son, and Mrs. Bobby Martin.
Nashville, Tenn., with Dr. Billy
First Baptist Church will have
Members of the Music De- Mr. and Mrs. Billy Joe Driver
For the bridal event the hoMies Sandra Dockrey was the Graham as the speaker.
a Mother-Daughter banquet at partment of Murray Woman's of Benton Route One announce
noree chose to wear from her the fellowship hall of the church
omit of honor Tuesday afterClub at their final club meet- the birth of a baby boy, Kevin
trousseau a blue skirt and vest
Mrs. Ben Trevathan, presiat 6:30 p.m. The food will be ing for the year, installed new Todd, weighing six pounds 7S1 now at a party given by wowith a white long sleeve voile
dent, presided at the business
Christiao
First
of
the
men
Woman's
Msthe
by
furnished
By Abigail Van Buren
officers, and heard reports ounces, born on Tuesday, May Church. The occasion wee
blouse. Her hostesses' gift cop
to session. Special guest at the
sionary Society.
summing up a most rewarding 14 at 1:25 p.m. at the Murray- express their love for her as meeting was Mrs. Cocke of
sage was of white daisies.
•••
Calloway County Hospital.
DEAR ABBY: How do I get rid of a guy I love very
year's work from the re
Wickliffe, mother of the class
Mrs. James M. Brown, mo- A dance with proceeds going officers and committee chair
Their other children are De- she approaches the date of June teacher, Mrs.
much but can't marry?
Archie Simmons.
6 when she will become the
the
of
ther
honoree,
3
wore
and
twelve,
age
for
borah
the
Ann,
Day
Care
Center
will
I
love
men.
I am 25, single, and a Roman Catholic. The man
bride of Charles Robertson, Jr.
and be held at the Calloway County
suit,
knit
piece
two
green
father
five.
Randy
The
Joe,
age
Mrs. Vernon Shown, the
is 34, Lutheran, divorced, and has two children. There is no
The ceremony will be in her
Group singing was held with
Mrs. Gilbert Goodwin of Prince- Country Club from nine p.
tiring chairman, was given a is employed at Long Concrete home church in Elizahethton, Mrs. Vernon Shown as the loadway I can marry this man, but he won't leave me alone.
mother-in-law to be of the to midnight, wsonsored by the silver
ton,
Company, Benton.
tray
as
an
expression
of
We have broken up at least a dozen times, but we always
Tenn.
er. Mrs. Cocke played the pis
honoree, was attired in a pink Cilloway County Association appreciation by the
department. Grandparents are Mr. and
go back together again. The last time we broke up I told
Miss Dockrey is a member of DO.
and white jersey dress. Their for Retarded Children. "Men of Officers serving with her
Benton
Myers
and
Mrs.
of
John
have
him to please leave me alone because I had to get him out
the English faculty, Munn
hostesses' gift corsages were of Note" will play and will be do- been Mrs.
James Kline, vice Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Tatum of State University. She is taking
of my system. Well, he moved into my apartment building,
white carnations.
An arrangement of red roses,
nating their services.
Benton
Route
Four.
chairman, Mrs. Sam Knight, secso now we see each other more than ever. I love him, but
leave for *
stilt' in the gift of Mrs. James E. Hamilton,
• ••
The honoree opened her many
Great grandmothers are Mrs. University ofyeses
retary, and Mrs. Tommy D
RoKentucky.
Mr.
I won't give up my religion for him and I can't marry him. . lovely gifts which had been
Tickets for the Charity Ball Taylor, treasurer.
was used on the dining room
Annie Edwards of Benton Route beretson, the son of the
late
HELEN
What should I do?
placed on a table centered with to be held on June 6 at the CalOne, Mrs. Clarencie Riley of Charles Robertson and Mrs. Ro- table. Mrs. Howard Brandon
Those
elected
for
the
to
serve
a bridal arrangement. The hos- loway County Country Club will coming year are: Mrs. Knight, Benton Route Three, and Mrs.
gave Mrs. Lee a magnolia plant
DEAR HELEN: You KNOW what to do, what you seed
bertson, is a graduate student
tesses' gift to the honoree was be on sale at both banks from
the fireplace.
for
Benton.
York
of
Ode
Is the strength to DO it. A hopeless "love" should be
chairman, Mrs. Charles Moffett,
in the University of Kentucky
•• •
an oyster white linen table- ten am. to noon and one to
treated as say 'Aber addiction. Quit "cold turkey." And talk
vice
chairman,
Mrs.
J.
D.
Raynext
enrolled
and
will
there
be
cloth and napkins.
three p.m. Tickets may also be burn, secretary, and Mrs. Wil- Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rudolph
turkey to that hay Romeo who's not making it any easier
A dessert course was serve4
rear.
'The door prize was won by bought from any member of liam Ryan,
it Dexter Route One are the
for
treasurer.
Hostesses for the party were by Group DI, Mrs. Lloyd Jacks
Miss Judy Hargis.
the Murray Woman's Club.
Robert
boy,
baby
Mrs. Moffett gave an appro- parents of a
Mesdames Frank Roberts, Clyde and Mrs. Art Lee, captains to
•••
Refreshments were served
priate devotional message, and rracy, weighing eight pounls Jones and Marvin Fulton with the twenty-five persons
DEAR ABBY: Three of us ride'to work and back every
preFrom the beautifully appointed
Saturday, May 23
the program was presented by tlx ounces, born on Tuesday. the Fulton home being the set- sent
day with a fellow worker I'll call "Muriel." Muriel is a
table overlaid with a white
The Baptist Student Union the Music Department Chorus May 19, at 9:32 p.m. at the ting.
widow and she proposed the arrangement to help pay for her
cloth and centered with an ar- will have a car wash at the
under the direction of Mrs. Murray-Calloway County Hospi- Inforazd entertainment and
car. It seemed a good deal for all of us, so we agreed. We
rangement of spring flowers. parking lot of the Memorial
tal.
Josiah
Darnall.
dainty refrestunents were enpay her promptly every week. And very well!
Silver appointments were used. Baptist Church from eight a.m,
They have one daughter, joyed The tea table, covered
Featured
were
a
trio
sung
by
Our problem is Muriel shops all the way borne! At
Mrs. Clifton Cochran presid- to one p.m. Cost is $1.50 per
fathMn. Rob Ray, Mrs. Robert Bear, Tammie Jo, age eight The
with a lace cloth was centered
the end of the day we all want to get home to start supper, ed at the punch bowl and Miss
and Mrs. Donald Story, accom- er is employed at the Murray with a red roses and feathery
•••
lissa Trevathan served the
but she delays us daily from half an hour to an hour while
panied by Mrs. Donald Burch- Division of the Tappan Com- white flowers from the garden
es decorated with pink roses.
she leisurely shops for this and that. If abeosoukl pick op
The Dexter Homemakers Club field, and a solo part sung by panyof Mrs. Lessie Pickard. Mae
servalso
were
nuts
and
ts
an item or two once in a while, we wouldn't mind, but the
will have a rummage sale at the Mrs." Noland Harvey.
Grandparents are Mr. and Dockery, Mrs. Charles Roberttakes bra sweet. time, pinching, poking, and. studying seek.
Deter Community Center from
Thelmer Rudolph, Sycsand cteueibsr, WI Mary
To citrate the evening, is
Twenty persons were present sine a.m. to four p.m.
itenswhile we sit outside in the car fuming.
niere Street, Murray, and Mr.
wore guest corsages. The
well
as
Darnall
the
year,
Mrs.
•.• •
I' sent' gifts.
We don't like to rind other means of traasportation, bht
MurTurner
of
Silas
and
Mrs.
led the entire department in a
was presented with
•••
Teen
if Mmiel doesn't see this in your column and wise up-that's
Town at the First Unit- most enjoyable song test. Mrs ray Route Three.
pieces of her pottery selection,
•
•
•
ed Methodist Church will not Richard Farrell was at the piaexactly what we intend to do.
ULCERS IN MEMPHIS
the hostesses.
oe open.
Approximately forty guests
no.
DEAR ULCERS: Since the diver is well paid. you have
• ••
Members singing in the chorere present.
a legitimate pipe, as omit homing and tell Muriel what's
All persons interested in the us were Mesdames Porter, Car0 ••
The
eating you.
upkeep of the Curd Cemeter
: penter, Bear, Moffett, Shown,
are requested to meet there at Simons, Harvey, Ray, Mary TayThe Chran Women's Fet- two p.m.
DEAR ABBY: My family rents an apartment in the
lor, Allbritten, Sisk, Betty
•• •
lowship of the First Christian
same building where an unmarried girl resides. This girl
Circle I of the Woolen's SoThompson, Anna Faye Taylor,
regular
held
meetits
Church
The Alpha Department of the Story, Bazzell, Rayburn, Kline, ciety of Christiac Service
has male callers at all hours of the night, every night.
hoitess can help you
Tuesday,
dsurch
on
the
ing
at
Murray Woman's Club will meet
The resident manager says he cannot take any action
the First United Meth
over the anxiety of getMay 19, at tee o'caock in the at the club house at noon. Hos- and Thomason.
Church
unless he receives a letter stating the activities of this
met
in
the
social
hail
Serving as hostesses were
ting acquainted in new
morning.
tesses will be Mesdames W. C.
of the church on Tuesday, May
angelic young thing.
surroundings and make
Maw Harlan Hodges present- Adams, Mary Belle Overbey, Mesdames Rob Ray, Robert Car- 19, at two o'clock
in the
I am hesitant to write such a letter because it could be
you feel at "Home
ed the program Wadi was a do Ralph Slow, Aaron Chapman, penter, Enrie Garland, Paul nom
By_United Press International
"'legally sticky. Why should our family have to move? Please
Shahan, Donald Burchfield, and
lig,htful review al the book."The and Dr. Alberta Chapman.
Sweet
Home," again,
Mrs. E. A. Lnixiquitor
guide me as to how this female can be evicted sans expense
Bill Crouse.
To remove lime deposits
Taste of New Wine" by Keith
•••
•••
She
will
ed
the
program
bring gifts and on
the
sub
to us
INDY
sometimes 'found in pitchers,
Miller and published by the
Sunday, May 24
vital information from
"More Responeibie
soak
tea
Press,
leaves
Waco,
Word
Teams
The
in
vinegar
and
DEAR INDY: in order M -evict" her, you will have to
Homecoming will be held at
in Mexico". She closed her in- put them in
your.neighborhood busibook, recommended by many the Peeler
the bottom of the
Mate yaw reasons
in this case, would be a reflection
Cemetery, located
ness and civic leaders.
When donating clothing for spiring progrem with a prayer. pitcher. Add uncooked rice and
denominations
end
partials
inon her moral character). If she is • swinging amateur with
northeast of Almo, with Rev.
The circle chairman, Mrs. DaGraham
Dr.
is
Billy
ducking
rummage
sales,
the
shake
resale
vigorously
until
value
is vid Henry, opened
deposit
Call Linda Adams
William McKinney preaching at
Iota a friends, sbe has as meek rigid to live La that building
the meeting
"one man's search for evidence 11:45 a.m.
enhanced if the garments are
disappears.
as your family. And if she's a -professional" las you sugPhone 763-2378
by reading a poem entitled "In
for the living pretence of God
laundered and pressed-a small
•••
*Sj
II
ence". She conducted the
gest], you'd better be prepared to prove it. or you amid
in his day by day life", Mrs
The annual homecoming will effort to make for worthy causes. business sesthon.
have a lawmit on YOUR heads.
Hodges said.
Should
tumblers
become
It
is
also
helpful
to
the
buyer
to
be held at the Chapel Hill BapA social hour was held with stuck, don't pry them
The Most
The worship from the book. tist
apart.
Church, located on Highway have the garment size and proper refreshments being served to
Famous Basket
CONFIDENTIAL TO "EATING MY HEART OUT- IN
"Listen To Love", was given by
Avoid
breakage
by
putting
cold
washing
instructions noted on
484, Kirksey and Mayfield Road.
in the World*
twenty members by the ho,- water in
Mrs. Will
BIRMINGHAM: Dia't worry. It won't last. Nothing does.
Porter. Her scripthe inner glass and
The public is invited to attend. slips of paper pinned to the
Mrs. Keys Futrell and holding
hares was from I Corinthinas
-the
outer
one
in
warm
• ••
clothing.
0. B. Guerals.
~a yew problem?
feet better if you get It off
2:10-11 and she dosed with
water.
The annual homecoming will
your ebost. Write to ABBY. Box 1•701. Las Angeies, Cal,
Prunes
be
held
at
the Flint Baptist-.
MOW Far a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
New officers elected for the
is.
envelope.
coming year are Mrs. William Church. Regular services will
Egnor, chairman; Mrs. James be held followed by a basket
Boom, first vice-chairman; Mrs. dinner and singing in the afterFor Abby's booklet. "Ravi to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Ed Frank Kirk, second vice- n0011.
seed at to Abbr. Box SIM LAS Angeles. Cal. Nees.
•••
chearmao; Mrs. Willi= Van Meter, secretary; Mrs. J. E. Little- The New Providence Riding
Goes, Club will meet at the club house
Michael E. Tabers Tracy Byers, Todd Bradshaw, ton, treasurer; Mrs. Bailey
Howie Crittenden, Melinda Cun- see-vice chairman; Mrs. Clegg at 2:30 p.m. All members are
Honored At Party ningham, Devry Rogers, Rusty Austin, co
-service chairman; arged to be present.
•• •
librarian;
On 7th Birthday • Bogard, Barry Bogard, and Ter- Mrs. Jain Bordeaux,Allbritton,
Homecoming
will be held at
Rudy
Mrs.
James
tyr
Greg McReynolds
the Meal. Pentecostal Church
Michael Earl Tabers was hon- was unable to
World Call.
attend
but
sent
ored with a party in celebration a gift
The nominating committee of God with singing to start at
of his seventh birthday on Tueswas composed of Mrs. Hodges. 1:30 p.m. featuring the Lebon•• e
day, May 19, at three-fifteen
Mrs. Frock Roberts, and Km Aires from Festus, Mo. All singTo 1/2
er' and visitors are welcome.
o'clock in the afternoon at his
William Porter.
attached
rakk
or
towel-rod
•• •
Drive
home at 810 Suonylane
Mrs. Wayne Sheeks, prethisnt,
GROUP
ONE
His mother, • Mts.- Earl Tab- to the top of a ladder is con- led the group in opening and
Wednesday, May V
ers, and sister, Miss Starlyn venient to keep, washing and closiog CWF prayeen
The Girls -Auxiliary of the
re'Sch
easy
• ••
COATS Poth)PURPOia seCalkiNCOATS
Tabers, were hostesses for the rinsing
First Ba_ptist ChjarJi wilt ha,.'
/
1
2r()
/
1
2 AND
occasion. They wire. assisted by' of the suds and rin•TilYSTIYIPri
Its annual Coronation seryice
ONE GROUP
lir. and Mrs. William Miller washing Walls, woodwork and
at the church at 7;30 p.m- The
and Mrs. Carl Usrey, grandmo- windows.
to attend.
(oat a long, narrow bottle public is invited
* *
•• n
ther of the honored person.
*rush
with
soap
or
detergent
reand
Games were played
Forest fires annually destroy ather and use it to scrub the
freshments of popsicles cup
enough timber in the United netal tracks of sliding shower or
cakes, and punch, were served.
Guests were Stevie Byers. 4atsx-ter-build 25,000 homes. iatio doors.
AND

myta#4
.
1,

'Davi

Department
Has Final Meeting
Of The Club Year

Get rid of
hopeless love

Christian Women's
Fellowship Meets
Tuesday Morning

Sandra Dockrey Is
Honored At Party
By Church Women

Mrs. Lundquist Is
Leader Of Program

HOUSEHOLD
HINTS

1/3

lci ELGROIJSES & SLACKS

Has Meeting At

The Roherfs

HOUSE

SPECIAL

-

Hwy. 641 North
Murray, Ky.

$1.8

Includes: Potato
Salad
and Strawberry Short Cake

The- GRECIAN

Hwy. 641 North
Next to Tam's Pizza Palace
Tom Andrews, your host

HANDBAGS— /
1
2and Less

Mrs. Jesse Roberts was hostess to the May meeting of the
Arta mod Crafts Club at her
home on the Cadiz Road.
The coffee table was decoratal with • lovely arrangement
One Box
of beautiful roses, a gift to the
hostess from a club member.
Mrs. Regan McDaniel, from her
flower garden.
The meeting was called to
woes by grtirog chairman, Mrs
C. B. Ford
Mrs P.-ert Harrison, secretary
treasurer called the roll sod
ONE
gave the financial report se.
veftteeTI members were present
A nominating committee, coo.
posed of Mrs. Keys Futrell, Mrs
Melee Linn and Mrs. Pustule
Speegle, was appointed to se.
lect a slate of officers for 1971
to be voted on at the June
meeting.
*
A new member, Mrs. Carl
Marshall, *as kgroduced.•
APPRQVALS
NO
Several pieces of needle tiros
were dp- p!ayed. During the ss
dal hour the hostess oerveo
cake and coffee to the gresp
Announcement wee Made that
the June meeting wW be !sew
I I I S. 4th Street
Mthe h_ope,9jML.mizotat..r....—
na on the Lynn Grove Road.

GRO(GOWNS

•

Farm Digest
Report from
Day of Discovs
Gospel Countr:
Movie "Hit & I
This Is The Li
Herald Of 'rrul
Community WC
Insight
Guideline
Wild Kingdom
Sound of Youth
Movie "Rue

3:30
5:00
5:30
fo00
6:30

Atlanta Golf Cl
Frank McGee I
College Bowl
Dateline Today
The Wonderfu
DiSIMY

Deer

VU I

SUNDS
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:30
10:00
10:30
MOO
11:30
12:00
12:30
1:00
2:00
3:00
3:30
4:30
5:00
5:30

Summer Sense
Tom & Jerry
Batman
Carl Tipton Sh
Heaven's Inbil
Look Up & Liv
Faith For Tod;
The Answer
Pattern For Li
Face The Netts
Navey Underen
Make Room Ft
Mode "Abbott
Go To
AAU Track &
NFL Action
N. Y. Philhar
cert
Spelldown
Reports
News

SUNDAY

6:30 Agriculture
Action
7:00 Know Your Bit
7:30 House of Wors
8:00 Oral Roberts
8:30 America Sings
9:00 Cathedral of T
10:00 Musical Hart F
RASO Discovery
11:00 The World Ton
11:30 Oak Ridge Boy;
ening
12:00 TBA
12:15 Cardinals vs. I
3:30 Roller Derby
4:00 Movie "If A Mis
8:00 Land of the Gia
7:00 The FBI

YOU TA

PAR

753LA RG
"Si
IT WEL]

GRAFI
Indui

We Do
Sigri

Less

One Group

s-CARvE-s-7& to $2.00
One Group

JEWELRY
/
1
2 Price

Thursday - Friday - Saturday

T-Bone Steak

DRESSES • PARTY DRESSSES •
EARLY SPRING COSTUMES - One Group

7:05
7:15
7:30
8:00
8:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
1:00
1:30
2:00

Price

Less

Arts & Crafts Club

SUNDAY

..

SLIPS & BRAS,/
1
2 Price

ROBES P.J.s
/
1
2 Price

The peol
tel
\

SCUFFS

OPEN 9:00 A.M.
*
or RETURNS of SALE MERCHANDISE

MADEMOISELLE SHOP
PhoriP

It\

Jackso
7-5.-3-3882 -
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TV CAMEOS: Dick Carett

Auto Race, Pro Foot ball And
Rocky Mountain Top TV Fare

SUNDAY

Dick Settles in as a Late Night Host

By Ala NEMER
NEW YORK—The walls were
bare except for nails and paNEW YORK (UPI).- A meapered picture hooks Floors
ger week on the televLdon netwere piled with cardboard carworks insofar as (-tras are
tons, and the slight young man
concerned.
who rose and stepped around
ABC has an auto race special
the dark desk, apologizing for
MONDAY
Sunday. CBS on Sunday has the
the decor, appeared to have
premiere of a weekly series
wen busy packing. Later that
Football
about the National
!veiling, Dick Cavett, 33-yearSATURDAY
lid star of the "Dick Cavett
League and another ycung peo6:00 Morning Show
Andy Williams on NBC repea
ple's concert by the New York a show featuring Arte Johnson, Show," would step before the
7:00 Today Show
ABC-TV cameras immaculately
Philharmonic. NBC has a spe- Mama Cass, Ray Stevens
9:00 It Takes Two
iressed and with sandy blond
cial about the Rocky Mountains Sam Jaffe,
9:25 News
hair combed carefully across
on Wednesday.
3:30
9:30 Concentration
The Jackie Gleason "Honey- his wide forehead.
7:00
Right now,
Highlights:
10:00 Sale Of The Century
5:00
8:00
mooners" rerun for CBS is one the hair was ruffled, somewhat
SUNDAY
10:30 Hollywood Squares
5:30
In which Kramden's boast that shaggy straw, the green sweat10:00
Foreign Minister Abba Eban he knows Jackie Gleason gets er and blue
11:00 Jeopardy
600
10:30
jeans three giant
Is interviewed on ABC's "Issues him into trouble with his lodge. steps beyond casual.
11:30 Who, What or Where
6:30
12:00
and
Answers".
News
11:55
NBC's movie rescreens 1968's
Explanation for the clutter ,
CBS has the one-hour "AAU "Don't Just Stand There,"
star- and chaos was that Cavett's
Dick Cayett, a beguiling Yalisman from Nebraska, in his
International Track and Field ring Robert Wagner
and Mary Daphne Productions — Daphne
latest ABC-TV series, has overcome th• charge that he is
Champions," covering the Cali- Tyler Moore.
is
the
name
of
one
of his dogs •
too intellectual for the mass audience. He is winning popAn American writfornia Relays.
ular as well as critical acclaim as a witty TV talk show host.
er smuggles Swiss watch move- —1VILI in process of being
SUNDAY
ABC begins a 90-minute spe- meats
moved
from
Broadway
and 51st
into France.
school
teacher. Dick went to February charged him with benorth
cial with live coverage of the
to
Milth
12:05 Old Time Singing Con.
Street,just around
"Jimmy Durante Presents the
6:00 Lassie
6:30 Summer Semester
•the corner from the theater Yale on a scholarship, switched ing too highbrow for TV's
World "600" stock car race at Lennon Sisters
12:30 As The World Turns
Hour" on ABC where the Cavett
6:30 To Rome With Love
7:00 Tom & Jerry
nightly ninety in senior to Yale Drama School masses. "It only 'takes one or
1:00 Love Is A Many Splendored Charlotte, N. C.
reprises a show featuring minutes originates.
7:00 Ed Sullivan
—"I had not yet decided to be a two people to start something
7:30 Batman
"NFL Action" bows on CBS
Thing
George Burns, John Garry
comedian," he recalls,"Or rath- like that," Dick says. "Actually,
8:00 Glen Campbell
8:00 Carl Tipton Show
•
•
as a weekly half-hour look at Sonny James
1:30 The Guiding Light
er, I suppose I wanted to be one I aim for read appeal. I'm not
and his Southern
9:00 Mission: Impossible
830 Heaven's Jubilee
past events in the National Gentlemen.
2:00 The Secret Storm
CAVET!', described by Life but didn't know how." After trying to BE a great haven for
10:00 News, Weather, Sports
9:30 Look Up & Live
Football
League.
30 The Edge of Night
The CBS "Mannix" rerun has magazine as "sometimes self- graduation came summer stock. Intellectuality. Newsweek said
10:35 Mery Griffin Show
10:00 Faith For Today
"New
3:00 Gomer Pyle USMC
York Philharmonic the detective helping a woman conscious, always uptight, but He remembers his biggest role the show is intellectual only by
10:30 The Answer
never unc..001" has a direct, at Stratford, Conn.: In "Mer- comparison to the
Young People's Concert" on who believes her drowned
3:30 Gilligan's Island
rest of the
MONDAY
hus11:00 Pattern For Living
4:00 Movie "Tau, Son of CBS has Leonard
emn dis- band was a victim of foul play. friendly gaze, p forthright man- chant of Venice" which starred medium."
ner, and a 'ready smile. It would Katherine Hepburn, his one line
11:30 Face The Nation
cussing the "
Cochise"
Cavett doesn't write any
my" of a
be hard not to like him in per- was, "Gentlemen, my master, more—even
12:00 Nave), Underway for Peace 5:45 Country
symphony orchestr using Res5:25 Weather
his opening monoJournal
son, whatever you opinion- of Antonio, is at his house and de- log material
,,The
12:30 Make Room For Daddy
5:30 News
6:00 News
pighi's symphonic
is prepared for
his show. As he has evidenced sires to speak with you both." him.
1:00 Movie "Abbott & Costello 6:30 Jake Hess
6:00 News, Weather, Sports
turd subway
Pines of Rome." ,
Gospel
on the air, he possesses a quick
In
New
York,
he
worked
Dick,
as
has been married for
Go To Mars"
6:30 Chnismoke
6:55 Morning Watch
Singers Sergio Franchi, BarBUENOS AIRES (UPI)- brain and a precision of lan- "a copy boy for.Time magazine five years, happily and
2:00 AAU Track & Field
quietly,
7:30 Here's Lucy
8:00 Captain Kmgaroo
bara McNair and Karen Wyman 'everal of the subway
guage second to none, at least because the odd hours left time to a pretty
stations
actress, Carrie Nye,
3:00 NFL Action
8:00 Mayberry RFD
8:30 Mike Doufflis Show
are on Ed Sullivan's CBS hour n Buenos Aires
on
the
airwaves.
to
search
for
acting
small
jobs.
whom'
are
These
art
he first met at Yale.
3:30 N. Y. Philharmonic Con- 0:00 Andy of
8:30 Doris Day Show
at 8.
Mayberry
The move to larger quarters were few, however, so he tried They make their home with a
nuseums. Their walls are deccert
00 Carol Burnett Show
0:30 Love of Life
The ABC movie screens 1962's mated with mosaic
has
writing
a
symbolic
comedy
cat
for
Jack
significance:
and two dogs in a sevenPaar
the
works by
4:30 Spelldown
"Heil Is For Heroes," starring
11:00 Where Heart is - News 10:00 News, Weather, Sports
-krgentine and foreign artists. switch would not have been —and succeeded. Subsequently, room apartment in the East
5:00 Reports
10:30 Mery Griffin Show
made if Cavett had not been he wrote for Grouches. Marx, 803 In Manhattan. They do very
11:30 Search For Tomurrow
Steve McQueen in a World War
•*
5:30 News
12:00 Sign Ofi
doing we)) and assured of re- Jack E. Leonard, Mery Griffin, //We entertaining — "I don't
Il
12:00 News
drama
about
breaking
newal by the network for next and other guest hosts on the Think we've ever given a party"
through-the Seigfried Line.
excuse
season. Buddy Hackett had pre- "Toqight ,Show."
—and on summer weekends esMONDAY
• • •
SALEM,Ore.(UPI)-The hus- dicted on the "Tonight Show"
cape to a big, old, weather-beatABC's "It Takes a Thief" rethat
FOUR YEARS ago, Dick de- en Stanford White house on
run is "Flowers from Alexan- band who returns from work can air Cavett would be off the
SUNDAY
early in April. Recently, cide4 to write comedy for him- Montauk Point, Long Island.
he was getting
der." Enemy agent is on Muir tell his wife
Dick invited Hackett to appear self, and played a number of "in"
• • •
culture.
day's trail.
6:30 Agriculture Science in 8:00 Movie; "Strangers When 12:30 Let's Make A Deal
on his show after that date. nightclubs in New York, ChiUNLIKE some other TV hoots,
local
tavern
been
has
reThe ABC movie rescreens
Cavett smiles, -He wired back cago and San Francisco. Two Cavett
1:00 Newlywed Game
Action
We Meet"
is not heavily involved
1965's "I'll Take Sweden" star- Raced the "Oregon Museum". he couldn't make it but that seasons ago, ABC starred him in
1:30 Dating Game
7:00 Know Your Bible
10:00 News
tangential activities and busi*
5*
ring
Bob
he
Hope
in
owes
as
a
me
business"Where
one."
It's
At" and a couple nesses; he has no
7:30 House of Worship
10:15 Movie "Hell Is For 2:00 General Hospital
franchises,
•
of specials. In 1968, his ABC- restaurants,
man trying to break up his
8:00 Oral Roberts Presents
• • •
2:30 One Life To Live
Heroes"
Las Vegas nightBounty is bountiful
TV
daytime
daughter's
romance.
series won critical club .engagements, toy
8:30 America Sings
3:00 Dark Shadows
12:00 News
companTHE BLUE-EYEI? performer acclaim and
PORTLAND, Ore. (UPI)an Emmy Award, ies, or hotels. He's not
The ABC news documentary,
9:00 Cathedral of Tomorrow
3:30 Beverly Hillbillies
Time dubbed, "an urbane Hen- but went
MONDAY
off. In the surnmer of ious to take on more even'anx"Now," deals with the women's ithin nine days after a local ry Fonda"
10:00 Musical Hart Family
4:00 Lucy Show
TV
for a
was born in Kearny, 1969. ABC brought
him back while: "I'm not really interested
grocery chili& owner announced Neb., but calls
liberation movement.
1030 Discovery
4:30 Real McCoys
Gibbon. his home for a three-times-weekly series
In
doing
TUESDAY
he
would
pay
a
half
bounty
-cent
specials,"
he
town. He grew up in Lincoln which resulted
says, "I
5:00 News
11:00 The World Tomorrow
6:30 McHales Navy
in him getting want to see how well
"The Mod Squad" on ABC re- l'or all, non-returnable beverage where he went to high school the former
I can do
11:30 Oak Ridge Boys: It's Happ- 7:00 Bow's Big Top
5:30 Dick Van Dyke
Joey Bishop late with this show. It's
'lens
with
"Confrontati
bottles,
mid
prises
his 60 stores
getting
on." A black
actress Sandy Dennis and night spot at year's
6:00 News, Weather, Sports
ening
9:00 Barbara Moore Show
end.
there now, and if it csintinues,
student is murdered on a col- were swamped with I million where his dad is still a high
12:00 TBA
Some sniping columnists last- it could be a
6:30 It Takes A Thief
9:30 He Said, She Said
pleasure."
ans mid bottles.
lege campus.
12:15 Cardinals vs. Philadelphia 10:00 Bewitched
7:30 Movie "Deadly Bees"
Distributed by Kiss Features Syndicate
ABC's movie repeats 1969's
9:30 NOW: Women's Liberation
3:30 Roller Derby
10:30 That Girl
starring
"The
Pigeon,"
Samm.
4:00 Movie "If A Man Answers" 11:00 Best of Everything
10:00 News
Davis Jr
and Pat Bore.
8:00 Land of the Giants
1030 Movie "Bramble Bush"
11:30 A World Apart
Search for a diary with a dead7:00 The FBI
12:15 Dick Caved Show

7:05
7:15
7:30
8:00
8:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
1:00
1:30
2:00

Farm Digest
Report from Washington
Day of Discovery
Gospel Country
Movie "Hit & Run"
This Is The Life
Herald Of Truth
Community Worship
Insight
Guideline
Wild Kingdom
Sound of Youth
Movie "Run Silent,aun
Deep"
Atlanta Golf Classic
Frank McGee Report
College Bowl .
Dateline Today
The Wonderful World of
Disney

7:30
8:00
9:00
10:00
10:30

Bill Cosby Show
Bonanza
The Bold Ones
News, Weather, Sports
Tonight Show

VILAC-TV Schedele

t4

&

By JACK GAVER

12:00
1:00
1:30
2:00
2:30
3:00
3:30
4:30
5:25
5:30
6:00
6:30

prise for NBC is "Movie In For
A Cioseep." A wife tries to say
her marriage by getting a jo
at the studio.
ABC's "Love, American Style
reruns "Love and the Positiv
Man," "Love and the Other
Love" and "Love and the Bac
elor."

Noon Show
Days of our Lives
Doctors
Another World-Bay City
To Tell The Truth
Another World-Somerset
Star Trek
The Ralph Emery Show
Weather
News
Dateline Today
My World & Welcome To
It
Laugh In
Movie "I'll Take Sweden"
News, Weather,Sports
Tonight Show
The Avengers

Chanel- 5

VII1X-TV Schedule Chauel

4

12:00 All My Children

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU

TRADE WITH

PARKER FORD INC.
753-5273
Murray, Ky.
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Ruthless"

IT WILL PAY YOU TO .!SEE PS ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

NOW OPEN

GRAFIK ADVERTIZING
Industrial Road & Main Strata
(Behind Adams' Welding)

ID 753-8692
We Do All Types of Painted
Signs and Custom Art

ly secret.
The CBS Red Skelton reprise
has Janet Leigh and the Mills
Brothers as guest stars. Clem
Love in sculpture
Kadiddlehopper and George Ai).
splits town council
SLOUGH, England (UPI)-A pleby sketches.
NBC's movie rescreens 1970's
larger-than-life sculpture of a
"The Movie Murderer," starcouple making love is dividing
ring Arthur Kennedy as an inSlough town council. One aldersurance investigator on an arman wants the government to
son case.
give the town a grant to buy
The CBS News "60 minutes"
the sculpture for a new town
program features Tricia Nixon
center. Another said it made
conducting a tour of the White
him "feel like a peeping Toot."
House.
A spokesman for the MiniWEDNESDAY
stry for the Arts kept calm
Waylon Jennings and Loretto
about the statue,"Act of Love,"
Lynn are guests on a repeated
and said it would -be consid"Hoe Haw" for CBS.
ered in the normal way."
Dyan Cannon, Gene Barry,
* * *
Dusty Springfield and Terry.
Thomas are on the fresh "Kraft
Music Hall" hour for NBC.
Earth-shaking views
"Medical Center" on CBS reMANILA (UPI)-The lbanags, peats an episode in which a hosa population group of the north- pital
patient is- found to be on
ern Philippines, believe mini- drugs.
•
skirts and see-roughs are
NBC preempts "Then Came
among-the causes of recent earth- Bronson" for a one
-hour sPecial.
quakea-that hit" parts of 'the "The Shining Mountains," dealcountry.
ing with the Rockies in fact and.
Other causes were given as legend.
"men's materialism, violence and
"The Englebert Humperdinck
tendencies to cheat fellow-men." show" on ABC at 10 features
One lbanag elder also said the Shirley Bassey, Vince Edwards,
quakes were "signs of God's Stiller and Meara and Kenny
tyrath
over the present-day ally and his jazzmen (resched-youth's discoursy, vandalism uled from May 6).

SUMMER SPECIAL
sloo
Reg. Price

ON FAMILY PAIL (REG. $4.15)
AND PARTY PAIL (REG. $5.15)
+m.o....ANON.All Orro•••11,-..-

ALL DAY SATURDAY

and unsavory acts."

THURSDAY
The maiiirliME-green sea turtle
Is investigated in "Animal
World" on ABC,
NBC's "Ironside" is "A Bullet For Mark." A wounded detective and a narcotics case.
"The CBS movie has 1961's
"The Innocents," starring Do.
borah Kerr and Michael Red.
grave in a drama about the dead
possibly possessing the minds of
the living.
"This Is Tom Jones" on ABC
repeats a show featuring Dick
Caved, Mama Cass, Charles

The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.
We lend money to farmers and ranchers.
Nobody else. And ttie people who borrow
buy stock in PCA. That way, they tell us
what to do. They decide who is really going
to run oar operation.
It's a great arrangement. We end up
being owned and operated by the people
who need—and use— our service. So we
know all about their special money needs.
Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra
help, medical bills, educational expenses.
And we know how to tailor repayment programs to their production and income.
Talk oyer your money needs— any wallop of die year—with a seasoned money

pro. the man at PCA..

Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association
Keys Keel, Snell Managar----7,-Phone 753-5602
305 North 4th Siteet

Aznavour and The Hollins.
Petula Clark, Peter Graves,

NEW GAS TAX- Budget Director Robert Mayo tells reporters in Washington that
President Nixon proposes an
"anti-pollution" tax on leaded gasoline to offset some of
the budget, deficit. Nixon
says .the budga cannot be
haltinced this fiscal year or
the next Lend
gasokne
irttnrr engines from pinging

Gale Gordon and Dqn Rice HI
are guests on Dean Martin's
NBC repeat.
FRIDAY
NBC's "The Name Of The
Game" rerun is "High Card."
Publisher Glenn Ho4ard (Gene
Barry) is accused of Upping
Cubans about the Bay \f
Pigs invasion.
The CBS movies screens
"The Visit," starring Ingrid
Bergman and Antfiony Quinn in
a tale of a rich woman who re. I
native vilbarns to
her
lage to settle an old score.
The "Bradren2 World" r

the

0.19

t

SUNDAit an

10 a.m. To 1 2

-07/•

1

•

ONLY (MAY 23rdl

THU
RSD
AY
p.m.

FRIDAY & SATURDAY 10 a.m. Till 1
FREE DELIVERY

a.m.

DAN EL, BOONE

etc

CHICKEN 111 BEEF
Chestnut
Street

153=4334

Murray, Ky.

•
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of unnecessary service often enables the carrier to lower rates."
While the Division's work is
SOVIET UNION
increasing, Bernard feels more
could be done if the public were
more aware of motor carrier
regulations and the Division's
services.
"Many small shippers and recelvers are not familiar with motor carrier laws and regulations,"
By Jim Warren
Bsrnard says. "When they have
problems they often do not know
ra
FRANKFORT, Ky.- The Divi- where to go for help."
sion of Rates and Services, DepHe invites those with shipping
artment of Motor Transportation, problems or questions to contact
is helping protect the consumer the Division in Frankfort.
?CALM
in the state's growing motor traMails
nsport industry.
muscat
SAUDI
ARALIA
ASO °SAE
"Freight carriers covered 400 State Employment
million miles in Kentucky last
year," says Harold Bernarddivi- Exams Scheduled
sion director. "With this volume At Murray State
the transportation consumer may
encounter problems such as imHove
Commissioner Ralph
proper charges, unnecessary delays, and inadequate services. We announced today the Personnel
try to remedy the problems." Department is actively recruitMIDEAST OIL
lj.OS
The Division regularly audits ing new talent for positions in
carrier's bills oflading and other Kentucky State Government.
freight documents. If overchar- Many positions in state governA $2 BILL.1014 investInent by U.S.' firms in these Arab oil sites is in peril with Syria's anges are bind, the carrier must mditTequire an applicant to take
nouncement that. the U.S...oil All be cut off if Washington does not hold Israel in check.
a Merit Examination in order to
reimburse the shipper.
Arab oil totals a 311-billion-barrel reserve. The U.S. reserve is 38.7 /billion barrels.
Many shippers have received qualify for employment.
emplExaminations for state
reimbursements never knowing
they were the result of division oyment are scheduled for Murray Employment Service Offices or
State University. School of Busi- the Department of Personnel in
audits.
Although the Division's' juris- ness Bldg., Murray, on June 6, Frankfort.
diction is limited to Kentucky, it 19'70.
A person seeking a job must Completed applications should
recently filed a protest with the
Interstate Commerce Commiss- have his application on file in the be forwarded to the Department
ion (ICC) when interstate carr- Personnel Office 10 days prior of Personnel,Division ofRecruitiers proposed to raise shipp- to the examination date. Applica- ment and Examinations,New Caping rates to some 40 small Ken- tions for employment and comple- itol Annex Building, Frankfort,
te information concerning all ex- 40601. A notice announcing the
tucky towns.
The increase was denied on aminations, including minimum time and place of the examinathe Division's plea of discrimina- qualification requirements, may tions will be mailed to the qualibe obtained from local Kentucky fied applicssts
"Here is a case of small
businessmen, dependent on carp.
iers, not knowing where to go
with their problems," Bernard
says. 'We handled it for them."
Although most carriers make
every effort to provide adequate
service, they occasionally misplace or misroute a shipment.
When unnecessary delays occur,
the shipper may ask the Division
for help. Usually a phone call
from the Division will get the
shipment moving.
The Division works to secure
NEWLYWED CLEVELAND PRIEST, the Rev. 'Bernard Meyer,
adequate service for the public
eats a sandwich outside U.S. Distgiet Court in Washington
from all types of motor carriers.
while awaiting sentence for his part in vandaltbm at the
Citizens protested recently
Dow
Chemical ;offices in May 1960. With him .is his bride
proposed
when a bus company
Lenore. He got three months in prison, and was placed on
to drop a run in Central Kentuc. probation for three years.
ky. When the Division ordered a
hearing on the proposal the bus
company gave up its plan.
"We make studies whenever
schedule changes are protested
by the public," Bernard says
WOMEN GENERALS Col Elizabeth P. Hoiskngton. ilifti,
WAC chief, and Col. Anna Mae Hays, Army nurse chief, an"If there Is little or no patronage
Phone 753-12771
on a run proposed to be changed, all smiles at the Pentagon as they await action on their
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
it would be in the public interest nomination to be brigadier generals. They will be the first
We Have It— We Will Get It —Or It Can't Se Had
women generals in the nation's history.
to approve the change. Reduction

DIVISION Of
RATES, SERVICES
flail BUSINESSES

L

--

WALLIS DRUG

FRIDAY — MAY 22. 1970

Sigma Chi social fraternity, and
a member of Alpha Kappa Psi
honorary business fraternity. He
is the son of Mrs. Ed Crabtree
of 327 Sycamore St. in ElizabethThomas I. Miller ,a 1966 grad- town.
University,
uate of Murray State
Is the recipient of a $1500 grant
from the Earheart Foundation in For better look-see'
Ann Arbor, Michigan.
SANTA CRUZ, Calif.(UPDMiller is presently doing gradrhe
University of California and
University
of
A Blue Grass Field Day will be uate work at the
the University of Wisconsin are
held Wednesday, May 27, at the Arkansas toward the Doctor of seeking $5.1 million for a new
W. J. Walden Seed Farm, Midway. Philosophy degree in business. observatory near Big Sur on the
Julian Walden, a leading pro- Dr. Nolan E. Williams, head of central California coast.
ducer of Kentucky Bluegrass seed the department of accounting
The joint venture would inand sod, will host the program, In the business administration, volve a 90-inch.,telescope on an
which will begin at 1:30 p.m.The said the grant is given each aca- 80-acre summit, Junipero Serra
program is being sponsored by demic year to the top two Ph.D. Peak in Mositerey County. Dr.
the Kentucky Department of Ag- candidates in accounting for that Robert P. Kraft, acting director
riculture and the Woodford Coun- year.
of UC's Lick Observatory on
Miller received the B. S. dety Extension Service.
Mount Hamilton near San Jose,
According to Bob Huffman,Wo- gree in accounting at Murray said the new observatory would
odford County agent, specialists State in 1966. While at Murray
provide a clearer view of the sky.
In the fields of turf, seed pro- State. Miller was a member of
duction, weed control, and grass
land management will be on band
for the program.
State Agriculture COMEllic-SIGI
or, J. Robert Miller, said "few
farms are as well-suited for a
field day such as this as the
Walden Farm. Those attending
the field day on May 2/ can see
seed production as well as sod
production, and the management
practices necessary in order for
these to be profitable enterprises."
Miller noted that while the fiel
day will be dealing mainly with
Classes Will Be Held
Kentucky Bluegrass, many of the
On
Saturdays & Sundays
practices highlighted during the
(Dates to be announced)
afternoon are practices which
can be used in the production of
Tuition $35.00 Per Person
many seed and pasture crops.
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MSU Grad Receiv
Grant Of ;1500.00

Blue Grass
Field Day
Set May 27

*** NOTICE

***

NOW FORMING A CLASS FOR

PRIVATE PILOT GROUND
SCHOOL

What's a nice girl
lice you etc...
MANILA
(UPI)-Cabaret
gida in Meycauayan, Bulacan,
are taking free vocational training offered by - the town.
Courses_ include _Beading and
writing, dressmaking and hair
culture.
Mayor Celso Legaspi, whose
idea it was, says several taxi
dancers have told him they will
return to their home provinces
after graduation and start life
anew by opening beauty shops.

ALL PERSONS INTERESTED
IN ATTENDING

Call Col. Guy Or Billy Allen

MurraynykSeriice
* 489-2855 *

rerrinAT CAROM!
entiten

WOW HaII - red & 3
Bible School
lirorekip Service

1

Evening Service

UNITED PENTAC(
CHURCH

New Concord on Her,
Sunday School
Morning Worship ..-....
Evening Worship
SPRING CREEK BA

Morning Worship
'
'raining Union .
Evening Worship .... I

NORTHRIDE BAP'
Worship Service
Evening Se rvioe

1111111L1140 SPRINGS B
CHURCH
?Abeyant Worship ..
Timining Union

nventhe Worship,

OAK GROVE CUMIN
PEZIMITTICRIAN C
!Kerning WOrenhe
Keening Worship

..

1

nue

01WHISTIAW (
iii N. Fifth Sin

Worship Hour
ni ening Service

LIALEL
Tiflis* CS
• B. R. Winchester, p

Worship

Training t.; 0n
"Awning V. urshio ...•

rOPLAII,
"PILINGS B
.
011LCKCS
Route

- Pottert

Morning Worship
Training Union
!Inning 'Worship

LEARANT CUMB
RelBYTRRIAN CI

litt:

Morning Worship
Night Service ..

Sunday

WATMAN CHAP
CHURC
200 Zest Mulberry
Worship Service
Evening Worship

One Thing You'll Love About
Datsun Is Its Automatic Transmission
From Muncie, Indiana

tIRACE BAPTIST
South Ninth Si

Morning Worship
Worship Bervioe

nimoo sivita

Highway 444, New Cf
Illeorning Worship
Evening Worship ...

•

AMMARCS

Stokes Tracto

Massey-Feri

Industrial Ros

Keittud

PARIS, TENN.
MAY 22 & 23

"It's Fl
Free Delivery a
Try Our Dellcia
Sycamore at 12th

DATSUN
3 Reasons to go
Datsun Automatic

Mac]

Autherlted Mercur
Fiberglass and
Solos
W. End Eggner's
Ph(

1 3-speed smoothness a 2speed cant match
2 lip to 25 miles per gallon
3 Delivers peak performance
with 96 H P engine
Drive a Datsun then decide

4

The Hi

YOU ARE INVITED

$2500 PRIZE

O1DRESSED
MA .Rl I CUSTOMER

See The C
S Mile West.4
Aurora Rd.- Rt. 1

THROUGH THE MONTH OF MAY

Clauc

Lassiter & McKinney Datsun
Cekebrating
Our lit Year as a Datsun Dealer

WILL GIVE THE AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
With The Purchase Of Any New Datsun

JUDGING AT 6:30 p.m. ON MAY 22

40001 SEDAN, WWII Or 2 Doetedai

Plumbing, Heatl
Commercial and RI
Repairs a Install
501 N. 4th

Holida3

Featuring Fresh Ky.
Open All Year
Aurora. K)

Murral

Rebuilt Engines &
Repaired. A Co
605 Maple Street

•

OPEN UNTIL 8:00 P.M. FRIDAY
•

•

THIS MEANS A $19000 SAVINGS

Tom's
The Best

Lassiter McKinney Datsun
Sycamore Street

W .75347 1 14

Lassiter

North 12th Stree

••• •••

no
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MI7IlliAT CHRISTIAN
GREEN PLAIN CHURCH
OP CHRIS?
CHURCH
Morning Worship
10:46 a.m.
WOW Had
trd & Maple
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Bible School
9:10 am. Wed. Bible Study
7:80 p.m.
Worship Service
10:46
ST. LSO CATHOLIC CHURCH
Evening Service
• 401 N. 12th Street
7:06 cm.
Roe. Martin Illattlitely. praetor
UNITED PENTACOSTAL
a.m.,11. a.m. and
Sunday Masse.:
CHUELH
4:30 p.m.
New Concord on Hwy. 444
COLDWATER UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 am.
MEtHODIST CHURLS(
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
aim Baker, Paster
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
First
Sunday
SPRING ClannIL BAPTIST
Church School
10:00
Herniae Worship .... 11:00 a.m. Worship Service
11:00
Training Union .
7:00 p.m.
Evening Worship .... 8:00 p.m.
SCOTTS GROVE BAPTIST

•
^...rasted

NORTHAIDE BAPTIST

Worship Service .... 10:00 a.m.
6:30 p.m.
Union
11:00 a.m. Training
' 7:00 p.m.
EintAlrIIEL MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH
omens° SPRINGS BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 cm
CHURCH
'Training Union
6:30 p.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m. Evening Worship
7:10 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
Traln Mg Union
7:30 p.m.
Even Inc Worship ..
WEST FORK BAPTIST
Worship Service
Evening Service

10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.

Worship
•,••11:00 a.m. Sunday School
Training U.,/on
.• 6:80 p.M. Pnaohbog
Evening Vurging) .• • • 7:30 p.m.
torldse SPRINGS BAPTIST.
CHURCH
•
Route 3 - Portertovm
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Training Onion
m.
6:30
Moaning Vl
. ..
*5. PLEASANT CUMBERLAND
'PRESBYTERIAN vault( H
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Night Eervioe .. 7:00 p.m.

:
PLEAT BAPTIST CHURCH.
10:46 am.
Morning Worship
7:30 p.m.
Evening Woribip

•That means everybody.
alai means you. But to STOP, in this world

FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
CHURCH
South 16th sad Glendale Bead

of turmoil and toil, is almost a lost art. We've,

Worship Se
ltrvice .. • 11:00 a.m.
Sunday night
. 7:30 p.m.

got to STOP, LOOK, and LISTEN for God. It is that time
of day. Ve must realize we are eternal children of God,

WAYMAN CHAPEL
A.M.E. CHURCH
8e0 East Mulberry Street
Worship Service
Evening Worship

-.•••••••'•

CNIVEZISITY cavern

GRACE BAPTIST MUSIC=
(south Ninth Street

on the swIftivay to destiny.

OF CHRIST

11:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.

Just as there must be "rests" in music, to give it phrasing and

106 North 15th Street
Morning Worship
. 10:30 8.T.
Evening Worship ..
6:00 p.m.

color, so must man "pause" with , God, to refresh his soul.

FIRST FEES
IAN
iterslag Worship
. 10:46 a.m.
CHURCH
Worship Service
Charles H. Moffett, Pastor
7:Os
9:30 am
Church School
Service of Worship .... 11:00 a.,n4
BLOOD RIVER BAPTIST
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
Highway 444, New Concord. Ky.
107 North Fourth Street
George B. Bandarea
litenties Worship ... 11:00 a. m.
Watchtower Study .... 10:30 am.
Evening Worship
. 6:30 p. m. Bible Lecture Sunday .. 9:30 am.

There are warnings aplenty on the road of life. It
would be very wise to STOP for His counsel; LOOK
for His direction; LISTEN to His pleading.
t His church steeple is a
compelling force in every community.
It invites you to invest your

COME TO WORSHIP
AND REJOICE...

life in her program of service.
0 W•11..ens 1.4••rtp•per F•stufes Syndrcee
I.. 231 - roft woe* T•14,

•
Stokes Tractor & Implement Co. Max H.Churchill Funeral Home
Massey-Ferguson Sales & Service
Industrial Road

Phone 753-1319

Kaki* fried ekidta
Try Our Delicious Beef & Ham Sandwich
at 12th
Call In Orders 753-7101

Sycamore

Mack 8c Mack..

Edwin Cain Construction Co.

After Church Try Our Sunday Buffett
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
US. Hwy. 641 South
Phone 753 5986

v.

....._

621 So. 4th

Johnson Motors Dialer
., Serrtere-esensit• Boating Supplies
94 E. at Murray Bait Co.
Pbone 753-3734

The Hitching Post
See The Old Country Store

American

Aurora Rd. - Ftt. 1 Hardin, Ky. — Ph. 492-2266

Claude Vaughn
Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential — Sales & Service
Repairs & installation — Gas & Sewer
Phone 753-6168
501 N. 4th

Motors
Cain & Tress Motor Sales

Famous Fisk Dinners

On Hwy. 68 at Aurora

rn
Abasieder
- Rebel -

Grecian Steak House
TOM ANDREWS - YOUR HOST
Steaks - Chops - Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: Mon., Sirloin Steak - Tue., *limy, Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin. Thugs., Chicken - Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext. 641 - CEU In Orders to 753-4419

Featuring Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish & Bar-B-Q Ribs
Open All Year — 6:116 a.m. to 9:88 p.m.
Phone 474-2228
Aurora, Ky.

Murray Auto Parts
Rebuilt Engines & Transmissions . Radiators
Repaired - A Complete Parts Department
Phone 7534424
605 Maple Street

Tom's Pizza Palace
The Best Pizza in Kentucky

Lassiter Auto
a Sales
.
North 12th Street
.----,--.. ---• ..
/WI

753..222_1
!V

A Friend

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
Farmer Ave. and 17th Street
11:00 am.
Sunday
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School

SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH
10:00 cm.
Sunday School
11:00 cm.
Morning Worship
7:15 p.m.
Evening Worship
PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Murray-Pottertown Road
11:00 aye.
Morning Worship
5:30 p.m.
Evening Worship

CHERRY CORNER BAPTIST
CHURCH
10 am
Sunday School
11, a.m.
Horsing Worship
7 am.
Evening Worship
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
CHURCH
15th & Main
9:15 are,
Sunday School
10:30 am.
Morning Worship
•

Hornet

"Morey's' Food Giant
- Bel Air Shopping Center

641 Super Shell

Open 610 a.m. - Close 1210 p.m.
South 12th Street — Phone 753-9131

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association
Serving Farm Families Since 1936
Industrial Road
Phone 753-2924

Phone 753-2202

Ezell Beauty School

Palace Drive-In
Five Points

Beauty Services To All ... At School Prices
"We Build Successful Careers"

Phone 753 7992

406 No. 4th St.

G AND H MOBILE HOMES
New & Used

Phone 753-4723

Kentucky Lake Oil Company

Grain Division
Holmes Ellis. Mgr
..
E. W. Outland.
Phone. .........

- Southside Restaurant

,A1 CS
,i , ,k,11.4 0

.

ANC
,
,
•.'•

Jobbers of Shell

......•47 Nu

G Hot....r,4
145
.
=“T.
,
0-4 ‘1.
mr r.9
OIL

•

Indoor Comfort.Center
Division of Freed Cotham Co.,
Inc.

bil

Products

West Ky. Rural
Co-Operative Corp.
•

—

Used Cars — Minor Repairs
Day
zsusas2
1111gIat
_.—
......__.
_,....... 753-3648
.--- .

Lynhurst Resort
Col. and Mrs. Thomas E. Brown Owners

- --

•

•

r

National Hotel Building

Cain & Taylor Gulf Service

1- tu.,1 , 1 )3-5012

Murray and Mayfield

Susie's Cafe

Heating Sheet Metal Air Conditioning
8th at Chestnut
Phone 753 4832

-.

.

to NON
C014(,

753 2055

"For 1A11 Your Fertiliser Needs"
Murray, Ky
Phone 753-1933

Colonial House Smorgasbord

•,Iff•v.slE

Supt.

Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish - Fri. and Sat.
Plate Lunches Daily - Banquet Room Facilities
for Churches, Clubs and All Social Meetings
So. Side Manor Shopping Center' 753 3892

$

Member F.T.D.
502 N. 4th St.
753-3251

1415 Main Street

Murray Warehouse Corp. Inc.

Lifetime Muffler Installation & Service
Tailpipes Made to Order for Cars and Boats
Phone 7534119
North 4th Street

-

Free Pick-Up and Delivery

Bowling Alit. Best — Fine Food

Hugh Adams - Owner '
Portable Service - Custom Wrought Iron
Fabrication and Repair
Main & Industrial Road
Phone 753-1378

Beal's Tune-Up & Carburetor
Service

You

..

V

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

.

Phone 753-5209

The Cleaner That's Interested In

' Shirley Florist
7
• }
Flowers ter All Occasions

.
.
, . 518 W. Main
Phone 753-7724
Residential - Commercial - Farm — Building Lots
and Lake Property — Buying - Selling - Leasing

,

A Choice Selection of Relishes- Salads
Meats.- Vegetables and Desserts
tuNSe
ertre Open Sundays
,
PhQ0V 754.2.3A---

•
'SOUTH !LEAsANT GROVE
UNITED 5IsTliciiiisT CHUKCH
a.m.
10:45
Morning Worship
:00 p.m'
•
Evening %1 orshtlI

Boone's Incorporated-

Ftobert Ycituirc-:—Aerinan K. Ellii
.Wm. E. Dodson
- J. W. Young

Adams Ornamental Iron and
Welding

Holiday Restaurant
•

MARTI/6R CHAPEL UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH.
11:00 a.m. ,
Womb* Sarvies
10:00 am. •
Church School

Mobile Homes Court

Murray Livestock Company.
...- Sala
• Every
-, Tuesday at 1 p.m. - Ph.
'
753-SEM

Top Quality Used Cars
Five 'Points
Phone 753-6448

Phone 474-2202

SAINTS

held in the white chairs]
GOOD SHEPHERD Tasman
METHODIST CHURCH
(Permerly New Eine and
fluipluer Spriegs Climrelees)
Church School
10:40 a.m.
Worship Service
9:80 cm.

Shady Oaks

1105 Pogue - }Block E. of S 12th.- Phone 753-1489
fr

Phone 753-1675

Fresh Ky. Lake Fish Dinners s
Special Rate to Gareek.ffenelse-of 14 et. Over Open 7 Days A W(Tk from 5 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Aurora Rd. on /hi'' 68
Ph. 474-2259

Sue & Charlie's Restaurant

54 Mile West.ri Kenlake State Park

Meeting

Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer

Kentucky Adige Lodge
Riit-Mnt

Wayne Darnell Outboard
Marine -

'
Authorlited Mercury Outboard Meters Maier
._,...
Fiberglass and Aluminum Boat Repair._ 4.1
Sales ane Siervkia '
.191
#191#:
"
.
W. End Eggner's Ferry - U.S. 88 (Ainikar
,Phone 474-2344

HEW CONCORD
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible Manes
10:00 LIM
Worship & Preaching . 10
LITE
Evening Worship
• 7:00
ELM GROVE
BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 cm
Worship 11:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m
THE camera or JESUS
CHRIST OP LATTER-DAY

NEW PROVIDENCE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
10 am.
Sunday School
11 am.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship .... 6:30 p.m
KIRICSEY UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH
Worship Service:
11:00 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
CHURCH
16th & Sycamore
1:00 pm
Sabbath School
2:00 p.m.
Worship Service
UNION tiROVE CHURCH
OF CHRIST
10:00 am.
Sunday School
10:60 a.m.
Worship Service
6:30 p.m.
Evening Servios
PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Murray-PottertoWn Road
11:00 cm.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship

Carroll Tire Service

S ;V:
:
s1 '“691 Buildings

• ' • r•
a.m.,

7th • Poplar
CHURCH OF CHRIST

Mayfield Highway 121

• Holiday Inn

"It's Finger Likin' Good"

First Sunday:
ilemday School ... 10:00 a.m.
Seseed ftmaiyi
Sunday School .... 10:00 a.m.
Worship Service .... 11:00 a.m.
Third Sunday:
.111 Las.
Sunday P.,

Sunday
0:48 a.m.
Bible wool
Worship Hour .... 10:40 a.m.
Meaning Worship
6:00

FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
Firth sied Maple Streets
Morning Worship
5:46 & 10:60 am.
MERSEY BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning Worship ....4 11:u a.m.
7:817 p.m.
ErVinfrig WorshIP
MEMORIAL RAPTUIT CHURCH
10th
Main Street at
9:40
Sunday School
10:60 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship:
6:30 p.m.
(Sept.-March)
710 p.m.
(April-Aug.)
CARMEL
NEW MOUNT
MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
10:00 am.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:30 pm.
Evening Worship
FLINT BAPTIST CHURCH
cm.
10:00
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship
7:80 an
Everitns Worship

Murray Wholesale
Grocery Co.

®0P R0 oiti,

"The Friendly Funeral Home"
24 Hr. Ambulance Service - Oxygen Equipped
311 No. 4th Street
Phone 753-4612

COLE'S CAMP GROUND
SUITIMODaST CHURCH
sem Jerry Loney. peaks

Sunday School .... 10:45

cesm

WI

GOSHEN METHODIST
CIBUICH
Pint and Third Sundays:
O1111day School .... 10:00 a.m.
Morning nervier .... 11:00 a.m.
Snead sad Fourth SandaYn:
Sunday School .... 10:06 a.m.
Winship Mervin
1:00 p.m.
INEN GROVE
METHODIST CHURCH
First and Third Sundays:
II:41 cm.
Worship Service
Sunday School .... 10:41 a.za.
Snood and Fourth Sunday:
Sunday School .... 10:06 a.m.
11:00 a.m..
Worship Service

rtnarth Sunday
Ir•
Werehl,

CHURCH OP JESUS CHRIST
OP LATTER-DAY SAINTS
Services held at 16th and Sycamore
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
omaseirerr Breese
asszaxecLa
a .Clseetant
' 10:00 A.M.
. Sunday School
Morning Worship .... 11:00 A.M.
7:30 P.M.
Evening Worship
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH
810 Irma Ave.
.10 A.M.
Sunday School
Sunday Evening Worship .. 7 P.M.
WEST MURRAY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
South 18th Street
Sunday Worship ---- IOW/an
Sudsy Herein ----- SE0

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN

HAZEL BA1 TISI CHURCH
• B. R. Wisehest•r. Pastor

MURRAY cavern OP
THE NAZARENE
South 18th and Plainview
10:00 are.
Sunday School
11:00 an
Morning Worship
swerims HILL
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
Preaching:
First and Third Sundays at 11 a.m.
Preaching:
Sod and 4th Sundays at 9:80 an.
RUSSELLS Caere%
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
Preaching:
First and Third Sundays 9:30 a.m.
Preaching:
Ind and 4th Sundays at 11 an.
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
CHURCH
Main & Broach Streets
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 am.
Morning Worship
Holy Communion Each Third
Sunday at lor30

OAR GROVE CUMBERLAND Morning Worship
11:00 cm.
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Training Union
II:00 p.m.
•
Evening Worship
0.30 p.m.
Morning W7orenip
11:00 a.m.
7.00 p.m
PC•.nInr WnrshIC
LOCUST GROVE
CHIPRCE OF THE NAZARENE
neer elf/MIA/4 CHURCH
Kirksey. Kentucky
111 N. Fifth Street
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Worship Haur
10:30 cm. supday Night Service . 7:00 p.m.
B%eninc Service
7:00 p.m.

MAY 22 1

NORTE PLEASANT GEOVE
CUMBERLAND PLAUDITS/I/CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 cm.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.

e/11.

.••••
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U.

—
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Fishermen don't mean to start forest fires But they do.
It's usually when the fish start hitting and
everyone jumps for his.evid. And everyone
forgets the campfire. Which is
pretty dumb. teaving a fire to
smolder alone is just inviting an
inferno. Man, douse it first.
Only you can preven) forest fires.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
3-11, in debt
4-Deer's horns
5-Remarn erect
6-Evetgreen
tree
7-Southam
baseldred
&Tales away
9-Talk Idly

ACROSS

If you have
corn borers

1-Maley canoe
5 Most
9-Shnatplaka
cnastaosan
10-Fora ways
12-Three legged
stand
13 Beast
15 Speed
contest
16-Pith
113Eggs
19-Devoured
20-Torist
21 Class or
vertebrates
consisting of
birds
22 Hebrew
letter
23-Poet
24Consec rated
25 Chickens
. 26 Singing
race
21-Baker s
Product
29 Group of three
30-Note of scale
32 Paper
measure
3.3-fall shod
34-Hole
_35-Emmet
36-Tolled
37-Indefinite
amount
3/3Wanted
40-C.ets up
,42 Penned
4443-Mernorande
44.Sde
45-Act

11-Rescues
12-Snare
14-Final
17 Coniunctson
20 Musical
organization
21-In addition
23 Ray
24-Dip and throw
25 Warming
devices

DOWN

we have the

1 -Cost
2-Rant

SI TIMES

Answer to Yestetuey s
UOMMU UNEAM
013040 Almoaa
00 11J00 ['JUJU
MO @MITE ORR
OMNI MIKADO 0M
RODOO MOOMOUN
0024 AMIN
0017201IN 4300114
MOI mom; PIMA
ROO WORN RSITI
RRIO mra
MEMO

auommo pooman
analo 00fflUM
22

26-11andst
27-Cost of seed
of canal grain
28-Renovate
29 Sunburn
30-Citrus fruit
(PO
31-Tha maws*

er•Mi!•!•!

33•Diminished
34-Sat for
portrait

36-Neoe
network
37-Location
39-Fernale deer
41 Fish eggs

All.'

:::$1111111111111:§iii11111111111111x

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Distr. by United

eature Syndicate. nc.
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By Leonard Kimball
Special Writer

FARMINGTON SWEET FEED MILL

Vii10 WAS PROTECTING OUR
ENVIRONMENT LONG BEFORE IT
WAS "FASHIONABLE"?
COhGRESSMAN

DOWN CONCORD
WAY

14L

TUESDAY, MAY 26th

*

-f"
Paid For b!, Stubblefield for Congress Cdmpaign Committee?
T Sledd. Murray. Ky . Treasurer

HOLLYWOOD (UP
iciest Nixon has a,
television networks to

KeNtli

MONDAY, MAY
4:111 BOOK BEA'
PHY OF A (
43 MISTEROGE
IN SESAME ST
BM WINDOW TC
peat of as
fourth grad
Patterns".
6:25 CALLING A
WICH TIPS:
with the
lege of Agri(
sion Service
GM WHAT'S NEI
programs at
thrilling spin
7AIS THE SHOW:
boys footba
year, is gue
artist and v
ing "Starshi
tertainment
1:00 THE ADVOC
U. S. Weep
COO BLACK JOU

TUESDAY, MM
4:30 MISTEROGE
5:00 SESAME ST
6:00 WINDOW TI
recent lest
Science ser
1:30 WHAT'S NE
gram with
Cyrus Smyth
mentals of
71111 HOME NU
WORLD OF
eration witi
Red Cross.
7:30 DISCOVER I
THE STUDE
flying terms
slips, winch
techniques.
FORSYTE !
Dazed and t
Irene decich
ney, but an
puts an end
1:00 NET JOUR
study of Art
work, inclu<
with Dustin
Mon".

753-6363

I (IN IS VI A \ h

NEW DEALER HERE TO STAY!!

WOMEN BROS. GULF
9th & SYCAMORE STREETS
IX' 753-86 1 3

Everyone Come In and See
What We Have To Offer
With Oil Change and Filter Change .. .

EE GRE
ASE
JOB
,
Also

moToOlN!
OPS
000rore

That
t
There Will Be A Drawing June 27, 1970
and the naintawn will be refunded his money!

.FREE BICYCLE.
TO BE GIVEN AWAY JUNE 27th at 7 p.m.

PLUS These Federal Monies for
the First District ...

VOTE for STUBBLEFIELD

By RICK DU BR

The Budl Stroud Property

THIS

$21/2-million; Marshall, $5-million plus; McCracken, $70million plus; Trigg, $7 3/4 -million plus.

Televis

FOR SALE

STUBBLEFIELD

*

Short Calving
Can Save $$
For Dairymen

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Frank Albert

Look What He's Done
In Federal Funds For....
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calving intervals are economihas a need for him or he has fulcally desirable for most dairyfilled his mission. LikeOtis Lovimen. Present research has shown
ns' little puppy which found Otis
that most cows may be bred
glasses lost since last October,
as early as 40 days after calvand broUght them to the doorstep,
then died by being hit ,by a car.
ing with little or no likellhooc
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Patterof undesirable consequences. The
conception rate may be slightly
son who have been in the grocery
business in Concord for almost
lower, but this has been to=
ten years are retiring in June to
to be the most effective mean:
their home near by and have leas- LEXINGTON, Ky. - Recent of shortening calving intervals,
By Estelle Spiceland
ed their business to a young man. studies indicate that 28.2 percent It is estimated that 40 percent
May 19, 1970.
Mr. Harper and his father, be- of the cows in Kentucky dairy of all cows could be bred at
Bro. Walter Pigg, Church o: ginning June.
herds produce a calf and leave average of 20 days sooner after
Christ minister, says on his re, We hope that by now those in the herd before producing ano- calving and still not breed at
turn from his mission work it hospitals are better. Mrs.Ramo- ther, according to Dr. Durward less than 40 days. This would
India, "I don't believe my home nd Fielder recently underwent Olds, Department of Animal Sci- result in a shortening of calving
and my country ever looked better surgery. Bruce
Ferguson of ence, UK College of Agriculture. Intervals by 18 days and would
than upon my arrival back or Concord has been a patient sev- About 5.8 percent of the cows have a value of about $9.00 per
eral days. Ewin Staibbleffeld is are sold from the herd to be cow in terms of milk production.
Wednesday night."
It's such a pity that those wbc back home from the hospital. used for dairy purposes in other
We become pessimistic over herds, 4.7 percent are sold as
are causing so much trouble can
not appreciate the blessings we the state of world affairs so en- non breeders, 5.5 percent lose And it's no use *eking
enjoy here, and instead of trying close this poem from Guide Posts their calves by abortion, 1.5 perKATMANDU, Nepal (Ill'!)to cause insurrections and violen- magazine:
cent of the cows die before pro
- The Rising Nepal, a daily newsce, would work toward making a "So long as there are homes clueing another calf, and 10.7 paper
published in Katmandu,
to which men him at the close of percent are sold on account of
better America.
warns its customers in a column
day,
We have had nothing but troubow production.
Dn advertising rates:
le, it seems, since it was decid- So long as there are homes Among the cows that do pro"Ordinary printing mistakes
ed to take Bible and prayer out where children are, where women duce at least two calves, says diall not oblige any free make
stay,
of schools.
Olds, the average interval betLast Saturday was an example If love and loyalty and faith be ween calves is 382 days. short
of the sunshine and shadows of found across these sills,
A stricken nation can recover
life.
We attended the household sale from its grave ills.
of the belongings of the Clyde So long as there are homes
Roberts' who both died as the where fires burn and there is
results of an automobile accident. bread,
We labor all our lives to accu- So long as there are homes
1411 OLIVE BOULEVARD
mulate possessions,but can leave where lamps are lit and prayers— FREE PICKUP and
them all behind in one moment. are said,
DELIVERY —
Truly Fine Cleaning *
Than _that same evening we, Although a people falter thrPhone 753.3152
ough
the
dark and nations grope,
with half a hundred others from
the vicinity, went ot the lovely With God Himself back of Mein
new hill top home in Concord little homes We still can hope."
of the Darrell Mitchells to attend
a bridal shower for a young t:ndtdators
unmasked.
couple, T. Patterson and Linda
LEXINGTON, Ky. (UPI)Murray, both teachers who are
City police raided a downtown
to be married in June.
And while this couple was en- bar and arrested four "women"
joying this occasion of prepara- go-go dancers. But not to their
Sealed Bids Are Now Being
tion and anticipation of a life surprise - the "woinen" hinted
Accepted_.
out
to
be fessale impersonators.
together, I was sadly conscious
On
the
Buel
Stroud
Property located at.702 West Main
that in Blalock Coleman Funeral They were taken into malady
Street. Murray. Kentucky. The bids will be opened on
violating a
Home lay Dewey Crass who was and charged with
another who had finished bis city ,ordinance which prohibits
May 23, 1970. at 2 p.m., in the Directors Room of the
"wearing disguises."
course here.
Bank of Murray.
Just two years and one day ago
Lee Crass, the only other memShould the bids be sufficient to cover the debts and cost
t-Ok CORREC
ber of the Crass family,had died.
of administration, then the highest bid will be-accepted.
TIME
and
They, too had been teachers and
otherwise,
all bids will be rejected.
had contributed much toward
TEMMATURE
Interested parties may contact either of the persons
making the world around them a
DAY ()rt
better place to live.
listed below.
But who but the Master can say
when our work on earth is done.
MARJORIE SHROAT HUIE, Administratrix of the Estate
We have to comfort ourselves
of Budd Stroud.
with Romans 8:28, "And weknow
that all things work together for
LULA MAE ROBERTSON, Only Heir Under Terms of
gond to them that love God".
of
And we like to think that each
WI"
Is. ill or k•
one stays here as Ions as God

almost unheard of. But, that isn't
true any longer."
According to Parrott, strict
FRANKFORT, Ky..- Widespre.
enforcement is becoming an exad arrests and stiff court peon. pensive- reality for many violalties are becoming routine as tors as a steadily increasing
more police and courts throw number of courts
report convictheir *eight behind enforcement tions often leading to heavy fines
of Kentucky's motor vehicle in- and, sometimes, even
jail sentenspection program.
ces.
Discussing some of the chan- "Only
last month, more than
ges he has witnessed since early
500 motorists were ticketed at
last year when Pubtic Safety state and
city police roadblocks
Commissioner William 0. New- In
Warren County for not having
man first ordered a crackdown
valid safety stickers on their
by motor vehicle inspection offcars," he said.
icers on violators of the inspecAlthough many later avoided
tion laws, MV1 Director John
fines by obtaining a valid slicker
Farmington, Ky.
Parrott said, "at first ,getting
before their court date, Parrott
a conviction in local courts was
said that both Warren County
Judge Basil Griffin and Bowling
Green Police Judge George B.
Boston made it clear that times
were chewiest in the future they
were quoted an Ming, fines
will be levied.
And most recently, Louisville
and Jefferson County authorities
Issued a warning that every motorist caught without a valid sticker will be ticketed, Parrott said.
But, by far the stiffest penalties being handed down are going
to Individuals charged with illegal
possession of the stickers and
Inspectors caught issuing stickers without conducting a proper
inspection.
"Most, if not all, are finding
that the threat of heavy fines and,
In some cases, even jail sentences is very real indeed," Parrott
said..
Already this year, Parrott's
field officers have reported about
23 convictions with sentences
Western Kentucky's
ranging from $104300 in -fines
and 90 days to three years imHard-Working Representative prisonment.
Only three weeks ago, Campbell County Court fined two
individuals $113.50 each for possession of stickers - belt:raging
to another automobile and /ev*.d.
an identical fine on a third person for affixing a sticker to a
+-viz without teirsperinspertioN4
Water, Sewers, Housing, Vital Programs •
he said.
And, currently at Newport,twc
Covington car dealers are fr ee or
$2500 bonds pending trial for illegal possession of stickers.
(1) Helped raise clean water fund requests from
At Louisville another ,ar
salesman, Harvey Frank Fallon,
$214-million to over $800-mil1ion.
an employe of Bob Ryan Auto
utr
Sales, Pleaded guilty in Criminal
(2) Land Between the Lakes ... $44.6-million
Court to being an accessory after
. . . helped get federal monies (up to June,
the fact to illegal possession of a
safety sticker.
1970.
Fallon, who came to the attention of the Department of Public '
(3) Barkley Dam. Federal monies to date, $140Safety, following a complaint
million.
lodged by one of the firm's customers, was sentenced to three
mouths in Jefferson County Jai/with ex talon of the senterKe
being s5pended for three years..
Parrott said that anyone has.
ing a complaint about improper
inspections should contact him 4
the Motor Vehicle Inspection
Division, Department of Publir
Ballard, $33/4-million; Caldwell, $4--million plus; Callosafety, State Office Building, Fr,.
way, $11-million plus; Carlisle,.$21
/
4-million plus; Critnkfort, Ky. 40601.
Every complaint will he thoroutenden, $2-million plus; Fulton, $5/
3
4-m illion plus;
ghly Investigated, he said. And,
Graves, $12-million; Hickman, $11
/
4-million :plus; HopIf the facts warrant, action will
be taken.
kins, $2/
1
2-million; Livingston. $1 3/4-million plus; Lyon,

Let's get together. Call us.

ok.
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Conviction Becoming Routine
Under State Inspection Law
and the

•••••
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FREE DISNEY MAGAZINE

by
23" pi(
illostratt

with every fillup, now thru June 1st

TIRES - BATTERIES - ACCESSORIES
MINOR AUTO REPAIRS

.7,

Jack Slayden (Owners) Leonard Slayden
Court nolaer5 longhair

BONN (I PI) A 20-yearrild
apprentice Who Walk fired witll
out notice by a trikettpart nuts
ager wh& thou& die yowl,.
long hair wassuntidt was award
ed 200 marks ($.A) damap..,
by- a West German court.

LODEN BROS. GULF
•9th & Sycamore

— Free Pickup and Delivery —

Phone 753-8613
WAYLANC
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s
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ABC-TV executive, Marshall Karp, a daytime serial
will be offered "a compeWng
story of teen-age drug addiction."
The serial (soap opera) is
called "One Life to Live," and
it is already on the air daily. It
the

the narcotics problem head-on.
And a sample of network
cooperation has come from
HOLLYWOOD
(UPI).- Pres- ABC-TV's boss of daytime
ident Nixou has asked the programming.
television networkx to deal with
By the end of the month, says
By RICK DU BROW

ea

WKMA
AsternIle
WKMR
Morehead
Murray-Mayfield WKMU
Owenton
WKON
Pikeville
WKPI
t
WK •
•

KEHNLUCKU

WKAS
Ashland
WKGB
Bowling Green
WCVN
Covington
WKZT
Elizabethtown
WKHA
Hazard
Lexin• •n-Richmond
E

Ch. 5
Ch. 38
Ch. 21
Ch. 52
Ch. 22
Ch. 29

Ch.25
Ch. 53
Ch. 54
Ch. 23
Ch. 35

eoucationA6 TeLevIssoN

&

TIMES

—
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will incorporate the narcotics
story.
And, says Karp, the story
"will run throughout the entire
summer period when so many
children and teen-agers are at
home and available to television."
Real Addicts Appear
He adds: "We will have real
Teen-age drug addicts appearing. They are not actors, but
youngsters who are actually

living through the terror o the history of daytime televised a law making anyone who
Cracking down
drug addiction. Their stark and sion."
violates anti-pollution regulations
-Water
Tex.
(UPI)
AUSTIN,
sometimes brutal stories will be The idea of offering such a
and
criminal of- guilty of a misdemeanor
integrated into the plot.
meaty, significant subject in pollution is now a
subject to a fine of from 910 to
"Particularly important to the framework of a soap opera fense in Texas.
The state legislature has pas- $100.
Parents, these young people will Is not surprising to industry
present an authentic indictment experts.
of drug abuse to their peers on
For often in the past, viewers
the other side of the TV of daytime serials have seen
screen."
them handle controversial soKarp notes that this "unique cial subjects- from abortion to
blend of red life and fiction" adultry- with more realism and
has never been done before "in frankness than prime time
shows.
Soaps are Frank
Soap operas may lack a sense
of humor- surely their chief
failing-but their firm grip of
Clogiunel 4
Channel S
Cheese! a
viewers is undeniably related to
FRIDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
their willingness to be fr
:as Matra; Wthr.; Spirts
Wthr.; Seals The
NewsPitywitt
ine rol..
.f averts
with topics that many c
u '
:
,.31
40
30Th
i
../
m.
GT:
the
"
0 "
:
e THhe
owi
STm
.
is
m
art
mCznw
anar ShowTh• gredv Sends
share.
7
The Gimet.11 Mrs. Mu
Marvin Kitman, the televisio
▪
:00 Name of the Game Movie,
Here Come the grid,
sel
:30 Name of the Gams "The Men Who ShotHere Come the Brick
critic of Newsday, has o
/10
AND Nashville Mws1C
Liberty Valence"
Uwe, American Style
served:
7 :30 Del Reeves
Movie
Love. American Styli
AO News; Wthr.; Sportstiews; Wthr.; Shorts
"It is in the nighttim
144x
.
; Wise.; Sports
10 :30 The Tonieht Show
Perry Masan
prograrRs, after nine when th
IS The Tonight Shaw Perry Mason
Movie
Self-propelled high wheeler
11 .30 The Tonight SII0wPerrr Mason
kids go to bed, that televisio
"Garden of Evil"
•
Mows finest lawns; toughest weeds
AveposrO
Movie
refuses
to
come
to
grips
heavy duty
12 1The Avengers raieOrNWe:Ma"m
The Did, Cavell she
• Easy to maneuver in the rough
real life."
:Or
1
"Between Heaven
TM Did, Cavett She
lawn and
.39
And Hell"
The Dick Cavett Sho
• 22' cutting width
At any rate, ABC-TV la
weed mower
SATURDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
lately gone very heavy
• 34 h.p. 4-cycle engine
:00 Agriculture USA
social,statements In its soapers
• Easy-pull stand-up safety start
Sur- se Semester
6 .3* Farm Digest
Samson
And if, indeed, the hand th
eg
:00 Heckle and Jackie
The ..elsons
AN of Guarver
• Exclusive Flexor Blade
• :30 Heckle am Jackie Boo: Bunny
Smoker the Bear
rocks the cradle rules th
• Instant cutting height adjustment
• Id Here's the Grumr;
Roe° Runner
Catlanooga Cats
world, it has a powerful femal
03 :30_The Pir Panther
Dastardly and Mulliey Catiancoge Cats
• Tool-tote-r on handle
audience.
Wacky Races
Hot Wheels
9 1`11.41.:":tirs
• Meets A.S.A. safety standards
Scoot,' De0
The Hardy Doys

JEIEVISITUCHE(1,1K,

Need a rugged
mower for rough
terrain?

Newl.

MONDAY, MAY 25

WEDNESDAY, MAY 27

4:00 BOOK BEAT: BEETHOVEN: BIOGRA4:00
PHY OF A GENIUS. (C)
4:30 MISTEROGERS NEIGHBORHOOD.(C)
5:00 SESAME STREET. Children.(C)
COO WINDOW TO THE CLASSROOM: A repeat of last week's lesson from the'' 430
fourth grade math series "Guessing SAO
SAO
Patterns".
1:25 CALLING ALL CONSUMERS: SANDWICH TIPS: Presented in cooperation
with the University of Kentucky Col- 9:20
lege of Agriculture, Cooperative Extension Service.
19:31 WHAT'S NEW: SKUNG: The first of two
programs about skiing as a safe and 6:30
thrilling sport.
700 THE SHOW: Calvin Hill, Dallas Cowboys football star and rookie of the
year, is guest. Oliver, fast rising new 7:1111
artist and well knOwn.for his recording "Starshine", provides musical entertainment. (C)
1:011 THE ADVOCATES: Question . .. "More
U. S. Weapons for Israel?" (C)
8:00
9:00 BLACK JOURNAL (C)
8:30

TUESDAY, MAY 2S
4:30 MISTEROGERS NEIGHBORHOOD.(C)
5:00 SESAME STREET. Children.(C)
6:00 WINDOW TO THE CLASSROOM: Two
recent lessons from the Primary
Science series.
130 WHAT'S NEW: SKIING: The final program with American ski instructor
Cyrus Smythe demonstrates the fundamentals of skiing.
700 HOME NURSING: WONDER F U L
WORLD OF FOOD: Presented in cooperation with the American National
Red Cross.
7:30 DISCOVER FLYING: JUST LIKE A BIRD:
THE STUDENT: Mr. Rhodes discusses
flying terms and maneuvers including
slips, windsocks, turns and landing
techniques.
1:00 FORSYTE SAGA: INTO THE DARK:
Dazed and terrified by Soames assault,
Irene decides to run away with Bosinney, but an accident on a foggy street
puts an end to her plans.
.1140 NET JOURNAL: ARTHUR PENN: A
study of Arthur Penn and his evolving
work, including the director at work
with Dustin Hoffman on "Little Big
lAen".

WHAT'S NEW: SCIENCE FARE: First
of three programs to provide children
with an understanding of scientific
concepts and methods.
MISTEROGERS NEIGHBORHOOD. IC/
SESAME STREET. Children. (C)
WINDOW TO THE CLASSROOM: KENTUCKY HISTORY: Kentucky's Historical Buildings.
DRAFT CI AND A: Col. Taylor Davidson,
Director of the State Selective Service
Board, answers questions about the
draft system. (C)
WHAT'S NEW: SCIENCE FARE: This
program provide children with an understanding of scientific concepts and
methods.
TOY THAT GREW UP: PONY EXPRESS:
Wallace Beery, Richard° Cortez and
Betty Compson starred in this 1925
follpw-up to The Covered Wagon. It
was one of the big-budgeted westerns
of the silent era.
CONSERVATIVE VIEWPOINT.
BOOK BEAT: UP THE ORGANIZATION:
(C)
9:00 FRENCH CHEF: SPEAKING OF TONGUES.
9:30 PANNED,. Presented in cooperation
with the University of Kentucky Medical Center-and the Schools of Dentistry and Medicine of the University
of Louisville. (C)

THURSDAY, MAY 21
4111 'DISCOVER iI.YING:JOST LIKE A BIRO:

4:30
5:00
6:00

6:25

1:30

710
7:311

THE STUDENT: Mr. Rhodes discusses
flying terms and maneuvers including
Slips, windsocks, turns. and landing
techniques. (C)
MISTEROGERS NEIGHBORHOOD.(C)
SESAME STREET. Children. (C)
WINDOW TO THE CLASSROOM: AMERICAN HISTORY: A repeat of this week's
final program in the series on the Cultural and Social Patterns of the 1960's.
CALLING ALL CONSUMERS: HOME
MADE ICE CREAM: Presented in cooperation with the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture, Cooperative Extension Service.
WHAT'S NEW: SCIENCE FARE: The
final program in a three part series
to, provide children with an understanding of scientific concepts \and
methods.
HOME NURSING: IMAGE IN THE
MIRROR: Presented in cooperation
with the American National Red Cross.
UNIVERSITIES: WESTERN UNIVERSITY PRESENTS: Chet Huntley, NBC
newcaster talks about his August retirement, recent attacks on Freedom
of Press and the hectic life of a network news reporter.
WASHINGTON WEK IN REVIEW. (C)
NET PLAYHOUSE: THE TAKING.

IS Adventure Hour Arch, Comedy Hour Sky ItatoRs
10 :30
The Filntstories
Arc:, Comedy HOW Dtaartle
of Jo°04
Wilderness Road
Get It Together
1 1 ,31' Wilderness
Road
PTehn e crel
'
,t Isloe
Airierican Randtrand
,,00 simiS
.
riA Tt URDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS

1 a.
I
T

Super'- an
John, Quest
Pene,c e Pitstop

:30 Su...afloat
:00 Baseball
:30 Baseball
:00 Baseball
.30 Baseball
:00 Baseball

Amer can ganasland
tligh School Goa

Movie"Islend of 'TerrorMovie
Ai
Soul ot the City
W"c
'
',
''
:
.Iron Mistress" All Star W•psthrui
2
All Slaw Ocrts'n;ng
3 'Cl0
30 S
A talse
anb"
t:Goll Clasic Mciw
Wide World of Sports
Atlant• Golf ClossicSonntn--ng Else
Wide World 04 Sports
:SO Wilburn Bros. Show Al: A,er. Col. ShOW Wide Work! CI Sports
Rose, Mudd News
Prstring Show
:30 Porter Wagoner
e
:00 hews7 Wthr.; Spoil Nee,. Wthr I SPOT'S Phw
:30 New Communicators Jack, Glasser: Show Let's Make a Deal
al
7 OP'New CommunicatorsN,
J ackTlehree
Gleas
son
ons Show 11w Newlywed Game
JO Adarn-12
Lawrence 'Afelk Show
i
CO.00
Green Acres
Lawrence Welt Show
:
"Miss:on Batanga"Petcoat Junction
Durante Presents
Decon 'Valley Days
Movie
Lennon Srsters
00
New:: -Nthr.; Sports The 1111 Anderson Show
.7
30
Movie
Iats
00 Moyle, News
Mer.
in
The Buck Owens Show
S4
30 The untouchables Marmot
Movie:
I 11,
,
,
r4hoes„Untouchables Per',
0500
"The Tall Men"
Perry Mason
Movie
"The Horse
Mov.e.
14 00 SoldiersMovie
30
' M,s,er Roberts"
•
)
0
1
Movie
Mow*

al

SP::: Lite

'I :30

5
6

0

MOva

ma. am.

m.
MI.MM INN. am.•

Costly errors
NEW YORK (UPI)--Broker.
agefirms have been losing $100
million annually throuhlherrors
in handling customers orders,
says Roger E. Bremer, president
of Data Trends, Inc. The company recently installed computerized error-preventing terminals
in four brokerage houses here to
help simplify the process. Using
conventional procedures, some
securities orders require as manyr
as 33 different paper forms.
thereby
sharply
increasing
chances for human errors.
Bremer says.

Model 1212

POWER 11/10WERE'

E. BLANKENSHIP

Warren G. Harding was the
first president to ride to his
inauguration in an automobile.
* * *

Kentucky
602 Maple Street
Murray, Kentucky

More men than womenxdied
Of cancer in 1969.

Peanuts®

by Charles M. Schulz

PEANUTS

IF4U LIKE A PERSON,AND LeET
YOU KNOW THAT PERSON IS NEVER
GOIN6 TO UKE YOU, DO 401)'THINK
IT'S BEST JUST'RD S7)PIRVIN6
TO MAKE THAT PERSON LIKE YOU?

A LOT YOU KNOW!

8.41
IUD
FRIDAY, MAY 29

4:00 FRENCH CHEF: SPEAKING OF TONGUES.
4:30 MISTEROGERS NEIGHBORHOOD.(C)
7:30 UNIVERSITIES: WESTERN KENTUCKY
UNIVERSITY PRESENTS: Chet Huntley, NBC newcaster talks about his
August retirement, recent Attacks on
Freedom of Press and the hectic life
of a network news reporter.

Nancy

by Ernie Bushmiller
THESE ICE CUBES
)
)
MAKE SWELL

ICEBERGS_
}

•••
••
• •••
•
.•
• •
5,5,
0 5.

4111s's

'N Slats

by R. Van Buren
CAN'T MISS! WNEN WE FINISH
BUILDING THE TEPEES, WE PUT
ON A LITTLE wARPAiNT AND storr
SCARING THE DAYLIGHTS OUT
THE ,PALEFACES/

BUT W0N'r THEY SEND
FOR THE ARMY OR
50,1E71.4iNG LIKE THAT-JUST LIKE IN ME
OLD DAYS?'

WE PROVE THAT THE
LAND RIGHTFULLY BELONGS .
TO US. THEY PRACTICALLY
AAWITTOP AS MUCH vVHEN
THEY LET ALL DESCENDANTS r
OF /NEW-A -A14-SMINA
IN HERE 711/770N-FAVRIL9

TM

Quasar COLOR TV

—

by MOTOROLA
WITH THE WORKS INA DRAWER

5-23-

23" picture, measured diagonally; 295 sq in.
illustrated In s,mulated dernonsrratoc

Lil' Abner
Call Us For

FREE HOME DEMONSTRATION
Factory Authorized Service
Good Stock of Used TVs and Rotors
Serving Murray, Hazel and Puryear

HAZEL I.V.
WAYLAND PERRY - OWNER

by Al Capp
A L
ctrS

•

DO NOT RUSIN RIGHT
OVER WITH THE
EVIDENCE!!IT%

r

QUITTING TIME!!

&UT

DELIVER IT TO THE PIMPLETON
RESIDENCE!! I SPEND EVERY
EVENING THERE,WITH IVI‘i
UGH.r- FIANCEE_ AND HER

FOSDICK-MORN/N".'

Y/
1
2
.4

-FREE GTE A KS.r.r(.>
•

-

c7-2.
C.D.rta-

PHONE 4/7 8671
S-RX"
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ASIMIS?

hula(rice Tticife

foursome of middle-aged men
in kilts who are neither Scottish
HOLLYWOW (UP!)- If the nor, for that matter, brothers.
They
are, in tact-and
comedy writers had been up to
the task, the CBS-TV hour, hilariously- a Chinese, an Aus"The 5th DiMODSIOD Special: tralian, a Nigerian and an
An Odyssey in the Cosmic Englishman. They more or less
Universe of Peter Max," might stag, and more or less mess
have been something really around, moving with exquisite
inelegance. One of them is a
Medal.
They weren't, however. And tiny fellow who kept staring
angrily at O'Connor during a
the progiam previewed by this
sow.
They are one of the
welcome
CBS.TV's
'
under
writer
new policy of allowing advance baldest acts I have ever seen.
Ali, well. And then we have
criticism, turns out to be highly
ABC-TV's half-hour Wednesday
erratic as a result.
The 5th Dimension sings well night comedy special with the
enough, of course, to please its Canadian team of Wayne and
fans. And though the members Shuster, who, in skits, spoofed
through the ages. I confess
of the group don't show much love
I have never understood what
of a flair for comedy-nor, for
that matter, does Mr. Max, Is funny about Wayne and
And their latest
who is also on hand-there Is Sliuster.
enough guest talent to have concoction, hokey and tired,
matter: Flip simply furthers the mystery.
handled the
Wilson, Arte Johnson, Glen ABC-TV also had a WednesCampbell and Joey Heatherton. day night hour called "Mission
WORD FROM THE WAR ZONE-Linda Sue Fricke no doubt IS'engulfed by a fullness of heart
These guests play the various Possible- They Care for a
as she looks at special, greetings from her husband, Army Spec. 4 Steve Fricke, near Elida,
characters the 5th Dimension Nation, about pollution. WellOhio. Clear. from South Vietnam he had the billboard erected for her and the community.
meets OD its picturesque mounted and well-intentioned,
odyssey, much as in "The of course, but just more of the
UCENSE TO WED-Clerk Robert Anderson administers the oath to Jim McConnell, 28,
Wizard of Oa" Judy Garland same on the subject.
and (right i Jrtck Baker, 28, for their marriage license in Minneapolis. They plan to:
librarian,
across comic types.
214cConnell
is
a
Year's
Eve
party.
can
be-a
New
came
so
the
reception
marry Dec. 31
Borth staying for
Nothing Excites Joey
native of Kansas City, Mo. Baker is a law student at the University of Minnesota.
ATHENS (UPI) - Anyone
comparison
But there the
who can manage to remain
stops. In tonight's entry, Wilson Golf on the
Tired of Your Own Cooking?
high seas
in Athens through September
Is pretty funny anyway because
is the inflation Auct"
Tow chains seeded
Come To
MIAMI, Fla. (UPI) - The and October quite literally has
he simply has a strong comic
NEW YORK (UPI) - With presence. Johnson has a few Caribbean cruise ship M/S a considerable treat an store.
"The decline which began In
It's the Athens wine festival,
December, 1968, has equalled national seashores open to pas- moments. Campbell's comedy Boheme is a swinging ship the 1929 crash," according to senger cars this spring and sum- attempts need severe directing with a string attached. Passen- organized in a park near the
Indicator Digest. The analyst mer, vacation-bound drivers control. And Mtss Heathefrton, gers who want to keep their medieval Church of Daphini.
stated the "sad fact" in should make sure to include this generation's Janis Paige, swing in shape drive a golf Every night from seven to midand Try Our
observing its own stock indica- tow chains in their equipment, gives the impression nothing hall off the fantail when the night, for a $I admission, one
LAKE CATFISH
KY.
FRESH
*
can
drink
jack
support
with
jack,
freely
along
anymore.
of
ship
is between ports. The
among
excites her
tor has recorded a 48 per cent
HAMS AND STEAKS
COUNTRY
*
more
than
100
Greek wines.
Max's striking visual effects ball is attached to a string
NEW
YORK (UPI)-"The drop since December, 1968- and shovel.
(Call For Reservations)
The deep sands of ocean -somewhere between anima. and is hauled back after every Girls in national costume serve
Private Dining Room
current period will be eventual- "precisely the amount by which
the
wine
-approprior
desert
areas
beaches
and
shot,
fronkbarrels
reality,
lined
and
whether
up
tion
average
fell
in
it's
a
the
Dow
Jones
7 Days a Week
ly recorded as the finest
slice, hook
6 a.m. to 10 p.m.
opporbnity for investors since 1929." However, the firm does can bog down cars and sta- ately mod-are the best part of or straight line drive into the under wooden sheds, and there
GALLIMORE
C.
J.
• are stands with food for-every
wake.
the 1933s," Wref Investors mot see another DCODOIlliC tion wagons just as mach-es the hoer.
pocketbook.
Writing problems also handiService observes. It adds that collapse similar to the one in snow. That's why chains are
the turning point in interest the 1930s, because "the govern- a "must" for those touring capped the debut Wednesday
rates "is DOW at hand bwanse ment is absolutely committed these areas. In some cases, night of British singer-comedian
the stock market has risen to maintaining prosperity, and such as the Cape Cod National Des O'Connor as summer host
whenever interest rates have certainly to preventing a major Seashore, cars are inspected of NBC-TV's "Kraft Music
by authorities before entering Hall." And the guest line.° of
depression."
declined."
seashore and desert park and Elke SOIMMT Robert Morse,
--camping areas to make sure Liberace and Peter Graves
Halsey, Stuart & Co. Inc.,
they have the required tow simply had to make-do with the
sees "little reason" for any
chains and other equipment.
sub-par material. The program
"basic improvement" in bond Hong Kong accomodations
was taped in London.
prices until "the rise in the
HONG KONG (UPI) - At
One Marvelous Act
general price level is curbed."
1969, Hong Kong
Of
end
the
years. The Hong Kong Tourist
The hour did, however, have
The company says it believes
total of 7,600 hotel
had
a
Association estimates - that one act that was marvelous and
the "single most important
rooms, an increase of almost
about 16,000 hotel rooms will will be featured regularly The
determinant of the course of
dozen
during the last
las available by 1975.
MacGreeor Brothers, a comedy
interest rates has been and still 7.000
By RICK DU MOW

from 10,000 miles away.I want toy

"I LOVE YOU"

Your loving husbandSteft

Wall Street

HAZEL CAFE

Chatter

....a...
•

,mc

An
investment hp
from
Volkswagen:
Buy low,sell high,

TREAT
YOUR
CAR
TOA
SPRI
TUNEUP!
Tulle-UP SHOP North 4th Street
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-81)9

areararkkAlleins

room;

•
The 1967 Volkswagen sold new for $.500 less than theAerag• 1967 dornest.c economy car.
Accord,ng tc, the Offlt=ral Used Car Orectory, it now sells used for $300 more.
Interested In .speculatIng on a '70?
SeRd for our free proipectus_ .

a

Carroll Volkswagen, Inc.
800 CHESTNUT, STREE1

MURRAY; KENTUCKY

/Mos&

Our trained mechanics will thoroughly check your ignition system, adjust it, and replace any worn parts with
top quality BLUE STREAK ignition parts!
We'll retune your tcarburetor and replace any faulty
components with genuine HYGRADE Jiffy Kit carburetor tune-up parts!
And we'll give your car a FREE end-to-end safety check
to help insure worry-free driving all spring!
Treat Your Car To A Spring Tune-Up At:

CRUMP'S ASHLAND SERVICE
Route 1
Hardin. Kentucky
Phone 474-9740

ROBERT'S OIL COMPANY
4th & Chestnut
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-2752 -

FENTON & HODGE
205 South Fifth St.
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-4669

SOUTHSIDE PHILLIPS "66"
S. 12th & Glendale Road
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-6986

FIVE POINTS ASHLAND
16th & College Farm Rd.
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-9116

THWEATT'S SERVICE STATION
U.S. Highway 641
Almo, Kentucky
Phone 753-2720

JOYCE'S GARAGE
Route 1
Hardin, Kentucky

TUCKER'S GARAGE
Route 1
Almo, Kentucky
Phone 753-6593

•

HORSE, five years olc
Also Western saddle a
Phone 753-3486 after I

APPROXIMATELY 51
pigs. Weight 3040 I
247-3761 or 753-5508.

1909 MODEL 12' x
with air conditioning.
moving. Phone 753-71i

CRUSHED STONE
Call, we deliver on
1,000. Fred Gardner

CASH AND CARRY:
ment came in this w
mercial type Hl-densi
back in 12 ft.- and 15
$3.95 sq. yd. Also in
truck load carpet, $11
and $2.99 sq. yd. for
'..ruck while it Is
cut-offs
thr"
Paschall
zuriStrzaert liour
Ky. 4029733.

SIAMESE kittens and
pugisies:Phone 753-78134

ihe Rome tolossei
four stories high.

BLUE STREAK

1185 Chestnut Street

•1.111.100./t0
011111.1.

RED ROSE Catena
Potato ships at Pilot
Phone 378-5155, W
ciWirgenMUSICAL Merchsodiai
payments on wad=
plum, 918.35 per
Leseh's Music Center
not Street, phone 7E

WALSTON'S TEXACO
South 12th Street
Murray. Kentucky
Phone 753-9001

YOUR

1.

ELECTROLUX Swami
Deluxe model, just
pay only $19.50 cash
payments arranged t
sibbe party. Has comp'
ing tools and even
runs perfect. Call 75:

NEW SHIPMENT of
and appliances. Frei
frigerators, ranges, w
„colors. Special prices
Cling, regular, queen
size. Two piece hide a
Danish den and office
along with other MOI
Early American livin
furniture. We are now
nIon, acrylic and wet
ing, age cadges vie
Dank Americard welco
Oarraway Furniture
plience, 105 North Sri
7594501

MURDOCK'S GARAGE, Inc._
-lar Street
nrfrop
Murray. Kentucky
Phone 753-6770

MotQr Parts & Bearings
JOBBER-

s,,

SEWING MACHINE. E
1969 model, does a
work even writes nem
turn lever and sew.
$28.00 cash
duced
cause of small sztatchs
ping oa E-2 terms.
2620.

ROOF PROBLEMS: WI
answer. Apply new :
Hy-Klaa Fibrated Asp
minium for only 3 •
square foot. Seals out
misted and reduce
temperature by 15
Wears for years. Ask
cial 20 gallon drum
Hughes Paint Store

If your car's get-up-and-go seems like it got-up-andwent, see us! We'll out PERFORMANCE back into your
winter-weary automobile with a precision engine tuneup!

PITTMAN'S SHELL SERVICE,
Route 5
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-9191

KEN'S TRUCK STOP
Route 2
Hazel. Kentucky
Phone 492 8304

1969 HONDA, 300 a
918 North lath Strad

RESTAURANT sped
Me:0cm Foods in No:
sas City. Total price on
00 contract Byerfind
to Missouri.

CLEM'S STANDARD SERVICE
509 So. 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-4852

51-

POE SAUK

gaiduatic
PEEFWT
White toy poodle, m
registenscL Has Ann
puppy shots, $75.00. P
1549.

MufraVii Ky. 42174

HT RADE
+Pm."

___CEIXALG04.1195/,2i
intiaIe.'shown NI
mental Control cons
Adams when the F,
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Daviess County Yearbook
Dedicated To Joe Overby
The 1960-70 Daviess County
High yearbook, "Echoes. has
been dedicated to Joe Overby,
DCHS art instructor.
The yearbooks, which were
distributed Wednesday, also feature Robert Kirk as the 1970
honor graduate, the highest
award bestowed on a DCHS
graduating senior.
At an assembly Wednesday
Pat Kreke, editor of the 49th edition of the "Echoes," presented
to Overby and Kirk their engraved brown and gold yearbooks. Following the assembly,
students were allowed two hours
in which to autograph the books.
Overby, who recently married
the former Linda Childs, a 1968
graduate and former yearbook
editor at DCHS, is sponsor of the
Student Organization for Team
Spint (SOTS) and co-sponsor of
the DCHS Pantherettes, the
girls drill Corps.
A Murray State University

POR SALM

graduate, who has taught in
Daviess County five years, Overby has undertaken the direction
of three Junior-Senior Proms at
DCHS.
Kirk, who was selected by the
faculty on the basis of scholarship, leadership and citizenship,
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
W Kirk of Habit.
The 1970 DCHS valedictorian
and a National Merd Scholarship
finalist. Kirk was recently select-

POR SALO
ed to receive the Hewitt Young
PANASONIC solid state portable
Merit Award. He was also named
tope recorder. Two tape speeds.
as an Outstanding Student of
AC-DC operated. Model No. RQ
America and STAR student.
1025. Accessories; Dynamic microphone with remote amizol
'Kirk is a member of the Unitswitch, microphone case and
ed Fund Youth Board of Direc1969 HONDA. 300 cc- See at bend belt, radio cord R, 3 inch
tors, Beta Club, Science Club,
916 North lath Street. M-33-P reel and a magnetic ear
All-State band and All-State ore
tape and batteries.
Phpone.Slicg
chestra and was selected "Most
SEWING MACHINE. Bond new
Used
one
month,
$50.00.
Phone
Likely to Succeed" by his class1969 model, does all fancy
753-3147 before 9:00 p. m.
mates.
veirk even writes names, siimPlY
TP/IC
turn lever and sew. Price reduced to $28.00 cash price be- AKC Registered female German
cause of small scratches so ship- Shepherd. Black and tan, 18
Call 753- months, 075.00., 733-8188.
tms.
erE-Z
ping
DEDICATED Kreke, editor of the 1969-70 Daviess County
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
June-1C
=0.
ihuzz-Nc
High School yearbook, is shown presenting Joe Overby, DCHS art
FATAL SUBWAY CRASH PROBED -q,..pa•oting a switch safety
instructor, the firSt edition of the "Echoes," The yearbook was
ELECTROLUX Sweeper. Large
mechanism. failuie or negligence. New York officials are inSTOCKHOLM - Premier Olaf Palme of Sweden, proposing
dedicated to Overby, who is co-sponsor of the Pantherettes and
Deluxe model, just. received, MODEL 70 Winchester 30-00,
vestigating a crash of one subway train into the side of anStevens
gauge
20
Marlin
pump.
a
solution
SOTS
to
end
and
or
price,
cash
with
assisted
the
has
decorations
war
$19.50
pep only
for three proms at the
in Southeast Asia:
other which killed two persons and injured 71. An unidentischool. Robert Kirk is featured in the book as the DCHS honor
"The war can only be brought to an end by a political settle
payments arranged to respon- .22 magnum, lever action. 38
fied man is peering through the door at the wreckage of one
Wesson
Smith
&
revolver.
graduate
sible party. Has complete dem.
ment, and I think part of the political settlement will be the ac
of the mangled ears.
M-214
ing tools end even &mother, Phone 753-8420.
ceptance of a coalition government in Saigon."
runs perfect. Call 753-2620.
DON'T throw that rug away,
June-l-C dem it with Blue Lustre. You
DETROIT - Betty Furness. former presidential assistant SUHARTO TO VISIT
Thinking big
"RESTING COMFORTABLY"
for consumer affairs, discussing the campaign to get Genera
RED ROSE Catenniel Sweet can rent a shampooer for only
STANFORD, Calif. (UPI)-A
$1.00
Big
K.
at
11-23•C
WASHINGTON
Ky.
Oak,
(UPI)
Pilot
Motors to set up a committee of corporate responsibility:
-InPalate slips at
WASHINGTON (UPI) -Subuilding that could covei two
Phone 376-5155, Wingo ex- 14 Fr CHEROKEE aluminum
"Campaign GM has demonstrated that there is a university donesian President Suharto and
preme Court Justice Thurgood
acres of ground uninterrupted
M-25-C boat, in good condition. Phone
cf0Inee.
Marshall, hospitalized sufferieg industrial complex-which is alive and len and which meets a his wife will visit the United by supporting
columns has been
States
from
May
6
until
June
1,
board
pneumonia, was reported restmeetings once'a month."
MUSICAL Merchandise. Assume 753-4886 after 5:30 p.
designed by a class of 18 seniors
In
a
trip
that
includes
two
M-ZI-C
ing comfortably with no change
PaYments on walnut Spinet
+
+
private meetings with President. in civil engineering at Stanford
in his general condition.
JACKSON. Miss. - Gov. John Bell Williams of Missis,sippf
pieno, $18.23 per month at NICE REGISTERED
Polled
Nixon and a speech to Asian University.
Chesttis
on
Center
readying the National Guard for a "swarm" of people expect and
Llpoh's Music
Hereford buil. Twenty months
The huge budding could
African ambassadors at the
753-7575.
mg Street, phone
Doctors at Bethesda Naval ed today at the funeral for one of two persons killed at Jack.sor United Nations.
old. See or call Hewlett Cooper
By
VERNON
SCOTT
house
the biggest ne.w cargo
M-25-C 753-3336.
UPI Hollywood Correspondent Hospital were administering State College:
Suharto also will fly to and passenger planes-the Boeing
stronger drugs because Mar"There is going to be peace and tranquility in Mississippi. Knoxville, Tenn., to visit 747 (Sr Lbckheed C6A - fot
HORSE, five Fears old, trained. PIANOS and Organs, Baldwin.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Stop shall 'failed to respond to We are going to be ruled by law and order."
Tennessee -Valley
Also Western saddle end bridle. Rest or buy. Used, new pianos.
Authority which the students primarily de.
Phone 753-3466 after 6:00 p. m Across from Poet Office, Low the
projects and the Tennessee i.igned it.
vigilante movement to penicillian treatment, Earlier
+
+
M-25-P
NEW YORK - Martin Danoff, the father of sextuplets
Investigate the Patsy Awards! Wednesday they reported trend
ardo Piano Co., Paris, Tem.
or it could safely be expanwho Farmers' Cooperative Federation. After that he will visit ded to
Lassie, tmnominated this year towards "stabilization of his died shortly after the birth Thursday night:
H-11-22-C
encompask the entire
APPROXIMATELY 50 weaning
Disneyland and make a trip to 90,000-seat
for best animal actor on illness."
For a few minutes we had five girls and a boy . . . as
Stanford football
long San
pigs. Weight 30-40 lbs. Phone ONE GE, 11" corneae black and television, has not been
Francisco.
as my wife is well, and she can get some rest, I
stadium, in the opinion of Prof.
will be haRey;
2474761 or 753-5596. M-27-NC white TV. New set of box
wronged after all. The faithful,
.-o
foam mattress. 1986 spring ad Chrys- talented collie has been retired
52' trailer
1909 MODEL 12'
ler 300, air and power. Phone from competition.
with air conditioning. Must sell, 753-3459.
The American Humane Assomoving. Phone 753-7162. 11-25-C
FERGUSON TO-30. Ferguson ciation, which sponsors the
CRUSHED STONE and sand.
TO-20. Ferguson TO-35. Fergu- Patsy Awards, has enshrined
Call, we deliver one ton or
MY-SO. FergusonFergusonMF-7 rid- Lassie to the Patsy Hall of
1,000. Fred Gardner 753-5319 son lawn mower. SStokesTrac- Fame, the first and only such
ing
11-1TC
tor do Implement Co., Industrial animal performer thus honored.
Let us pause for a moment of
11-22-C
RESTAURANT specializing ki Road, Murray.
Meri01111 Foods an North Arkinsilent appreciation kir this
sea City. Total price only $6,000-. GARAGE SALE. 815 Broad, noble beast who has list'Patsy
Bagwell Subdivision, Saturday.
00 contract. Byerfinder, Sikes- May
23, 8:00 a. in. till Awards in the past to horses,
Missouri.
ton,
1TC Bargains
galore. Infant, child- dolphins and, most recently and
Ignobly, to a pig named Arnold,
ROOF PROBLEMS. We have the rens, ladies and mane clothes.
Overshadows Other Talents
answer. Apply new roof with Some men's shirts, size 17, like
Obviously, Lassie's perfor
Hy-Klas Fibrated Asphalt Alu- new. Single bed, GE washer,
minum for only 3 cents per household items, piece goods, mances overshadowed the mea11-334 ger talents of Mr. Ed, Flipper
square foot. Seals out rain, in- everything cheap.
and Arnold.
sulates and reducesreducesinterior TWO
window fans, also assort,
But the Patsys would have
temperature by 15 degrees.
ed size canning jars. Phone 436- been wrecked by presenting
Wears for years. Ask about spe- =89.
TFNC Lassie the award every year.
cial 20 gallon drum price at
It Is analogous to having
Hughes Paint Store
GOLF' CLUBS, left handed. 5
June-25C irons, 2 woods and bag. Phone Richard Burton compete for the
753-3190 after 3:00 p.
11-2114 Oscar annually, say, with the
Three Stooges.
CASH AND CARRY: New ihip- ONE STORM DOOR, 31 lock
A Mr. Harold Melniker,
meat came in this week. Com- $10.00. Set of Spalding golf director of the Hollywood Offtce
mercial type Hi-density rubber clubs, $35.00. Kodak slide pro- of
the
American
Humane
back in 12 ft.- and 15 ft width, lector, $1500 Honda 50 mew- Association, was shook up by a
$3.95 sq. yd. Also in stock big cycle, $115.00. Phone 489-2303. United Press International
call
truck load carpet, $1.99 sq. yd.
11-334 to arms on behalf of Lassie's
and $2.99 sq. yd. for-anything
best interests.
on fr.ruck while it Lasts. Also NEVER used anything like 11."
"People are so accustomed to
throw rugs, cut-offs room MM. say users af Blue Lustre carpet
Paschall Dismunt House, Hazel, cleaner. Rent electric sham- Lassie's great appeal they
either take her acting for
Ky. 4024733.
1113 pooer $1. Waste= Auto, Home
of "The Wilkins Weil". 11-234 granted and fail to vote for her,
ot._sote_lor.
her every y "
NEW SHIPMENT of furniture
and appliances. Freezers, re- gLIGHfLY USED high chair, Melniker said.
Retired From Competition
frigeretom, ranges, white and crib, stroller, and other items
baby. Also chesto•of drawers • "We had tb'do something. So
-.colors. Special • pricer ^an
Cling, regular, queen and king for nursery. Phone 753-7730.
we retired her from "competi31-21C tion by putting her in the Hall
size. Two piece hide a beds and
Danish den and office furniture REGULATION SIZE ping pong or Fame."
along with other modern and table and equipment. Call 753Is Mr. Melniker sure all this
Early American living room 7730.
MEC Is kosher?
furniture. We are now Metalling
"Yes ineeecl," Melniker asnylon, acrylic and wool carpet- WHITE% TOY Poodle, 7 ?rules
"After 15 years
ing, also cushion vinyl, Your old. One 4 yen old. Call 753it was time Lassie
Bank Americard welcome here. 1246, 503 Olive St.
11-23C got a break. Since the TV
Cerraivay Furniture and Apo
Patsys began in 1958 she has
plisnce, 105 North 3rd. Phone USED Lawn mower, 20", 3 HP won three first places
and five
Briggs
Stratton
engine,
&
00.00
M-26C
753-1502.
seconds.
Phone 153-4782.
"There was no diminishing
SIAMESE kittens and Beagle
her great work and importance.
puppies:Phone 753-7664. M-211C USED: One row tobacco
Phone 753-6686 or
It was just that the public was
11-27•C attracted to new animal
tors."
I he Rome Colosioeum was WILL SELL or trade work mule.
There appears to be
Phone
753-2987.
Kt=
four stories high.
chance of behind-the
chicanery.
graduation
gift!
PEItFECT
White bay pxdle, male, ARC
registered. Has tint series el
puppy shots, $75.00. Phone 733M-311-C
1549.

Quotes From The News

Lasale Is
Enshrined To
Hall Of Fame

The
Grand
Illusion

-

Something strange happens to a lot of people when
Fairness a,ndunderstanding in traffic situations can
the get behind the wheel of 'a car
only help make driving conditions safer foF. all of us. Your
They forget they're only human
new car dealer would like to see the Napoleons on our
They forget that mistakes on the road can be caused
roads start caring about other drivers
by them.. just as well as by the other guy.
Napoleon may have made a pretty big name
There's a little Napoleon in all of us Some. have a
for himself. But please remember, after all
little more-some a little less. The important thing is that
was said and done, what he met
we all recognize this attitude leads to accidents Because
Waterloo.
Napoleon sees things only one way -his. When someo
.o
thing goes wrong out on the highway, he presumes it's
0141_314,(10:34.11X111th
(6411rArart.
125.1
...
i Lotion
‘'k t _n
Cr,.fr
V.0the orherillis ferliffic
_
.
_
Ferndale."shou n polluting its way past the limbo'. in Lake Michigan._The city:a Etwiron....___
eta nataant
'Qtt.r.Jasitaimutioo oi
0.0-.0ocp-smt, tiernmr wasssoices oC
7mental Control conimander. tr. Wallace Poston, Issued it personally to Capt. Maurice
4
9ne in Wes presented by N.A.D.A., this newspaper, and the new 9ar dealers
Adams when the Ferndale was halted. Fine for excessive smoke ranges from $10 tit $2oo.
of our community.
. ale
114 kik..

‘4,

Natiorv AutomobileDeolers _Association

•
vie

-
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Buy•S

GUY.SPANN REAL ESTATE AGENCY

IS MOVING TO A NEW LOCATION

901 SYCAMORE .

AVIto•A
*Re
NOTICE

FCIPArar//er.III

A

Car

TEl
SECRE

FORMER LOCATION OF HUMPHREYS GROCERY

Drop By Anytime After Thursday May 28th
FORcCOKES OR COFFEE

Aknost every hoz
ion, or has alrea
They may reveal
but more often ti
You could be toU
termites had inn
ture of your hoi
.
and infeetin
soaping.
CALL
TERMITE INS
REQURES T
PROFESSIC

CHECK THESE LISTINGS - YOU MAY FIND HE HOME OR INCOME PROPERTY YOU HAVE BEEN LOOKING FOR
LARGE STONE HOME on two acre wooded lot looking
over Kentucky Lake. You can't find a prettier place, has
full basement, fire place up stairs and down, large kitchen
and dining area, plenty of privacy, paved drive way.
ON EAST DOGWOOD DRIVE is this beautiful Southern
Plantation style Colonial home, has four bedrooms, and
bath up stairs, family room with fire place, large foyer,
living room, format dining room, kitchen with all builtins, play room, utility room and double garage with outside storage.

SEE THIS MODERN HOME en Hermitage Drive. Has two
acre Lawn. You have to go inside this place to really appreciate the beauty and easy living. Has three bedrooms,
living room, kitchen, formal dining room, large play room,
family room, two baths, fine carpet. Call and let us show
you this house.
ON SOUTH 7TH STREET, four bedrooms, full basement
with fire place, bath up stairs and down, kitchen and dining area, living room. This place has been reduced for
quick sale.

IN SHERWOOD FOREST we have this exquisite home on
large wooded lot. Has three bedrooms, lots of closets, two
baths, family room with fire place, kitchen all built-ins,
private dining room, living room, foyer. This place is really something to see.

ON NORTH 7TH STREET, real pretty three bedroom
home. With this house you get range, refrigerator, freezer, air conditioner, drapes and a lot of house for the
money that Mr Alexander has to take as he is leaving
town.

IN BAGWELL MANOR AND BRAND NEW, this brick
veneer with central heat and air, three bedrooms, family
room, living room. kitchen built-ins, carport, prettyAarpet
Real nice home for the price.

ON NORTH 10TH STREET, three bedrooms, central heat,
living room, dining room, family room, nice corner lot
This place is right for the family needing a lot of room.

ON FORD ROAD is another beautiful home, has three
bedrooms, two baths, real pretty kitchen, large living room
and dining room combination, double garage. In back
there is a large patio built around the trees. I am sure
you will want to see this place.
AT 1513 KIRKWOOD DRIVE we have the Lee Tinsley
home. This place is large and beautiful, bath up stairs and
down. Has two bedrooms down stairs, plus living room,
formal dining room, family room with fire place, all builtins in kitchen, double garage, utility room and out side
storage. Central heat and air.

FOR YEAR ROUND LIVING we have the Jack Snow
home in Panorama Shores, lake front lot, looking out
over acres and acres of water Has three bedrooms, beautiful living room, two baths If you ever go inside this
house you will buy it.
AT 1623 KEENELAND IN RICHLAND Subdivision we
have this large brick veneer Has four bedrooms. latchen
with all built-ins, large family room, living room, -foyer,
two baths, central heat and air. Beautiful carpet, large
patio and double garage with out side storage. If you are
looking for a fine home with room to spare, see this one

1515 KIRKWOOD, see this moderately priced three bedroom. kitchen and family room combination, built-ins, two
baths, living room, carport with out side storage Owner
has left town, needs to sell.

WE HAVE THREE OR FOUR moderately priced two bedroom brick veneer homes in the 15 to 20 thousand dollar
bracket. All nice homes. Well located if you are looking
for a good place to retire or need a small home, let us
help you find a place.

ON WEST DOGWOOD DRIVE on beautiful lot is this fine
home in good location. Has family room, kitchen with
built-ins, living room has large glass doors and windows
looking out over the patio, three bedrooms, two baths,
worlds of closets, double carport with eut side storage.

IN THE LOWER PRICE FIELD we have homes from $7,500 00 to $12,500.00 in fact there are six houses well
worth the money. You can get an Mk loan on any of
these houses, and have smaller payments than they would
cost you to rent them.

MEDIUM PRICED HOME on College Farm Road Three
bedrooms, large living room with fire place, formal dining room, garage. Here is a place you should see.
BRAND NEW IM EAST Y MANOR, this lot is something
to look at Lots -of trees just in the right place to make
h011be attractlitg..,Kitchen has huill-ins, large
room. three bedrooms, two baths. plenty of closets. Let
us take you out to see this pretty house. Also has double
garage

ON WISWELL ROAD just outside city limits a one year
old brick veneer, three bedrooms, family room, living
room, 14 baths, carpet and garage. The way this house
is priced you couldn't possibly buy a lot and build it.
FOUR BEDROOMS, ALL CARPET, one and one half
baths, kitchen, all built-ins, large utility room, double
carport, central heat and air is 'what you will see when
you take a look at this beautiful place on Magnolia Drive
in Keeneland Subdivision. Price U6,500.00.

HAFFORD JAMES IS NOW ready to sell the TV Service
Center buildings and lot. This is a large place and hard
to explain just how much room there is but we will be
glad to show you. There are three apartments, rooms for
about twelve boys or girls up stairs, plenty of bathrooms,
all kinds of storage roam. Then there is the big mans
bath with all kinds of exercise equipment. The main building is 140 x 40. This place would be ideal for some fraternity with very little altering. The income on this piece
of property is terrific.

DOWN NEAR LITTLE OAKS we have a two story cottage
on beautiful large water front lot. Has fire place and is
truly a nice place.

WE HAVE THREE LARGE clean up shops. All in excellent condition. The price is reasonable. Come by and let
us tell you about them.

AT 1509 SYCAMORE WE HAVE a nice home on beautifully wooded lot Has three bedrooms, family room, with
fire place, living room, dining room, lets of closet space,
central heat and air.

ON BROAD STREET WE HAVE this completely redecorated house with nice lawn and good income Has basement, seven rooms, nice fire place, stainless steel built-in
kitchen and bath on main floor and up stairs there is a
large furnished apartment with private entrance. Here is
a good piece of income property.

THREE BEDROOM, CENTRAL HEAT, large living room,
dining room, two baths. All in this medium priced house
on Dodson Avenue. Walking distance of College.
PRETTY WOODED LOT AND near University on Farmer
Avenue. Three bedrooms, dining room, hying room, bath
and also has family room with fire place.
A REAL FINE HOME JUST SIX miles east of Murray
near Elm Grove Church: This place has everything you
will want in a fine home. Has large family room with
fire place, three bedrooms, living room, two baths, double
garage and extra detached double garage. Patio and the
lawn are beautifully landscaped. You can get extra land
with this place if you want it.
NEAR ROBERTSON SCHOOL we have this three bedroom. family room, two baths, living room, carport and
nie lawn.

INCOME

PROPERTY

WE HAVE SOME REAL GOOD income property. Take a
look at some of the following.

ON SOUTH 2ND STREET a fine apartment building, centrally heated, all furnished. Here is some good income. Mr.
Bilbrey has spent a lot of money fixing this place up inside. Most 'all apartments are panelled. There would be
Asou.r.ma
p.sk 414,a loni time, so if you are lookihg
TWO miotum PRICED lake vosageo_Liguy late .4)A
some very good income wiiiall-Sieeirlet us
•U•
Shores. They are nicefor
in Panorama
and owners are want!how you this place. ing to

WE WILL,AET YOU the loan of your choice. Come in and
talk to us about them, a lot of people are renting when
they could buy a home and be out less money.

MEDIUM PRICED DUPLEX ON South 11th Street $16000
per month rent. Both sides rented. This duplex is brick
veneer and very little upkeep. Price $19,000.00.
ON MONROE STREET TWO NEW DUPLEXES. Two bedrooms on each side, central heat and air, carpet, plenty
of storage space They have large transferrable loans,
rent, $130.00 each side.
ONE BLOCK FROM UNIVERSITY ON Farmer Avenue a
good house with garage apartment in back. There is a
good investment

APARTMENT BUILDING AT 1311 Main Stret. The monthly income here is $60000 per month. Walking distance
of University. A real good piece of property.

GARAGE APARTMENT On South 7th Street and all furnished Priced for quick sale Take a look at this one.

WE HAVE A NICE TRAILER COURT wirt-ene new duplex and one trailer There are two other trailers parked
and many other places in this four acre spot. This place
is priced to sell. About two miles from town.

W1 HAVE SEVERAL FARMS and small acreages, some
lake view acres, several water front and lake view lots.

People Are Buying Houses
IF YOU WANT TO SELL, NOW IS A GOOD TIME. CALL FOR A FREE APPRAISAL

CALL

GUY
SPA
NN
Real Estate Agency
West Main .4* National Hotel Building
Business Phone 753-7724
Home Phone, Guy Spann, 753-258?
Louise Baker 753-2409 - Ony4 R,t y 753-8919 - Prentice Dunn 753-5725

k Kelley's Tel

100 South 1:
Phone
k HOME OWNED I
INSURED
LICENSED
ancirstErt
1111/4r4rdlrAralr.AIA

AUCTION SAL

AUCTION 7:00 p. m.,
night at the Dungeon
the Superior Laundry,
sit corner of 4th an.
Streets, Murray, Ky. T.
we have many specie
Lions to offer you 19:
A Ford. Many fine
ciocks Nowadays, with
spiraling out of sight,
geon's staff thought v
help fight the high co
mg by offering a "Ths
sr. You may bring nev
clothes at bargain p
order to offer you a t
lection, we do need nu
es. You may bring nem
clothes to the Dungeon
between hours of 5:00
7:00 P. m. on Thum
Friday or anytime al
p. m. Saturday. Auctil
will also be accepted
tame. Clothes for the
Corner' must be clean,
in a ceieptiene bag a
with the price of g,arm
Dungeon's staff will b
a buying spree during
30th. of May. There wi
an auction held the :
will be back in operatic
-swing of things on
June 6th., with meny n
gains. Auetioneer, Wa
son; Jim Healer, maw
further information 4
3263 or 753-9990.

SERVICES °PPS
HAY CUT, bailed ant
barn. Phone 75341000.
SAWS FILED, lawn ma
small appliances reps
yard tools sharpened.
South 12th Street Pb
6067.
WILL DO bush-hogging
how or by the acre
Sherrill Outland 753-37
4:00 p. m.
WILL KEEP ohildre
home. Experienced. Pb
0471.
WILL KEEP elderly in
home, room and board
formation send name,
and phone number to
Box 503, Murray, Ky.

at 518

NOTICE

NATI

GENE STEELY BUILDING CONTRACTOR
tias a suite of offices at this location also. His firm constructs new homes, does backhoe work and septic tank serva
ice. Call 753-7850 for his services.
..••••••••••••

•

••••

FAMO1
All sizes and col(
1,4 price: one bra

.40

S.'
•
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AUTOS NMI SAL.

NOTICS

ANT
RIAL ESTATS FOR SALA

ItIUM. ESTATE FOR SALE

1009 JEEP, four wiumd &du
km mileage hes two telpit Cali
TIC
753-7860.

THE KORN KR1B
R SAL

An Ultra-Modern Popcorn Merchandiser
DISTRIBUTORSHIPS NOW OPEN
YOU CAN EARN $800 OR MORE PER MONTH IN YOUR
SPARE TIME BASED ON YOUR EFFFORT AND

FOR SALE

MAY 22, 1970

1966 CHRYSLER Newport, four
door, all power, air conditioned, good tires, good condition.
Local car. Phone 733-5924 or
11-23-C
753-1681.

1964 IMPALA SS, 4-speed, excellent mechanical shape. 18,INVESTMENT.
AN EXTRA NICE 3-bedroom 3-BEDROOM brick home withi• BEA •
almost new. area
000 miles on engine. Phone 753rer.w.ffAr~AtordrwourAndrararderaraw.r.inr brick near the City Part. 2 2 blocks of the University. lias
The Korn Krib will quickly pay for itself. You do no selling.
lect designed, custom built split3410 alter 5:00 p. in. 11-23-NC
bath rooms, formal dining room, a large (13' a 25') living ''"""" level home with two large woodneed no previous experience. We contract all accounts and
-batUy
itcheo
wom(15'
k
26')
ier&
washer,
or
dish
nice drypes, stove,
1965 FORD station wagon with
handle installations. Light. pleasant work for men
ed lots in Sherwood Forest
disposal, family room with fire- room, 1% ceramic baths, utility Over 3600 square feet In all.
air conditioner. Also 1961 In
en'collecting money from and restocking the Korn Krib.
room, carport, storms doors and Carpeted living room, has caplace, attached garage.
ternationgl pick-up. Phone 753You must have a good'car and be able to work 4 to 12
11-25-C
5 BEDROOM brick with full windows, kitchen built-ma, den, thedral beamed calling and huge
7315.
per
hours
week.
basement, located across the perks, 2 air conditioners. Pee firplace. Urge dining ell with
Only An Expert
street from the University cam- fect Mr someone connected with elms sliding doors ooto 11 3
Investment of $2495 to $4495 cash is required, secured by
1966 CORVETTE Sting Ray, 327,
pus. High state of repair, cen- the University.
dark blue, excellent condition
inventory and equipment.
PO' redwood deck. Lovely Webtral heat and air coorittionisig, BRAND NEW 3-bedroom brick
Bruce Gillespie, 1810 West Olwith extra cabinets, disposKorn King Products Corporation is a solid company with
TERMITES WORK SILENTLY,
extra nice large lat. Ideal loca- home in Westwood, only a short er, dish washer and attached
Apartment 3. Phone 753ive
an automatic merchandising plan that works. Product is
SECRETLY AND DESTRUCTIVELY
11-23-P
tion for frateroity and zoned distance from the site of the ireakfast room. Stone foyer,
8417.
100% guaranteed. We will exchange references and we
This
High
School.
ft-4.
Murray
new
panelled
family room with glass
Almost every home in the nation is threatened with invas1964 FORD Fairlazie, clean.
FOR THE large family, 1% story home has approximately 1,800 loom to stone patio. Four mis
welcome your Investigation.
ion, or has already been invaded by termites
good condition, $400.00 or clos,
1
1
=
7
5.1
'
living
feet
plus
area,
home.
square
Living
room.
us
Write
business.
own
your
Be your own boss - have
They tnay reveal their presence through visible destruction
Seted bedrooms end also office
est offer. Plume 753-8020.
dining room, kitchen, carport. Large living room, kit- which can be fifth bedroom
but more often their work goes unseen.
today. Enclose your name, address. and phone number.
mIts.c
mom
In
and
panelled
chen-family
utility.
Double
garage.
Three complete tiled baths. In
You could be totally unaware of the fact that thousands of
Frigidaire
Located
Main
cc
uocciao,
appliances
Street.
termites had Invaded and were feeding in the under-struo‘
dde two car garage. Dry lower
1965 MUSTANG, four speed
4-BEDROOM brick and 20 acres in kitchen, 2 ceramic bathe are level has very large finished
ture of your home
. traveling through the foundation
Call 753-2250 after four p. in
wall
air,
land,
to
and
good
of
beat
wall tame room with large fireplace,
located jagt 2% tree
11-22-C
. . . and infesting the ground under your expensive landcarpeting. U desired, owner will also utility room. Many other
miles from the city limits.
scaping.
A SPACIOUS 5-bedroom locat- finance.
1965. MUSTANG GT-289, four
tans such as cedar shake roof,
CALL US FOR FREE INSPECTION
ed
Olive.
on
red. Mickey Thompson
Formal
dining
speed,
Anderson
windows end electronTERMITE INSPECTION AND TERMITE PROOF!NO
PRODUCTS CORPORATION
room, wooded lot Excellent fi- 3-BEDROOM home with alumi- ic air cleaner. Gas heat and
maga. Good motor and transREQURES THE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL. OF A
mile
1/4
west
Just
EAST
3200
•
BUILDING
310
siding.
TERRACE
SUNSHINE
BYTE
COMMERCE
num
nancing can be arraeged with of
mission. Real clean throughout.
the new high iro,„,,), on Lynn electric central air conditionSPRINGFIELD MISSOURI 65104 • T41•414.44 417 1113-5550
PROFESSIONAL PEST CONTROL OPERATOR
M-26-C
a low down payment and at a
Phone 753-6170.
owner
transferred
By
733
Int
res.
large
Grove Highway, on a
low interest rate.
H-M-23-C
ertible
1964 DODGE Dart cons
dY lot (170' x 170'). Home hae l4552-BEDROOM frame with a full
csrpating in living
Phone 753-4618 or 753-4892..
POR
RENT
NOTICE
basement, central heat and air room and dining room, fireplace
M-22-C
conditioning, and lots of ap- In living room, utility room,
AUTOS MR SALE
TWO-BEDROOM duple& ape* WO CALENDAR Der& Steno 1969 MUSTANG. Green, six Cy% pliances. This is a quality con- attic, separate garage. Immacumeat Phone 755-7850.
TIC Ned malls am now eveiliele at
standard shift, 10,000
structed home and is in a top late condition.
TWO - BEDROOM unfurnished EM Weir ik Thom One ai- under,
miles, one-owner, new car trade
PAPER WASP
state of repair. Located close TWO 3-BEDROOM units, comduplex apartment Phone 753- l* Mem
171IC in. Local car, Kentucky tags,
k to down town.
pletely furnished, in this well.
TFC
9488.
$2,000.00. Dwain Taylor Chevg A 4-BEDROOM brick with
the
of
kept duplex islet west
rolet Inc., South 12th Street
hie garage located at Lynn city limits on Highway 94. This
NICE FURNISHED air condi11-22-C
Phone 753-2617.
tioned apartments for college
g Grove on a 2 acre wooded lot. combination concrete block and
Go Look Now
girls. Call 753-510 or 753-5865
NICE 4-BEDROOM home with stucco building is situated on
with
dump,
'54 FORD, 1-ton
TFC
2 bath rooms, full basement, approximately one acre of land.
Call 753-2488. 11-23-C
tires.
new
5,000
Pickup.
DATSUN
1970
central heat and air. Situated Live in one side and let the
At Your Trees!
Miles, complete new car FURNISHED apartments and
\ on 8 acres of choice land, ad- other unit make the payments
NEED SOMEONE to take over
GERMAN
BROWN
Save! private rooms for college boys
warranty.
3 jacent to tle city 11:nits. Water on the 7% loan.
COCKROACH
RECLUSE SPIDER
The worms and insects may sayments on 1968 Dodge Charsand sewer-4e, and natural gas 3-BEDROOM brick home, only
4-speed, real nice. Phone
Call 753-5108 or 753-5965. TFC be eating them up. Watch
available. Exceileet investment, 3 miles from Murray. Has a 1967 RIVIERA Snap Coupe.
11-23-C
753-2521.
worms.
for
trees
Vaiy*1 top, all power, air UNFURNISHED one bedroom your pine
no zoning involv
living room, kitchen , family
conditioned, all extras, duplex apartment. Shady yard, your elms for bugs, maples 1965 THUNDERBIRD convert1% STORY frame In. excellent room, ceramic bath, hardwood
Murray, Ky.
$2,595.00 private drive and carport at for red balls on leaves. ible. All power and air, $975.00
condition. This is an 1der home floors, large utility, carport, 3/4
local car.
100 South 13th Street
11-23-C
1631 Farmer. Available June 1. shrubs for worms.
Phone 753-6564.
with full baseenent tLat could acre lot. Only $18,000.
Phone 753-341e, Day or Might
be utilized for rentals. 5 bed- 3-BEDROOM brick home on 1962 VOLKSWAGEN. Local $65.00. Phone 492-8174 after
HOME OWNED AND OPERATED OVER 30 YEARS
1964 EICamino, 283, automatic,
TFC
rooms, 1% baths, central hest. 1% acres, ati miles south of
$450.00 COO p. in.
car. Clean.
Kelly Termite
INSURED FOR YOUR PROTECTION
power brakes, radio. Extra
Some furniture is included in Murray city limits. Has a good
LICENSED BY STATE OF KENTUCKY
and
ONE-BEDROOM furnished a.- lean. Phone 753-6904. 71-22-C
the sale.
wall= CHAMBER OF 00501131:ROE
glass
sliding
hest,
electric
well,
Car pertmeat with air conditioner.
Pest Control
ilffAvAirArapirArAnirapraninvArm- Ar43-BEDROOM brick with an ex- doors to the concrete patio, en- 1966 DATSUN Sport blue.
1965 OLDS, 98 convertible. Low
Lorge two bednicen 'furnished
. Light
Phone 753-3914
"160 "
cellent floor plan, 1% baths, closed garage. Approximately
milPaSP, extra clean. Phone 436Phone 753-3143 afapartment.
$1 195 00
Nice.
family room, spacious utility, 20' a 40' outbuilding, stubble
11-23-C
2323.
11-22-C
ter five p. in.
,
especially nice drapes, air con- for clean-up shop or stable. AU
AUCTION SAL.
SALES
SLECTIOLUX
Is
,
SW
OPTICS
1964 OLDSMORT1E convertible,
ditioned. Good location and the for only $14,500. Financing 1961 PLYMOUTH Belvedere
Box 218, Murray, Hy, C.i $400.00.
Thunderbird,
1964
AUCTION 700 p. in., Saturday
6-passenger Station Wa- TWO-BEDROOM, ir wide, airhouse is nice as new. Beautiful available.
382-340
Seeders,
Phone
Id.
night at the Dungeon (formerly
$500.00. Also 14 ft. Run-a-bout
gon. Automatic, air con- conditioned trailer. Available Lynnville, Kentucky.
landscaping.
with 2
home
FRAME
LARGE
10th ANNIVERSAR1
the Superior Laundry) located
with 50 h. p. Phone 438-5551 or
2-BEDROOM brick located about apartment units, plus 2 apartditioned. Sharp! $745.00, June 6. $95.00 per month.
June-1&C 753-7267.
11-22-P
11-25-C
st COZner of 4th and Olive
Phone 753-6953.
CELEBRATION
4 miles from Murray on High- ments in a detached concseta
Streets, Murray, Ky. This week
CHRYSLER 4-De -Hard1960
way
121
South.
Possession
with
OF
CITY
Murray
Business
PriConveniently
305
block garage$75 OFF
NICE two-bedroom house at
1967 CORVETTE Sting Ray,
1°we have many special Mime
top. Air conditioned. South 15th Street Couples on- vilege and vehicle licensee exdeed.
cated within walking distance
Selected Models of
white, 327, automatic, low miletic= to offer you. MO Model
A STONE HOUSE with 3 bed- of downtown. With a down pay$195.00
pired
1st.
May
Sound.
These
licenses
M-22-C
1.; Phone 753-2770.
age, two tops, excellent condiA Ford. Many fine antique
Singer Touch and
rooms, basement. Beautiful 1 meet of $3,000, owner will 5before
be
June
must
purchased
tion. Kentucky tags. Phone 753clocks. Nowadays, with inflation
acre lot. Needs some repair but name the balance at 7% inter- 1965 CHEVELLE '.Malibu 6- CLEAN two-bedroom 10' wide 1st to avoid a 10% penalty.
Sew Machine
M-211-C
4478 or 753-9135.
spiraling out of sight. the Dunpassenger Station Wag- mobile home. Private lot, airis priced accordingly. Located
In Your Choice of Cabinets
geon's staff thought we would
Local
near Wiswell.
small
miles.
one
conditioned. Also
on. 32.000
GOO▪ D 3,room frame house on
DON'T MISS
help fight the high cost of livQUALITY construction 3-bed- 1% acres, near the new indite$1,095.00 trailer, $45.00 per month, air- BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
car.
This Money-Saving
-rent $10.00 monthly, rent aping by offering a "Thrift Comroom Colonial with fireplace trial area north of Murray. Good
conditioned. Phone 489-3623.
e'. You may bring new or used
Opportunity
and double garage. Transfer- frontage on 1JS-841. Excellent 1966 DATSUN 4-door Sedan,
11-23-C plies to purchase. Used spinet
pianos and organs. Lonardo
clothe* at bargain prices In
NOTICE
able 5 3/4% loan. Save $$$ at investment property.
1 300 Series. Excellent
Piano Company "Your complete
order to offer you a better IS
this low, low interest rate.
4695.
Murray Sewing
-bedOnly
3
mileage.
gas
completion,
NEARING
FURNISHED apartment- newly music stern". Paris and Martin,
Matron, we do need more clothA 4-BEDROOM brick near the room brick in one of the fastPhone 436-2323.
Center
11-11-22-C
Tennessee.
ee You may bring new or used
new high school site. 2 bath • growing subdivisioas in this 1966 SIMCA 4-door. Up to 35 decorated.
M-ZI-C
Your Singer Sewing Dealer rooms, sunken living room, forclothes no the Dungeon anytime
Specgallon.
per
miles
kitchen-fonroom,
Living
area.
Buy
to
m.,
between hours of 3:00 p.
Bel Air Shopping Center
mal dining area, quality con- lly room, ceramic bath, utility,
$545.00 FURNISHED apartment, air-con7:00 P. m. on Thursday and
,
8 a.m.-9 p.m., Mon.-Set.
struction, excellent floor plan, carport, outside storage. It la
NOTICE
ditioned and carpeted. ReasonFriday or anytime after 3:00
double garage, very large patio. still not too late to choose manY 1962 POSTIAC Tempest Ste
1 p.nri.-6 p.m. Sundays
ably priced, 1414 Vine. 11-25-C
p. m. Saturday. Auction items
tion Wagon. Runs and
BRICK AND STONE home feat- of the features you would want
The City of Murray Is takNICE two-bearoont furnished
will also be accepted at this
uring 3 bedrooms, full base- In your new home. Chances are
drives good.
applications for the posiing
Two
only.
term
Summer
house.
2%
time. Clothes for the "Thrift
room,
ment, formal dining
$195.00
Special! ___
L1 at you will qualify for a loan
blocks off Camp& Phone 753- tion of Police Patrolmen.
Corner" must be clean, pressed,
baths, fireplace in the family it 6 1/4% interest on this home.
1TC Ages 2145. Starting salary,
room, recreation room, double PRICE REDUCED on the 19 1965 VW. Special
In a ceieptiene bag and sized
$695.00 4091.
TAKE UP PAYMENTS
garage, large sundeck with elec- serer and 2-bedroom shingled
with the price of garment. The
On
TRAILER, located In $405.90 per month with other
Now!
tric grill for your outdoor liv- house, 3 miles north of Murray 1966 DATSUN Station Wagon HOUSE
Dungeon's staff will be off on
HOME
TRACK
8
Village, Phone benefits. Applications are
Home
Mobile
ing pleasure. All electric. City on US-641. This property is
Local car. Only a buying spree during week of
1300.
)1-*C available at the City Clerk's
At The
TAPE PLAYER
or 753-3482.
school district Let us show you Ideally suited for many potent$895.00 753-3895
3.of May. There will not be
and
Office in the City Hall Buildthis outstanding home. Would ial uses. Come in and let us
an auction held the 30th. We
SPEAKERS
Ezegmlive
consider a trade. . '
will be back in operation in full
quote you the greatly redu
a Muth se- --WEETEIrge -Weer 'home le- price.
-swing of - things an -Saturday,
Demonstrator, a •
,
Dated down town on a corruner- 44 ACRE FARM with a recently
June Oth.i, with many more bar.
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
HSI. WANTED
•
.
INVITATION TO BID *44ene",
Auotioneer, Warne
soaked lot. Needs some remodelled large Mime home. 1969 DATSUN-Station Wagon.
Dixieland Ceram
-= Maumee agencies and
.
coMplete new car war- WANTED: lady experiencedat201
Aril- via& right.
ne 753-3242
son; Jim Hailer,,manager. For
Phone 753-7575
Located oprthweet of PurYear.
are invited to bid on a
APARTMENT house across Tone., but stip within-esSY ecmnfurther information call 753ranty. Save $500.00!
rti22c
salad preparation, full time
M-23-C
insurance covering the
of
polity
mk
the street from the MSU camp- muLing distance of Murray. 15
3263 or 753-9990.
condiworking
part time. Good
County Library on
us. Good income property.
acre grain bale, tobacco base,
tions, must be neat, efficient Calloway
tO' x 100' BRICK veneer com- good well, fences and outbuild• Lassiter-McKinney and able to furnish good refer- West Main area. Murray. Kenmercial building just off the trigs. We'll be happy to show
ences No phone calls, apply tucky.
Datsun •
ssavscss OPPOIND
Bids should specify the kind
square in downtown Murray
you this fine farm.
Colonial House Smorgasbord.
beautifully
reasonably priced.
of coverage (fire and windstorm
Very
Evening
a
FOR
WOKING
tach
F;
11-26-C
In
and
put
bailed
CUT,
HAY
required) and should be in the
100 ACRE FARM located on wooded building site with about
Until 8 p.m.
barn Phone WEAMO.
machine operae sanotent of One Hundred Fifty
dish
WANTED
blacktop
on
land,
normiles
2
about
;Highway
641
of
acres
30
Street
Ame4C
Sycamore
0- r or, full and part time. No phone Thousand Dollars ($150,000.) on
th of Murray, adjacent to in- 'road within 5 miler of Murray?
Phone 753-7114
Certified Wayne
calls Apply Colonial House the building, and Seventy Thodustrial property. Practically all We have a choice location, Deer
SAWS ram,wall mowers sad
M-23-C send Dollars ($70,000.00) on the
Certified Kent
Smorgasbord.
small appliances repaired and
of the farm is tillable and in a Wiswell Rood, that fits the
rodents.
for
us
Call
description.
800'
productivity.
above
yard tools sharpened. 512 B.
of
high state
Registered Dare
Bids should be delivered to
particulars..
South 12th Street Phone 7834
age Margaret Trevathan, County Lisalesman,
Rorde
Registered Hood
WANTED:
highway frontage Financing TO BUY ...see ual TO SELL
June-SC
6067.
known
nationally
for
over
25 or
brary, Murray, Kentucky, prior
Solo Herbicide
available at 6% interest to qual4fith ml
wholesale food service. Salary to 5:00 p. m., June 4, WO.
WILL DO bush-hogging by the
ified buyer.
FULTON YOUNG Realty, 4th
Inoculation
plus commtssion. Send complete
ITC
hour or by the *ere. Phone
A CHOICE 26 acre farm on a end Maple, Phone 753,7333.
Pioneer Seed Corn 3369A
resume incliging phone number
Sherrill Outland 753-3788 after
blacktop road located 3% Mlles Home phones: Fultoo B. Young,
to Box 32-S, Murray, Kentucky.
YellowaSorn
AUTOS ova SALE
4:00 p. in.M-2114
AUTOS FOB /ALB
from the city limits west of 753-4946; Ishmael Steamer, 75311.22-C
Stull SW b.<
area
wooded
Murray.
Beautiful
M-23-C
1534.
WILL KEEP childres In my
for a building site. A very clam
WANTED: Homeworkers, envehome. Experienced. Phone 735
Murray
Pole
bars
fencing.
good
farm,
lope addressers. Send self-ad11-214
9471.
and a well are on the property. FOUR-BED ROO M, two story
dressed stamped envelope for
Warehousing
5% INTEREST. Financing avail- Nene on tree shaded lot in CanWILL KEEP elderly men in my
complete detaiLs. Keafauver's
Corp.
able at 5% simple interest, with tbury Estates. 2% bathe living
home, room and board. For in1474 N. Grand St. Wabash, intl.
only 10% down, on prime home room, dining room, kitchen with
Old Concord Road
formation send name, address
June-3-P
46992.
saavscas °cream)
Country
1969 Ford
0.
P.
sites. This is a good time to built-ins and breakfast area,
and phone number to
Phone 7534220
panelled family room with firebuy. See us now for details.
Box 503, Murray, Ky. M-25P
Squire
Station Wagon
WANTED: full time alteration
„..
DONALD TUCKER, Realtor, 502 place and beamed ceiling, slidPUBLIC HAULING
Pluse
shop.
dress
local
for
lady
Maple Street, Murray, Kentucky, ing glass door to large deck.
i-passenger.
locally
owned. Only 5.500 miles. Air conrock
Dirt, graVel, white
phone 7534342; Home phones- Two car garage with storage be dive-ways Quick ser- send qualifications and referditioner. luggage rack, AM FM stereo radio, select
NOTICE
ences to P. 0. Box 144, Murray,
Tucker, 753-5020: area above. Full walk out base- vice.
Donald R.
shift Cruiseomatic. power steering. traction-lok difM-21-C
. , 753-4978 M-25-C ment with sliding glass door to
Bobby Grogan
Phone 753.7381
ferential. 2-way power tail gate, deluxe wheel covers.
patio, pelts windows, city school
or
WANTED: Man for reliable potrailer towing package, deluxe grill, knitted vinyl trim,
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
district, underground utilities,
753-5108
talon in Automotive Replacerear-facing 3rd seat, yacht deck side panels, black
WANTED TO BUY
gas
drive,
city sewer, paved
TIC
Murray
ment Parte business in
jade color.
vWANTED: used boat trailer. heat and central air condition•
and vicinity. Send complete reCall 753-2250 after four P. m ing. For appointment call 753
KenMurray.
'
§EE
324,
THIS
TODAY
Box
AND
to
me
SAVE.
$1650
FROM
M-23-C
' M-22-C 6248.
M-28-C
.
O
RIGINAL- STICKER PRICE!
All sizes and colors. for Ten an women. One brand
CUSTOM FARM WORK
2 price; one brand 25'; off regular place.
1
/
air-conSilagefr.‘hop.used
Hay Bailing.
WANTED to buy
110 DOWN and $10 per montS
ditioner, $30.00. Phew 7624430 will buy a large wooded _100' s Ping. Combining, Plowing and
WANTED TO MINT
-11-23C WO'Tot at Keciana Shores All
Disking
a.,
WANTED to. rent a three bedPhone Bob or Earl Foram
avail
DiNI
TSUN
WANTED: A small hand yam- utilities including water
Days. 751.2532
room house for college teacher.
lake
able,
Satisfaction Guaranteed
access
privileges
flashon
Sycamore Street Opu- Evesseepe- Ph. 7E09114
Everum cleaner that rims
Garfield,
-Gene
7534080
Nights
Contact
in
light batteries, new or used. Phone 438-5320 for'complete
H-1TC green Terrace 157-8, Carbondale,
formation and directions. M-23 C
M-215-P
Phone 7534130.
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Attorney Believes
Purchase Area FOC
Will Be Refunded
By JOSEPH FLEMING
(UPI)- The
tall
BERLIN
people, of Europe claim they
discriminated
being
are
against, and they are organizing to do something about it.
They insist it's a small man's
world and a big man Only has
an advantage on the basketball

MURRAY, Ky., May 21 - "I
believe we will be refunded,"
Kenneth Alexander, Paducah attorney, said to members of the
Purchase Area Economic Opportimity Council at the Murray
City Hall tonight.
Alexander, represented the
PAEOC at the regional 0E0
office in Atlanta where officials
of the local poverty agency were
'to show cause why the organization'should not be defunded for
failing to comply with 0E0
directives., The Paducah lawyer said that
,the threat of defunding grew out
of concern over internal organization and fiscal matters. He
said the group conceded that
some things were not exactly in
compliance with the law, but
these were minor and had no
bearing on the issue.
He said, however, that there
were certain conditions that the
PAEOC would have to meet before being refunded. Pointing
out that the delegation to Atlanta offered the conditions,
Alexander indicated that the bylaws would have to be in compliance with 0E0 laws before
July 1.
He outlined a plan whereby
funds would be allocated on a
performance basis.
Normally, refunding is on a
12-months basis. Alexander suggested that f und I n g cover a
three-months period. If the board
and membership are not in compliance with 0E0 laws at that
time, there will be no further
refunding; be said.
"These two conditions completely satisfy 0E0 with the
b oard and internal organization," Alexander stated.
He said an audit would resolve financial difficulties.
Curlee Brown, senior executive director of the PAEOC, reported that the Richardson and

to look at our books - and we
asked Atlanta three months ago
for a figure for an audit," Brown
continued.
In regard to the economic
program,Brown said, "The local
governments and citizens must
come together to form something that will live when 0E0
is dead," he concluded.
The first sign of trouble came
in April when State 0E0 director Lynn Frazier told Mud
members in Benton that the
agency was threatened with defunding.
Later, regional director Roy
E. Batchelor confirmed the
charge saying, "Continued-difficulties in PAEOC have made
it necessary for the regional office to initiate action to, deny
refunding."
The poverty agency has been
operating on a provisional grant
3f $62,540 since last May. The
hearing in Atlanta was called
to determine if the program
would be continued following
expiration of that grant on June
30, 1970.
This is the second time that
the PAEOC has been threatened
with defunding. In March, 1969,
funds were cut off for failure to
comply with 0E0 directivesthe same charges filed again
recently. Through appeals, the
agency was refunded on a provisional basis for 12-months.

court.
The third European Congres
of Tall People has ended with a
plea for tax reductions to help
meet the cost of being big.
There are 520 men and
women in West Berlin for the
three-day meeting, from West
Germany, Denmark, Sweden,
Austria and Switzerland.
.Gets Double Room
One man 7-feet, 7-inches tall
swore he always gets a double
room in a hotel and then joins
the twin beds so 'ht- can sleep
comfortably.
"But that won't work for
bathtubs," said Heinrich KerREST EVER-This photo of the solar corona taken during the total eclipse March 7 by Dr.
ner, head of the West Berlin
G. A.-Newkirk Jr. shows more details than any other ever taken, scientists say. He is
"Tall People's Club."
with the Center, for Atmospheric Research High Altitude Observatory at Boulder. Colo
"And what does a man do
when his head hits the shower
AFTER THIS, A LOT Of THEM WERE DEAD
A Vietnamese
nozzle," asked Kamer, who at
woman kneels in prayer just before she and 99
off complaints of "vigilante" 6-foot4-inches describes himself
other Vietnamese
were
forced to march to the then Viet-Cong-held
tactics.
as relatively short.
village of Seelig in Cambodia with leaflets urging the
"We're all in this together,
Cong
"Consider the cost of gutting
to leave the nation. Crossfire erupted and a
the police and the conununity,"
lot of them
suits made Small persons can
were
mowed
down**
estate
a
real
death.
said Higgins,
(Rogeophoto).
uy off the rack. Or shoes. How
salesman When not on'
'Police about the cost of beds and
duty. "It's just that the citizens
bathtubs at home?"
are putting up the money. The
"And if you can get clothes to
ever
handle
it
ff
it
police
would
By ROBERT RUSSELL
community before the people
tit you there is no variety."
arrest."
came
to
making
an
realize it is happening.
Nothing Fits
already
project
is
The
BELFAST,
The response was immediate
Maine (UFO-Werner Schneider, the 6-foot-4
May 20, 1970
dividends, he reported,
This scenic community perched and enthusiastic. Former Polite reaping
Inch
chairman of the allCensus - Adults
93
the
pours
in
on
information
as
halfway up the Maine coast has Chief Donald Webber, now an
German club said, "All we can
Census - Nursery
pushers
in
the
of
drug
activities
a common urban problem- oil distributor, began pascing
get to fit us are shoelaces, ties
Newborn Admissions
in
the
business region.
hat
drugs- but a decidedly uncom- the
and handkerchiefs."
Baby Boy Henderson; Baby
are,
how
"I
know
who
they
unsolicited
and
mon approach to combatting it community,
Schneider feels that if tall
Girl McKinney.
travel," Higgins said. "But
A bounty for pushers.
pledges poured in from the they
men and women band together in
Disenissals
we
informer,
without
the
began
retownspeople.
Police
Spurred by a deputy sheriff and
Mrs. Mavis Moore, Route 1,
with
clubs they can deal
case
against
haven't
got
a
Dr. Harry M.Sparks,president Murray; Mrs. Jinnie Holl, 214
a businessman, the town of ceiving tips on drug activitieS
manufacturers and shops in an
anybody."
•
6,100 has raised nearly $1,000 in around town.
effort to get cheaper prices and of Murray State University, will South 2nd Street, Murray;' DaNEW YORK (UP1')- Stocks
the past few weeks to reward
But no one volunteered to act
be the commencement speaker vid Hazelwood, 304 North 4th,
articles at the proper size.
advanced in moderately active
police informers who would buy as decoy, a problem anticipated
for
Graduation
Exercises
Murray;
the
Mrs.
Linda
at
Hill,
123
Pleas for tax reductions fell
trading today.
drugs under official scrutinY by Higgins in his published
on deaf ears at a city reception the 1970 graduating class of the Shady Oaks, Murray; Bobby
Shortly after the opening, the
and testify in court against the appeal.
for
the congress delegates 115-year-old Sayre School in Lex- Stone, Route 1, Dexter; Mrs. Trevathan firm of Benton had U P I
marketwide
indicator
"Apparently the biggest fear
Audrey Sills, 902 Pogue Ave., agreed to do the auditing. He
seller.
given by West Berlin Deputy ington, Kentucky.
showed a gain of 0.46 per cent
They would get the County if of the young people is to be
Nora- said a letter had already been
Dr. Spark's Commencement Murray; Mrs. Evelyn
Mayor Kurt Neubauer.
on 397 issues crossing the tape.
(Continued From Palle 1)
the suspect was convicted of called a squealer or rat-ftnk,"
"How about tax reductions address will culminate a week of worthy and baby girl, Route 3, sent to Atlanta for approval.
Advances
outnumbered
deBenton;
selling dope to a minor. There he wrote.
Mrs.
Kate
"It's
up
to
them
Peery,
New
now,
but
I
for
Sayre's
activities
graduation
for small men?" he was heard
clines, 190 to 111,
Concord;
Henry
don't
think
have been no takers so far, but
Some officials are skeptical men to duty and police officials to mutter.
Oliver,
they
have
any
reRoute
beginning
class
1970 graduating
Motors and electronics generconfidence is high that the very of the project. "The whole thing ordered all off-duty officers to
with the Baccalaureate Service, 7, Box 41, Murray; Everett Bur- course but to accept the audiNeubauer is 5-feet-six.
ally edged higher, while steels
existence of the bounty may conjures up vigilantes to me," report to headquarters and all
Sunday, June 7 at Mt. Horeb keen (expired), Route 4, Mur- tor," he added.
were narrowly mixed, Oils also
Brown called the discrepancies
deter big-city pushers from commented a member of the off-days canceled. About 200
Presbyterian Church, Donn D, ray; Mrs. Katie Covington (extraded in both directions.
invading the area.
state attorney general's office, highway patrolmen also were
Hollingsworth, Minister, follo- pired), 107 North 14th Street, Ner the PAEOC's financial conIn the oil groap; Jersey
Murray.,
dition a "misunderstanding."
Sheriff Launches Drive
who declined to be identified summoned to the campus.
Texas had 15: wed by the Headmaster's InvitaIn 1969,
Standard edged - up % to 523
Fawcett said the troops, ex/
4,
"There
has
never
been
The drive was launched by because he said he did not
a
bill
Headmajor water reservoirs with a tional Tea at the home of
1
2 to 24/
1
2,
paid without a check to back it with Texaco ahead /
Deputy Sheriff Harold Higgins know enough about the venture pected to ring the campus area,
of master and Mrs. Hollingsworth.
capacity
storage
total
and Ashland down 5/(1 to 19/
would admit anyone with leg*
1
4.
he said.
In a much-publicized letter to to fully evaluate it.
TEEN TOWN
The Junior-Senior Formal Ban28,619,100 acre-feet of water.
Getty lost
to 39. Occidental
"If we had anything to hide,
the editor of the local weekly,
Waldo County Attorney Stan- mate business. "But," he said.
was
held
Ball
Graduation
quet
and
* * *
was steady at 16. Standard of
the Belfast Republican Journal, ley F. Brown said he hadn't "anyone else had better stay
Teen Town at the First Udit- we would not have asked them
Monday June 8 at the Red Mile
Ohio gained 11/4 to 52%.
away."
in which he offered a $25 been consulted either, but that
ed
will
week
Methodist
the
calorie
fruits
Concluding
Low
are used Club.
Church will be
Chemicals showed a steady
Columbus
Safety
Director
bounty and asked his fellow he would want to advise police
by 32 per cent of U.S. families, be the annual Commencementopen on Saturday night, May 23
tone, with Allied Chemical and
James
Hughes
Jr.
and
Fawcett
citizens to enrich the pot.
on the potential legal diffictdcompared with 16 per cent in Exercises, Tuesday, June 9 at
Quebec
vs.
pollution
Du Pont unchanged at 17/
agreed outside agitators were'
1
2 and "If this drug problem were a ties involved before they sent a
1965.
8:00 p.m. in Sayre's Cornelius
1
2, respectively. Eastman
responsible for the violence.
QUEBEC CITY (UP1)-:'1'he 105/
buyer - informant
21agite sweeping across the prospective
*
Vanderbilt Whitney Auditorium
3/4
FALSE ALARM
to 61%,
Quebec _government is reads' to Kodak was up
•
land, people would be quick to into the streets in search of
In Lexington.
The Murray Fire Department spend $600
million in three Among the electronics, ConMore than 115 councils of
immunize their children," he drug pushers.
answered a call at 11:30 p.m stages during the next 15 years trol Data rose % to $7%, with
governments has'- been ,et up in
wrote.
Pleased by Response
NOW YOU KNOW
1Liptor means any bird of the Thursday to 203 Maple Street. to fight water
3
4 to 18%, RCA % to
pollution, says{ Litton up /
areas
metropolitan
from
controversy,
HigBoston
"Well, this can be just as
Despite the
by United Press International
order of falconiformes or strigi- This turned out to be a false municipal affairs minister Rob- 21, and IBM 1 to 246/
1
2.
deadly, only this is a creeping gins
pleased
with
the
is
Tapeworms, sometimes attain to Loo Angeles in the past four formes.
falcons, alarm.
specifically
Honeywell climbed 5% to 823
ert Lussier.
/
4,
sickness that silently envelops a community response and shrugs a length of 30 feet.
years.
hawks, owls and eagles used for
The first stage woulA,.cost while General Electric gained
hunting.
3250 million and would bcgin 1% to 64%. Westinghouse was
***
3
4. Telex Corp;
THREE CITED
during the fiscal year 1970- unchanged at 57/
3
4, with Fairchild
Three persons were cited by 71.
The second stage would rose 3/t to 13/
Thr University of Houston the Murray Police Department take
1
2
, and
place between 1976-81 and Camera up 1% to 32/
reports mathematics is the most yesterday and last night. They
the third stage between 19111-85. National Cash Register 741 to'
Yat
Jrws constitute less ttlafl' up Z to 23. _
ay ARMY ARCM=
&nee__
also proIn
the
autorenAl% jgrint,
per ent of the IT.4Apopulation.
Ceiftred Press Association
duced a film. version, "7.,-.-Tiger
to
says the 1969 American Jewish Genera/ Motors tacked on
Correspondent
Makei OUt." Eli claimed. it
62%, with Ford and Chrysler
Yearbook,
HOLLYWOOD While many
•
didn't make money because "It
also up % each to 39% and
of today's show biz couples are
was ahead of its time." And
21%, respectively.
living together and having chilhe's probably correct. Torldv it
U.S. Steel rose/
dren before or without benefit
1
2 to 33¼, but
Costa Rica has laws restrictcould do the kind of business
of marriage, yet another Couple
ing horses, mules and oxen to 48 Bethlehem fell 1/11 to 24%.
like Woody Allen's ''Take The
remains did-fashioned and they
Ameran -Telephone eased %
Money And Run."
hours of work a week.
are quite happy about it. They
to 44%.
Like Joanne Woodward and
are Anne Jackson and Eli WalPaul Newman, they've also )1plach.
peared together in several movAlthough married 20 years.
ies, four, as compared to the
with three children and nurtie
Newman,' record of seven.
erous acting honors,. they still
They've not yet played
husband
don't see eye to eye'. But it
and wife. And in "Witness.she
doesn't affeet their. attitude of
plays George Kennedy's
wife,
"the family that plays together,
and she gets billing above
Eli
- a fact she won't let her h
stays together."
Abend forget!
They are, in many ways,. like
1969 CHEVY Pickup. V-8, automatic.
• . •
"Sharp".
. and equally different from
NEXT on their agenda is
other acting couples, such as
a
1969 OLDSMOBILE Delta Royal 2-Door
Hardtop. Power
plan to make a film has, 11 on
the --prime example,- Elizabeth
a
and air. Vinyl roof.
screenplay Eli will write, and
Taylor and Richard Burton or
they will shoot in Israel
the veteran couple, Fredric
Be1970 CHEVY impala 4-Door Hardtop.
fore 'going over, they plan
March and Florence Eldridge,
V 8. automat:,
to
.make another outing teg,,th,,r
or the happy medium, Joanne
power and air Vln.1 roof.
on the, stage, although both
Woodward and Paul Newman
admit Broadway, like Illollvw7),„1,
and •the youngest he - and - she
1946 PONTIAC Bonneville 3-Door
Hardtop. Power and
doesn't look too promising in
Family portrait-Eli Wallach and Anne Jackson
acting team, Ryan O'Neal and
air.
the upcoming season
Leigh" Taylor-Young.
night of friend Jack Lemmon makeup department) and had
When either Anne or Eli
Ironically, they often play on the silage of the city's Music the driver take
1965 GRAND PRIX. Powet4, and
me on a tour out of town for a play oi go, s
air.
such meanies on film and stage, Center in a revival of "Idiot's of the back lots," she
film,
said.
the
entire
family
go,s
it's hard to believe they are the Delight." Their attitude is alm• • •
1964
CADILLAC Seid
l an DelfIlle. Power and
ing the dog. And, if v4,1!
air.
kmg in
same, easy-going, laughing peo- ways the same: exuberant about
"I BROMg DOWN and wept a play in New York.
alf si,. in.
ple off - stage and off - screen. what they're doing and what when he showed me where
1962 FORD Pickup.
eluding
the
dog,
sit
dowi.
fine
That, too, proves what
.they're going to do.
'Scarlett O'Hara,' Andy Hardy' early dinner before
utitt,In
•
actors they are.
1960 FORD.
Unlike so mittly-trew people and,'Camille' lived. God4,„ If
"We're rather old-fa
• • •
in the butilnes‘ they like it - - those netv owners turn MGM!s said Eli, "we, believe in
ANNE and pit commute be- and the people in it: They may, back lots into a- shopPing cen- togetherness and not
be'
liveen New York and Hollywood seem corny to some of today's ter, I shall never forgive them!" a fuss over our ehildr,i,
-We'd be happy,'
regularly. For example, f talked -in" people, but they don't care. Anne was very emphatic.
'I
Co-starring with Gig Young Anne, "if our acting in
with him in Hollywood for Their- performances are neyer
"McKennas's Gold," then with anything but real. Nevertheless, in •'Loverm" was also exciting lure could be together Anr!
A. t. Sander
Wells Purdom, Jr.
both of them during their joint they have a great feeling for ,for Anne because the Academy though it's old-faehionei
ete7'llcontinne
"False Witness," later with her the great "unreal" that was Award winner appeared in hist lx"se
Jim ICusiskendall
Hollywood
first Broadway play Nvith her, g
in New York in -Lovers and
Mers,-011•••
--E•11-teekla -"1,--deet!t-terrner
of "False Witness," for ex- told me she was responsible for with Anne."
whatever sauces, he had
and
"MIND!" said A III,
friends with actors on both ample, on the giant MGM lot,
should adore it."
the studio driver on it was considerable!
ciasts. Thus it wasn't surprhe "I kidnaped
to- be-made-beautiftri - The Wei-woe - - appeared on - "So " he shreigred -1- ,,i,„,1 .0ticur.maillis*Vel•-.0M---Illiitt se- re
of 3n.nrin -,-A.iiitiT"
"Me to See; Mai' both back ler the wiry
1401 Main Street
Bill Tuttle the head of the Broadwa y several times and her"
Phone 753-$315
'7(1 in ()silk.. Japan
to get into the U.S. Paviiion at Ex
L a Angeles, for the opening by

Belfast, Maine, Posts Bounty
For Convicted Dope Pushers
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"Cambodian neut
destroyed a few
American and So:
forces launched t
against the Pan
the Fish Hook(
areas on the Sou
border. It was d
than five years a
areas were occui
Vietnamese fore
down through L
bottle. No one ei
bodians complain
ever may now
dent Nixon will
gained time in
portion of South
til the end of th
tinue and consol
fication
and
programs" . . .
expert Sir Robe
writing in the L
ial Times.

Wei have been an
somewhat chagri
the misquoting
Nixon and Vice
new on demonstn
campuses. They
to all dissenters
those who resort
and those who U
to burn and pill
who
called
pi
"pigs", and those
their actions den;
to those who do
them. One of the
in quoting someo
them right and in
text.

A move is on to
Queen, the paddl
does not measur
safety laws. We a
sentimentality but
unsafe to carry
should either be
brought up to it
tired.

Now hers is the'
question put to S
and Senator Mui
Question by M
"Let me talk for
bout pollution, pei
The Vice Presid
statement last
quote: 'Let Sena
go prospecting h
party leaders in
dens of Canada
We Republicans if
where.' And then
his speech to a Re;
rxiser-111
Loul
- for the deserters,
.!fenicaley incendiai
and uncivil, the 4
mong our youth
rather swap the'
zoo for a single p
kind of young An
in Vietnam.' Wha
action to a stater
from the Vice Pres
Response by Se
'!'The Vice Presid
be the kind of a
most comfortable
opposition when
torts his oppone
and builds a straw
straw-man debater
would render his ci
ter service if he
with greater precis
er understanding
stance of the poin
those responsible
disagree with Pres
policies, his policie
and elsewhere. I
are not traitors. 1
riots. They are co
the future of this
as much as is ths
dent, And to,paint
with the brifsh of
order to make the
nerable as targets
means the office
Presidency, does
his country and s
elevate his stature
I have found in
critics - those
with me - that
first try to unders
stance -of their
their disagreement
time I find that it
relevance to the
of our country as
that I take."

